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ESTABLISHMENT

Offios, 80 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,

L

all letters

on

busimess,

remittances of

money, &c., should be sent, All communications
v Seslpatd for publication should be addressed tothe
tor.

$3.00 per year; or il'pard strictly IN ADTerms:
VANCE, $2.50
MEMEIT ANCES must be made in money orders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter,
All Postmasters are ebliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so.
oneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
the; will be at the risk of those sending them.
The

regular

charges

for

mopey

orders,

bank

checks, and Post Office money orders may be deducted from the amount due, when thussent. Agents
are particularly requested to make

only by mem-

The commun-

ion table of the Warren Avenue Baptist
church “is spread for ‘all who love the

their remittances

tation I could give would entitle one to
partake of these emblems, nor would any
restriction that I could make have any
right to keep any-@ne away,” or words to
that effect.
\
Jn addition to responsive worship, con gregationu] prayer and praise meetings for
the promotion of holiness, and

of the Lotd's
of the best

dist,

table, which

the freedom

combine some

features of the Baptist, Metho-

Episcopal

awd

Congrezationalist

1878.

Number

to gather

round them, to revive and to grow.
should

spring

up here

There

a church that will

make itself feltas a moral power in the
city, and faith, confidence, nerve and en-

ergy will accomplish this result.
CONCLUSION,

hour, at the Revere,

A few years ago, his

coming used to fill Cambridge Square with
staring people, but yesterday, had it not

been for the officious police, who
some

hours

around the

Revere,

waited

he would

have come and gone,as he evidently wished
to come

and

go,

vate citizen,

All for Christ.

a congregation

as quietly

as any pri-

As it was, there were not im-

pertinent people enough

that gathered to

block the sidewalks, and the President
avoided even these by unexpectedly alighting at the side door, and going in by the

sealed, while kings and queens and science
and art and army and navy were toasted,

———

“Behold, the heaven and the heaven of
heavens is the Lord’s thy God, the earth
also, with all that therein is,
*“The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness
thereof, the world, and they that dwell

therein.”
Experience proves that an exceedingly
high state of religious enjoyment is attain.
ed, when the sentiment of these two passages of Scripture is fully understood and
completely acquiesced in. When a man
Rguowledgos theoretically and practically,
that this world and every thing connected
therewith is the property of him who made
it; that he himself is doubly the Lord’s,
having been hoth created and redeemed by
him, then is he prepared, not only, for service to his Master, but for real enjoyment ;
such as no other course of living will bring.

churches, a Quaker hospitality is an excellent method of advancing the welfare of a ladies’ entrance, which was all asit should God needs that wkich is his own ; he has comand until payment of all arrearagesis made as rechurch and society. This Warren Avenue be.
H. B.
menced a work in the earth, and he needs
quired by law.
Each subscriber 18 particularly requested to note
church extends to strangers. A printed
rfp AA prem
his money and his men to carry it on.
the date on the label for the expiration of his subcircular is put into the hands\of every stran{ Now, dear brethren and sisters of the Free
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
Special Correspondence.
year, without further reminder from this ofiice.
ger who attends, on which is this broad and |
Baptist denomination, just so far as we are
New York, Aug 9, 1873.
cordial welcome :
concernedin this matter, let us, one and
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
The great five at Hunter’s Point, on Tues- all, raise.the banner of the Cross with these
Our house of worship is large, affording
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
7, is a good illustration of the reckless- words inscribed thereon, ‘All for Christ.”
sittings
for
1,400
people,
and
we
offer
you,
from the post-ofMice—whether directedto his name or
in the name of our
Heavenly Father whose ness with which men conduct themselves As disciples, let us be willing to beas our
another’s, or whether he has subscribedor not—is
responsible for the payment.
:
it is and whose we are, its (ullest and freest amidst dangers familiar t6' them. A man
2. Ifa person orders his Raper discontinued, he
Master, and as servants,to be as our Lord.
hospitalities. Attentive ushers will meet you
must pay all arrearages,or the publisher may conlounging on a barge loaded with coal oil
If we have money, let us give it ; if we have’
tinue to send it until [ayinentis made, and collect the at the door and provide you with the best
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the seat in the house not occupied at the time
lighted his pipe, and the flame of the match set time, let us give it; if we have influence,
olice or not.
of your coming.
So thatin no case need fire to the gases generated by the cargo. The let us give it; if wé have talent, let us
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the
post-office, or
you feel any embarrassment or hesitation unfortunate smoker lost his. life; and from give it; if we have strength, let us give it;
removing
and leavipg them uncalled
for, is prima
-on account of being.a stranger. We bid his barge the flames spread to the nearest oil
racie evidence of intentional fraud.
in a word, let us make no reserve.
Then
you welcome in God's name,
SR
works (the Standard Oil Works), which while hundreds and thousands of dollars
4% When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
On the same circular is also the followwere . consumed, and, before the fiery tide are daily running into the treasuries of our
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
ing invitation to attend the meeting for
& We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
‘* spiritual progress”, which gives a view could be stayed, over $200,000 worth of Benevolent Societies,and earnest prayers are
them.
property had been destroyed. It. is amaz- offered, accompanied with corresponding
of the plan and success of the work :
ing that these vast magazines of explosive
earnest Christian labor,
God
will work
This meeting is held on Saturday atternoon of each week at 4 o'clock, and is de- material should be no more securely guard- with us, and great will be our joy in the
signed eSpeciaily for Christians (though ed by extinguishing apparatus than yester- Lord.
open to all) who are interested for them- day’s fire proves them to be. But it is still
We that love the heathen, and wish to
as large as possible and thus save expenses,
Pap=rs

are

received by

*

the right ‘place

Lord.” ¢ This table is the Lord's,” said
The President was in town yesterday,
Dr. P. at the last communion.
*¢ No invi-, dnd dined, or rather breakfasted at a late

NR. BURLINGAME, Publisher.

To whom

attended, not

bers of his own church, but by those of
other denominations.
The Free Baptist
| practice of open communion . promotes

18SUED BY THE
FREEWILL

H » AUG. 20,

N.

forwarded

the Publisher

until

an

eXplicis

order

is

for their discontinuance,

The Winning Star.

selves, and

WEDNESD AY,

AUGUST

20,

the

church of God at large, in

the attainment of n deeper and richer Chris-

1878.

tian experience ; a closer walk

with God ; a

life of absolute consecration and personal
Joliness. Thus far since their commencelent these meetings have been largely attended by Christians of various denomina-

Daily Work.
Sr

——

tions, and are

In the name of God advancing,
Sow thy seed at morning light ;
Cheerily the farrows turning,
Labor on with all thy might,

witnessed

to, in a

marked

manner, by the presence and power of the
Holy Ghost. Testimonies are constantly
and frequently being recorded of the blessings of ** Peace,” ** Rest,” and “ Joy in the
| Holy Ghoste” and of * Spiritual Progress,”
that have come to hungering and thirsting
souls who have attended them. If you are
a child of God, could you do better than to

Look not to the far-off future,
Do the work which nearest lies;
Sow thou must before thou reapest,
Rest at last is labor's prize.

spend an hour, once a week, in seeking for

Standing still is. dangerous ever,

more

surprising that men

can

be educated

into a carelessness like that which kindled
the Long Island city fire, and cost the bargeman his life.
ANNIHILATED BY AN ‘‘INPERVIEWER.”
Few things in this world will kick up a
bigger row than when Jones, in conversa-

tion

with

a newspaper

‘* Interviewer,”

speaks his mind freely as regards Brown.
Brown ordinarily comes back on Jones in
print, and then the fun gets lively. But it
often happens that the party of the second
part would have done better to have abstained from rushing into print. A case in
point is just now pointing the moral to this
“kind of common-sense reasoning.
Mr.
Shepard Homans is just mow the talk of
the town, but as everybody and his wife
may not know who the aforesaid party is,
and why he should be the talk of the town,

yourself and the church of God an outpouring of the Holy Ghost ?
Let there be, when
ing cometh,
In the vestibule of the church is a letter
Honest sweat upon thy brow ;
And the Master shall comé smiling,
box, to which sick persons, wishing for the
At the setting of the sun,
pastor to visit them, are requested to send
Saying, as he pays thy wages,
their
address. Dr. Pentecost speaks much
* Good and faitbful one, well done!”
without notes, and his sermons for the
most we rise to explain. Homans was formerly
\
—From the German.
relate to the truths of the Bible, as fulfilled Actuary of the Mutual Life company of this
mT
rrr
PP
in daily personal experience,
city, and was discharged from that office in
Boston Correspondence.
These are a partof the methods of the 1871, under circumstances which -made him
BostoN, Aug. 13, 1878.
Warren Avenue church, and we allude to then the theme for a nine days’ gossipin the
The streets of the burnt district have be- them here particularly, because they are
| life insurance ‘world, inasmuch as he’ was
come thoroughfares again, wider than be- || successful,
and suggest to others an enlarge- dismissed for untaithfulness, incompgtenfore, and, as we hope, with more enduring mers of church privileges. ' They also indistructures of iron, granite and marble. | cate a tendency towards a closer. bond of cy, obstinacy, impracticability, and insurborSome of the fine ware-houses are already | union among the different denominations dination.” A string of powerful adjectives,
completed ; others will be finished in early | and-show the current of advanced religious thalfof whieh in the war times would have
caused him to be shot. In this case he was
fall, and when November brings around the | thought.
lucky—he was only drummed out of the servdate of the great disaster, few marked tracBut though we have claimed Dr. Penteice. It seems that recently the President of
es of the first great conflagration will ap- costs as a free Baptist society, the
the
Mutual Life was put under the pump of
pear. It is true that everything will be |
FREEMAN PLACE CHAPEL
that
artless and gentle creature, known as
new, unsettled and incomplete.
But the |
commercial emporiuuis which last Norem- | is the legitimate Free Baptist church of the a newspaper reporter, and said reporter inber lay in ashes, will again have become | city, to which all good Free Baptists should terviewed the President, as to the facts
go. It made our heart glad some weeks connected with Homans’ dismissal from the
the marts of trade.
Taken asa whole, the so-called burnt ago, to read directly in front of the Athe- service of the company, with the result as
district will presént a finer appearance ngeum, at a point between the State House given above. Of course the interviewer
than before the fire. But the present re- and Summer street, in ‘the very center of could not keep so luscious an item to” himbuilding will produce nothing as solid, the city, and right on the top of the ** hub,” self, and he blurted out in his paper. Heregrand and imposing in outward appear- where the world may be heard grinding tofore, out of consideration for Homans,
ance as were Franklin street and Winthrop around it,these goo lly and cheering words: the matter had been kept rather quiet, but
as soon asthe facts took air, the-trouble
FREE BAPTIST CHURCH.
Square. The new buildings display all the
commenced,
Homans’ “ecard” went the
SEATS
FREE,
varieties of cosmopolitan architecture, but
rounds of the metropolitan press, and the
lack the symmetry that lent such a quiet
Sunday Services :— Sabbath School at 1-2
reply of the Mutual followed, and the tesdignity to the old,
past 12 o'clock. Preaching at 3 o'clock. Contimony adduced by the latter has sent Hoference Meeting at 7 1-2 o'clock.
DR. PENTECOST'S CHURCH.
mans up higher than the Graphic balloon
The Freeman Place chapel, with its halOn the first Sabbath in the month we at-will be apt to go, and he will stay up longer
tended services at two free Baptist ¢church- lowed associations, is one of the most com- than Prof. Wise will care to do. All of
es, one in the morning and the other in the fortable mid-quiet places of worship to be which proves that whén Jones has been
afternoon. The first of these was at the found in the heart of the city. Freeman
‘‘ interviewed,” and has had his say about
Warren Avenue Baptist church, of which Place is a paved court, entered Irom Bea- Brown, and when it happens that his story
the Rev. George F. Pentecost is pastor. We con street, one of the best streets, through corresponds with facts, the best thing Brown
call it a free Baptist church, for such it which the horse cars do not pass. It is, as can do is to silently stand it.
really is, though holding a place in the we have indicated, only a few steps from
JOTTINGS,
regular Baptist connection. There is no some of the best known places in the city.
David
Murphy.
was convicted in June,
essential difference between the views and It has no spire, though the tall spire of Dr.
David Barry, and was
murdering
of
1872,
practices of this church and those of the Neale's church reems at little distande to sentenced to be hanged Aug. 2, 1872, A
Toil is meantifor Qbristians now ;

Roger

Williams

chuyeh

at Providence, or

those of the Freeman Place

chapel congre-

gation in this city.
Dr. Pentecost stems to appropriate to his
church whatever he finds good in the methods and ‘practices of other denominations,
“and with little régard tothe set rules and

prejudices of the sect to which

traditional

he belongs. He believes that responsive
worship is serviceable. Ile has'it.” At the
close’ of the voluntary, the! organ takes up
the stririn of Old Hundred, when ‘the eon-

gregation

rise, and

sing the’

doxology.

rise above it, which

is the first object the

traveler deseriés on coming in from the sea.
Tt'is a tasteful chapel; well lighted from

above, with comfortable and well-arranged

seats, and provided with a good organ. It
has a home look; the congregation are social in ‘their intercourse and appearance ;
and the stranger, if he is a Christiin, soon
feels that he is with his Father's family.

| The Suadny school is under the charge of
D. Lothrop, ‘as superintendent; ‘the well
known publisher of the best Sunday school
literature, to

whose

enterprise

we

are in-

They then repeat the’ Loyd’s Prayer, after | debted for the excellent volumes of the “@1,which the ‘'choii chants)*¢ Oh, come let us 000 Piize Series.”

It may please the read-

choir "has ‘an “appropriate place in the
church.’ He his one, a quartette, cultured

ers'of ‘these hooks to ‘know that Mr. D. is
hiniself 4 practical Sunday school man,
The services at Freeman Place chapel
have been well attended for' this season of

and artistie!

the

sing fnto the Lord,” ending

copal gloriw.

with the Epis-

“He seems to think that a
But like all Jarge-hearted men

he seems to’ thitik that" «all the people”
should * praise the Lord,” dnd two of the
hymns besides thé doxology” are congregational, the

choir

of course”

leading.

The

Methodist ‘“holiness meetings” are a ‘means
of spiritual progress. He has such meetings, ¢ for the promotion of the higher
Christian life,” each Saturday afternoon.
———r
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They are well

A WeekLY Reueious NEWSPAPER

FOR

DOVER,

VIII

year, since

the

society

removed from

North Bennett street. Nearly as many remained to partake of the communion on the
afternoon of the first Sabbath as we saw at
the Warrén Avenue, church at the same
gorvice in the morniug, and among them

we were glad to notice many young people.
The church have planted’ themselves in

stay of proceedings was obtained, but a
new trial was refused, and Murphy was vesentenced, the execution to take place Aug.
8. Gov. Dix has commuted the sentence to
imprisonment for life.
Fulton Market, in spite of its inherent de-

formities, looks quite another and more
cheerful place, since it is rid of the vile gutter pest-covers,

Counselor

;

.

John O, Mott yesterday made

another effort before Judge Davis .in the
Oyer and Terminer, in behalf of James F.
Hart, Patrick Hart, and John T. Redmond ;
the three principal witnesses in the Stokes
case, who have been compelled to spend
over fifteen months in the House of Defention because they have no righ friends to become sureties for

appearance

trial.

at

the

next

STAR.
re
tl @ Gp

see them brought to Christ, let

us

money (all that can be spared

from

send the

God’s

cause at home), to build the churches,

pur-

chase the Bibles and support the preachers;
then pray God to convert the heathen,
and he will certainly do it.
;
A. J. FAIRABNKS.

ment

and their representatives

cheered to the has passed away, and he is in absolute rest.
say

And

here

let

me

that,

while

there has been no end of snobbery displayed by some of our representatives here,
there have been others who have worked
witha singleness of purpose and a forget:
fulness

of self that is

to the last degree

praiseworthy. They were the really great
men, who had nothing to lose by our fail-

ure and nothing to gain by our success.
They have put their hands to the plow and
saved us from utter disgrace. They have
stood like towers above the petty bickerings and jealousies that have marred our
work

here,

and whatever

honor we

bring

in

a turmoil

since

their

meals

at

unseasonable

arrival,

who, when they
accepted
they must

and

render an

trust,

for which

account.

Ed

a

then

The following is from a late

ed by

the

Austrians,’ who

have

General

has

decided

that

ime.
|

may be Kept sober
a great degree peaceare some who would
but not so many as

IN BEHALF OF TICHBORNE.

female, and returned
ten ships

number

to Wales,

and

with another colony,

and

of Parllament,

ment for the last five years came in for

qualified condemnation.

is dy

wa.

Mr, F. W. Niek-

erson of Searsport was President, and em ’
the second ballot Mr.
Kennebunk, was

Joseph

Titcomd,

nominated for

of

Governor.

Mr. Titcomb has been a prominent shipbuilder in Kennebunk, and is now President of the Atlantic National ‘Bank of that

place,
ty

4
A FARMERS’

:

CONVENTION.

The lowa farmers

olina.

He

was

condemned

South

met in convention

lust

to

law, that banking laws should be modifies,
that salt, iron, lumber and cotién and woalen fabrics should be free of duty, that the

Car-

death,

and

in lamenting his sad fate he spoke in
Welsh. One of the chiefs heard and un-

back-salary

act

there should:
derstood him; he was saved.
He contin- grants, &c.,
ued with these Indians for some time, and officers were
preached to them in Welsh, which they un- | 0¢ the v have

criticis-

derstood pretty well, This missionary's
pame was Morgan Jones, and he seems

to

paradise.

should

be repealed,

that

be no more
railroad land&c.
Nominations for Shite
‘made, and the farmers Ted

taken a long step towards
We hope they have.
:
A VIOLENT

look upon us as a self-satisfied, grumbling, to be a man of veracity and honor, as you
discontented poople.
can see in Baldwin's ‘‘Aucient America,”
The recen’ Fourth of July dinner here | in the appendix. The Indians, it, is well

STORM.

The most violent rain-storm for forty years
raged along the coast of the Middle States

brought out oar national characteristics in | known, are a roving set, and when once | Wednesday and Thursday of last week. At
the strongest possible way.
Nearly every | started, there is no telling where they will | Long Bratch and other watering places the.

| American‘here
tee,

emigrat- | breakers rolled in like mountains, taking
ked | away bathing houses, tearing up railrosat

wanted tobe on the commit- | stop, The Tuscaroras may have
wanted to be first on it. The | of to the Pacific slope.aad gradual

and

caceethes loquendiraged as in epidemic; and | (heir way up to Washington territory, and | tracks, &c. The scene at these places’ is
to have been particularly grand. Im
the itch for notoriety was strongly mani- | (ne Modoes may be the descendants of |said

fested in the kindly and disinterested man- | (he Welsh.

1f the Welsh colonists retained | New York the mails were seriously delayed,

ner in which those who did get an opportu- | 4 knowledge of the language
nity of listening to their own voices proffer- | fathers from 1170 to 1670,

ed their speeches to the newspaper men who | 44 is evident from

the

of their fore- | and the crops on Long

account

were present. The American eagle spread its | Rey. Morgan Jones, may not

wings and soared from eight to eleven.
There was never in Austria before sucha
display of oratorical pyrotechnics. The
Pilgrim. Fathers, the heroes of the Revowere made to do great service

on the

some

ocy| ment,

the

make

will

The discovery that the

A

Island were badly

schooner

of

|of cellars, the
[tracks and the
| Philadelphia a
|ed stable, and

washing away of railroad
destruction of bridges. In
man was drowned in a flood-.
in Lake Erie a barge and two.
The storm reached

sailors were lost,

lan- | England, Friday morning, and raged

casion. Passions of patriotism were torn in- | oy1300 had been preserved in this country | considerable violence. Very
to tatters, until the h
as almost empty. | ymong savages for 700 years would he an | were the chief feature of it in
Then there was a scrambling for news- interesting fact, and“ would throw much
paper notoriety. One man had taken the
precaution to have his speech printed on
slips of paper, and at his own expense
gent them all about. Hé'is the same per-

son who

gave dintiers, called - them ban-

quets, and’ sent accounts of them to the
American papers. Another person ‘had

gone still farther.

He had had his speech

translated into German and sent it to the
Vienna papers. The really good spceches

were havd to be obtained
and those who

had

in manuscript,

‘the best “tight to pub-

lish their opinions

‘were thé most reluctant

to do so. The artisan commission’ was
almost entirely ignored in the whole matter.

Who

of the

aristocratic,

soft-palmed,

glib-fongued honorary commissioners, or
of the grandly-dignified scientific commissioners,

wished

to

put

forth

their

hands

in recognizance of men who had hard-labor spots on their hands, or whose brows
had often been wet with the sweat of toil ?
Who?

Well,

there

were

a

few,—and

all

CANADIAN

light on our American ethnology.

How Long

Shall We Sleep?
—

§

Pp

From

the | Baltimore we have accounts of the flooding

experi-

Welsh

the

in

sunk

was

given by | North river and a seaman drowned.

| \fyqoes know something of Welsh even
| now? It would be satisfactory if some
| Welshman would talk to the Modocs in
| welsh, This would settle the question.

Declaration, | wa hope some one

lution, and the signers of the

|damaged.

vears,

500

viz.,

3

The fact is, that as life. becomes concentrated, and its-pursuits more eager, short
sleep and early rising become impossible.
We take more sieep than our ancestors, and
we take more because we want more.
Six
hours’ sleep will do very well for a plowman or bricklayer, or any other man who
has no exhaustion but that produced by
manual labor, and. the sooner he takes it
after his labor is over the better. But for a
man whose labor js meut®l, the stress of
work is on his brain and nervous system,
and for him who is tired in the evening with
a day of mental application, neither early
to bed nor early to vise is wholesome,
He

PARLIAMENT

high

New

with

tides

Boston.

PRORQGUED.

The Canadian Parliament was adjonrmed
Wednesday. The session has been: eensiderably agitated over the discassion of Canada-Pacific R. R. matters.. Is is alleged that
some of the most: knavish frauds have : bees
perpetrated by the: managers of the hpsiness; many prominent gentlemen being iwaplicated. OurCredit Mobilier transactions
seem to be put in the shade by them. Fhe
(xovernment has been made to contribote
largely to the wealthof private speculators.
An investigation is promised.
SPAIN.
The revolutiongstsin Spain are pushing

ahead.

The wife of Don Carlos

has taken

the field, determined to share the fate ofhex
husband,

and

there’ is

great

enthusiasm

repose.

thereut among the troops. The Carlists
claim to have captured Vergara, an fmpar-

The longer the interval-between the active
use of the brain and his retirement to bed,

the northern portion of the provinceof Na-

needs letting down to the

level

of

honor to them,—who recognized the dig- the better his chances of sleep and refreshnity of labor, and’ would have been glad ment., FFHiman Hour ‘sfter midnight is
to have heard from the men who ‘have probably as good as two hours) before it,
and least invidious way of commanding.
teAP
pi
worked Honestly and honorably with hands. and even then his sleep will not so comal
;
as
well ‘as brain. But they were overruled pletely and quickly restore hin as it will his
Blessed are they who see the day of. glory
neighbor who f§ physically tired. He must]
te
by
the majority ; and so the artisan comcontribu
who
they
are
Hut more blessed
mission was snubbed, and their lips were ‘not only go to bed Tater, but lie longer. His
to its approach.

We do not want precepts~so much as pat-

terns, says Pliny ; an example. is the softest

The Attorney

"intoxicating liquors can be taken

Mr. Whalley, Member

1660 a Welsh missionary was taken. prison-

to our

come

hike: |

GOOD SO FAR AS IT GOES.

of here from England to collect evidence in fathe Lutheran Observer. Can any of our vor of the Tichborae claimant. This: esse
Welsh brethren throw any light on the has been a long time in English courts, the
subject ?
question being whether the said Tichhorne
The Modocs evidently take their name is really the heir to the estate that he.
from Madoc or Madog, a Welsh prince, claims.
‘Although that especial question
who, with a colonyof his countrymen, ac- has been decided against him, and hé'is
cordingto the old Welsh traditions, came now on trial for perjury and forgery. Mr.
to this country in. A. D. 1169, about 320 Whalley pas at length found a nim im
years before Golumbus. Owen Gwynedd,
the Springfield, Ill, who professes to knew
King of North Wales, dying, left two sons, something about, the case, and him Mr.. W._
who it seelns could not agree about the will probably take to England.
management of the kingdom.
Madoc,
STATE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.
who probably was the younger, and who
The
Maine Democratic convention was:
had command of the fleet, gathered a number of followers, and with a few small held in Portland last week Tuesday. It was
ships steering west of Ireland struck out not very largely attended, but it was made
for a new country where he could live in up of the real old stock. “No Greeleyism
peace. He found a fine country on the this year” whs the apparent motto. of the
coast of South Carolina. He was so much company. The resolutions adopted "were
pleased with the climate and soil that he very long, and there were a good many ef
left the first colony of 120 persons, male them, since nearly every act of the gove m-

er by the Tuscarora Indians in

life comes.

Be sure they are quite as severely

very strange,

Wednesday at Des Moines, to declare
against all those monopolies which they be
lieve operate against: the interests of the
working man; | They organized ds a politi-.
the earliest bards of Wales, ‘also refers. to cal body, and as tne basis of future action
Prince Mado in one of his ballads.
(See declared that al} corporations should be suk
‘Ancient America,” by J. D. Baldwin,page ject to legislatiye, control, that they should
286.) We have no accoupt of this ancient be impartially taxed, that the maximum: of
Welsh colony for nearly ’500 sears, but in railroad freight charges should be fixed by

good name among Austrians. It is from
such of our countrymen that the general
condemnation of Austrian hotel

AN IMPORTANT EVENT.

would fight if they have it.

Origin of the Modocs.

loaded

eomplain-bitterly because their -meats-are
cold and their vegetables overdone. They
speak the, most laughable burldsque on
the - German’ language, and then abuse
the waiters for not understanding them.
There are many such Americans in Vienna,

and they ‘most assuredly fail to add

~~

The country is informed by special telegrams to the leading daily papers]that President Grant, while in Augusta, Me., last
week, went out'to Speaker Blaine’s stable
at nine o’ciock ,Wednesday morning. It is

his duty, the Indians
and, consequently, in
able. - Of course there
still fight for liquor,

agceffted their appoinments,

them as a’sacred
Ad

and

having their

hours,

1

Events of the Week.

away willbe due to their work and their the Indian country without the pefeni¥sien:
wisdom. They are not the men who beg- of the War Department, and that this Beged for places, who groveled and entreat- partment has sole jurisdiction of Indian afed to be put on commissions; but the men fairs. If the Secretary of War will now do

Fastidiousness.

week-ago. : They insist upon

ysomm-

echo,

started for the New World. On the voyage it is supposéd the whole were wrecked,
for nothing was ever heard of Madoc afterAn intelligent Vienna correspondent of ward; but the 120 Welshmen, of course,
the N. Y. Independent
thus
alludes
to had to remain.
These facts are found in
some American characteristics.
His immeold Welsh annals kept in the abbeys of
diate subject is some of the fault-finding Seat Flur and Conway. These annals are
that is written to our newspapers about referred to by Humphrey. Lloyd in his conthe Vienna hotels:
tinuation of Carodoc’s ‘History of Wales,”
There is altogether too much grumbling extending from 1157 to 1270 A. D, Madoc’s
by Americans. In the hotel from which emigration to the New World is mentioned
this is written there is now am American by several Welsh poets, who lived before
family, who have kept the whole establish- the time of Columbus, Guttum Owen,one of

American

best sleep probably lies in the early

ing hours, when all the nervous excitemiem ’

tant town, and to be in full possession

of 5

varre. They have conducted themselves.
like Vandals, and the Republican soldiers,

in case of victory,

will be likely to shaw

them little mercy. Although there are some
ances for the success of the’ insurrectiosr,
there are still better reasons to beligve that
it will soch be put down.
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Sabbath School Lesson. —Aug. 24,
.

TWO

J,

PROF,

BY

NOTES

AND

QUEETIONS

HOWE,

A,

‘QUESTIONS,

What

to him?

say

many

will

What

is

meant by * that day ?# Could an insincere disci"
ple prophesy and cast out devils?
23. His reply? What is meantby ‘I never knew

vou”?

The reason

by “ depart fromme»?

What

In what respects are they like the

foolish man?

What is taught

storm beating on his house?
of the house?
building ¥
28, 20. How

In

by the

figure of a

What by the falling

which of these ways

were

the people

are

affected

you

by the

Why were they thus moved?

teachings of Jésus?

What is meant by his teaching as one having authority?
Who were the Scribes? . How did their
teaching differ from that of Christ? What does

lowers

NOTES

AND

more decply

than how

kingdom of God.
er

HINTS,

touches human

followed

The

enter the

by a positive

assertion

assertion.

say, *‘ Lord, Lord.”

heaven.”

When

is

ThEy

They shall have

Lord,

rejects.

DEON

vx

er

is mot sufficient to make a childgf God.

esa

enter into the kingdom of heaven,”he teaches that an outward profession of discipleship

untrue to

deflect from the

finally go opposite

to its

never was a

time when

the men

whom he

that they were

not welcomed

to his king-

for the holiness of Jesus and his truth
:
|
excludes from the breast that cherishes|.

He

love of God. Whoever entersinto the kingdom of heaven, that is,enters into feliowship

seen; they are
use of his name

in

the

the principles

duties

and

the

motives, in

of righteousness

and in the

law of life which he addresses us. Our conscience directs to it, our enlightened understanding declares what it is. In the revelation of God in our natures, and in the
Scriptures, we have declared to us what the

will of God is. The difficulty with men,
which Jesus helps them to master, is, how
to obey so excellent, so perfect.a law. The
"will of ‘God,to wicked men, is almost an
ideal representation of good, as impossible
to grasp as the fancies of the imagination
are -to paint. To do the will of God man

must begin with faith in Jesus. That secures
a new heart, and the aid of the holy spirit,
and so the will of God ceases to be nmwelcome.
The new birth alone is not, however, sufficient to keep ine soul in the state

where it is pleasant to do the will of God,
‘for *“ no man having put his hand to the
plow and looking back is fit for the kingdom

obZ50d.”

Without

the new

birth the

beginning of doing the will of God is never
suceessiul with it, such success may be secured as the soul continues to desire.

of award, of

award for past conduct, of award that denotes the end of the trial and is final. This
expression corresponds to other similar
ones where the day of jndgment is mentioned distinctly. Matt. 10:16, Luke 10:12.
« Have we not prophesied in thy name? ”
To prophesy does not always mean to foretell, but to speak as .the Old Testament
prophets did. They preached. The truth
of God was taught by them. [on the 14th of
1st Corinthians the word is used to denote
speaking inthis

way.

Prophesying

seems

to have varied little from preaching, except
that the prophets had special inspiration to
speak.

i

L

i

The mention of Christ's name secured to
the men of whom this passage speaks, power to do ‘many wonderful’ works.” In
the name of Jesus,the apostles worked miracles, and, in

one instanee, the

same name

‘was invoked by those mot Christians to exoreise an evil spirit: 'Aets 19:18—16. The
power was not in: the person: who wrought
these wonderful works, but in him whose
name was evoked.
** In thy name,” then,

means that Christ

was

called to do the

works.
Why he should, in response to the
invocation of insincere disciples, employ his
power, as they wished is not so plain. Perhaps he

was

honored

by this

means, and

faith in him was secured to beholders of
<what was. wrought. The test of character

«4s not in this, Mighty works are not certifi- cates of Christ's friendship, or proofs of acceptance with God, He does not indorse
the life of

e_men

‘who, in his name, do

they build.

The wick-

They

are

lost

many

words, abd in much foolish

ed to them asto men

ed in one of the two classes of whom Christ
goes on to speak. By * these sayings of
mine” Jesus refers not merely to what he
has just said, but to his whole system of
trath which he gives to men. * Aud doeth them.” Important qualification. Com-

pare it with words just spoken by Christ,
“ but he that doeth the
which is in heaven.”

will of my Father
The

Tt is not to be a sentiment,

profession, a creed. The illustration which
Christ here uses is employed to show the
difference between doing and not doing the
will of God. Whosoever heareth .and doeth ¢“ is like unto a wise man: which built
his house upon a rock.” The formation of
character is represented “by building a
house. Both those who do and those who do
not “these sayings” of Christ build a house,
form a character, but on a different basis.
Character is the man as he has made hinself to be.
The rock on which the character of the wise man is built is the truth of
Christ.
It is not in building that the doer
differs from the mere hearer of the word.

It is in the princi-

ples on which they build that

All

form

a

the difference

character

of some

kind, the doer of these sayingsof Christ, a
character that can never be overthrown.

The word of Christ is a rock.

By the truth

of God men are made immortal, invincible,
25. By the rain, the floods and the winds
are meant the stern experiences, the temptations, the bereayements, the ‘judgments
of life. What is there which can not be

wrested from us? that no tempest can blow
away?

no

seize ? The

self formed

flood undermine?.
character,

the

by obedience

no

disaster

manhood,

to the

him

she spared

is in my possession, The following
proving language is used :, -

for that position.

Aguin
Then
‘Who
‘Who

of

Pharaoh.

ou might well, Dear Sir,
the Lord on this account, and: do it

Josephus

[ETS us that lie was sent against the Ethiopians ‘as commander of the Egyptian army,
that his campaign was successful,” and

exalt the bute and gink the man,~"
how should I for heavenly merey pray,
act so coun're heavenly mercy’s plan,
sin so oft have mourned, yet to temptation
ran,

the conqueror

the

words of

Christ.
Every pair of human hands is fashioning “a soul,and when those hands are
governed. by. the .teachings of Christ, that

.

“0 thou great Governor of all below,

If I may dave a lifted eye to thee,
Thine arm can bid the tempest cease to blow,
Or still the raging of the angry sea,
With that controlling power assist ¢’en me

was, in the providence of God, fully secured, The time of this deliverance had not

These headlong, furious passions to confine,

praise
before

For all unfit T feel my powers to be
To rule their current in the allowed line,
Oh, aid me with thy strength, Omnipotence
Divine,”

enough to tell God so? Is it an easy thing
for so wise a man to
me a fool for
Christ, so great a man ye become alittle

of rank.

To * the

to one as to another, but

taught principles in a way personal and
practical. He taught ‘“ as one having authority,” that is, with

the spirit of one who

had in himself the services of correct teaching, as the author of truth, as one who was
not taught by others, who quoted no man
as authority, who expected to be believed
because if was he who spake. The Scribes
spake

the opinions

of others,

and

will

i

wasted

the value of truth over trifling distinctions.
Jesus spake as the final authority.
From
‘him there was no appeal. He did not put
himself on an equality with other teacliers
of the law, but as even their Master.
The
people of his day were no more, or little
more astonished at his style of teaching than
we should be had we just heard him preach
as he did then. He ‘spake as never man
spake.” We have his sayings,we hear them.

our moral life.
It makes us what we are,
and often impels us en with resistless force,

after the motive power has ceased. It gives
the. Christian the power to do right almost
without an effort, and it holds the liquid

fire to the lips of the drunkard.

.

when the

Oh, when

a

#

.

X.

Improprieties in Prayer.
Prayer is an address to Heaven, sapplication and petition for what we need. As
it is for what we deeply feel we need
and is presumed to be offered under the
influence of the Spirit, it may seem strange
at first that*there should ‘be any improprieties in the matter of it, but man is imperfect at best,

weak,

short-sighted,

liable to

wrong views of himself or others, and not
unfrequently more or less nervously excited by religious feelings aud emotions,

victim knows that to drink is to die.
The world is full of insidious temptations under which, expressions may be used
that unsettle the moral powers of the young, even in prayer, that are not wise mor for
that pervert the taste and currupt the fancy the best.
and make life itself a perilous inheritance.
Prayer, in the main, rightly offered, is
The only safety is to resist the beginnings of supplication.
See, as Scriptural examevil, to never allow one’s selfto become acples of this, Solomon's prayer at the dediquainted with these allarements by which cation of the temple, and that form of it
others fall. Heaven pity the young man given
by our blessed Saviour, usually
who becomes lost to himself, who must seek called *‘Our Lords Prayer.”—Prayer
is
to recover his manhood as a parted treasure, adoration and pruise to God,
Paul says
whose best energles are employed in re- relative to it, “Giving thanks."—It is likegaining whal has been wasted,and to whom wise confession. Daniel in praging “or Israel
life becomes a long, hard ¢‘struggle for the in captivity confessed their sins. Prayer is the
soul.”
language of submission, ‘Not as I will,
but as thou wilt.” These three last are

Moses.—No.

1.

important,

but

the

first,

sincere,

believ-

ing, trusting and earnest supplication to
It is often said that truth is stronger than God for pardon, strength and the Divine
fiction. No one can study the life of mercy exceeds in intrinsic importance them
We ave like the wise, or the foolish man.
Our life-work, if not ' on Christ, rests on the Moses, and not. perceive the force of the all.
sand,and. will be swept away. If webuild by above remaik. No hero of fiction preThe special object at this time is to corhis instruction, form character and control sents such grand and sublime incidents as reet one thing that occurs in prayer quite
our conduct by his sayings, we shall build are found in the life of Moses. Born of a frequently. It is making statements that
““ everlasting habitations” with Jesus for despised race, in abject slavery, he became are unnecessary and sometimes may not
their *“ chief corner-stone.”
a suceessful warrior, a distinguished legis- be gtrictly correct or true. A good brothlator, a prophet and leader of the people er in Maine statedto me that the pastor
of God, ‘learned in all the wisdom of where he worshiped,
again and again
Egypt, and mighty ip words and deeds.”
would tell the Lord what excellences there
His history is a record of the wonderful were in that church, how benevolent the
ways of God, in preparing a man for the members were, and what great things they
"| special work for which he designs him. were doing. This is no part of prayer. God
A Struggle for a Soul.
‘The great and special work for which he may be extolled in prayer, but men never.
BY HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.
was raised up, was the deliverance of God’s And this brother said he could not but feel
people from Egyptian bondage, and to fix that this was intended as a compliment to
“You can not imagine the misery I have the.policy under which the Jewish nation the people. He dryly =zaid (although the
endured for the last ten days,” said a young should be established in the land of prom- subject is too serious for merriment) that
man who was trying to free himself from a ise. Having to contend with one of the be felt the minister expected the people to
habit into which he had almost unconsciousmost powerful nations of antiquity, to gov- hear him, whether God did or not.
ly fallen, but which he saw was leading him ern and lead a savage people througa .a| In some denominations whose matters
to ruin.
hostile land, to the country given to Abra- are pressed on the tide of excitement and
“But why abandon the habit at all?” ham as a possession, he needed talents of those who profess to be anxious for salvation are the subjects for which prayér is
said an easy young. companion.
‘Indulge
a peculiar and versatile kind,
His natural abilities were of the highest offered, those who pray will sometimes
moderately and no evil will come of it.”
order, his personal appearance prepossess- leave praying for them, and go ‘to telling
«Jt may be so with others; but my moral
resolution is easily weakened; with me this ing. “At his birth his parents perceived the Lord that just now these souls are bethat he was a child of nucommon promise, lieving. The expression is, ‘just now,
is a struggle for the soul.”
:
There are many young men who
are and, perhaps, sawin him the future deliv- they are submitting, and thon art saving
drawn into temptation and whose efforts to erer of their nation. Josephus tells us, them,” Then in connection, others will
God may he
emancipate themselves from it become ‘a that he was a child of great beauty, so that respond, “Amen, Glory.”
He may not be. If not, the
struggle for the soul.” I can not use a all who saw him admired bim., that they gaving them.
little wine,” said Dr. Johnson,
meaning
left what they were about, and ‘‘ stood still expressions may mislead some soyls.
that a little indulgence in convivial pleas- a great while to look on him,” “ that his “7 At funerals the hope of some who have
ures created an appetite for dissipation
understanding became superior to his age, departed, may be very slight that they
Bit ministers are inwhich lie found himself powerless to resist. —and when he was taught, he discovered were prepared.
formed
by
sympathising
friends that the
Looking back on. one of the years thut had greater quickness of apprehension than was
been rendered
somewhat
unprofitable usual at his'age.” ~ But natural ability vgs. last expressions of the dying were that
through self-indulgence, he once wrote in not enough. He must be educated for his they were willing to depart. So in prayer,
his journal; *‘this is not the life’ to which specific work. His education maybe con- God is informed and blessed that those
heaven is promised.” He resolved to aban- siderc] as embracing three distinct depart. gone left an evidence that they were pre-

dou all the habits that impaired
Tis moral

he

ments, viz.,a religious or Jewish education,
an Egvptian or literary education, anda

clearly saw that he must wholly resist each

military education, for each of which, in

powers

and

lessened

his

usefulness;

pared.

for them human teachings is to put sand for
‘

Said John B. Gough in one ofthose mar-

sister, who had watched
brother, was sent to get

26, 27. The hearer is in contrast with the
doer of Christ's sayings.
Acquaintance

yvelous leetures that portray the inward con- | child

with the religion of Jesus is compared with
the practical reception of it. The contrast
is” marked, and especially in ultimate results. The hearer of these sayings who

scorching, looking back at that past, stand-

flict with besetting sin: “Young men,I say
to you,looking back to the fire where 1 lay
ing as I trust I do under the arch of the
bow one base of which rests in the ‘darkness. and the other on the sunny slopes of
Parudise,—I say to you, Beware, Touch not

smighty works; unless they are true discidoeth’ them not” may be indifferent, or
ples. Itis in harmony with teachings of procrastinate, or ever learning and never
the Old and of the New Testament for him coming to the knowledge of the truth, or the accursed thing, and may God forbid
to allow his name to be successfully invok- skeptical, or self-righteous, or a ritualist, or that you should ever suffer as I have suffered by the wicked. The magicians of Egypt a controversialist, a maker of creeds, or ed, or be called to fight as I fought for
svere,by the same principle, able for a mo
gome other type of the disobedient, hut no body and for soul.”

the fate of her
a nurse for the

Unless thou vitalize my mental sense,
MY unbelief calls truth a mere pretense ;
Or in the misty distance half conceals
The beauty of the forms thy self reveals.

Without the genial glow thy fires fmpart,
How chill and dead th’ affections of my heart !
How like the region near the frigid pole,
In fruitage, is the region of my soul!

Without thy beacon beams on time's rough coast,
Where countless ships were wrecked,

‘New Englaiid for the capture of Lansburg
in Nova Scotia, then

in possession

I dare not

boast

.

Of skill the stormy,

treacherous

way

to trace,—

Pure Spirit-light, youchsafe thy guiding rays.
I ask afresh thy light, thy Heart. thy lo

&;

Come, gracious Holy Spirit, from above;
I can not see, I can not feel, nor pray,
Without thy warm, illumicating ray.

And, coming, wilt thou full possession take
Of my unworthy self, for Jesus’ sake ?
Nor let me grieve thee more,nor quench thy light,
Nor feel the chill, the death of spirit-night.

A. H. MORRELL.

The Wiong Pronoun.
Every English scholar knows that a pronoun is-used to prevent the repetition of a
noun, and is of the same number and gen-

der as the noun for‘Which it stands. For
the sake of perspleuity
‘let me notice that a

noun gives us an Introduction to a person

or thing, and the pronoun reminds us of it.
We all know the effect of a suitable introduction, this needs no comment. It is a di-

rect ‘violation of the rules of language to
have a noun in oné ¢l4ss and its pronoun in
another. In the Star of July 80, page 243,

there is an article taken
can Messenger, headed

from the Ameri-

** Led by

the Spir-

it.” In the first sentence of that article we
read

‘“ its,”

a

pronoun used for

the noun,

Holy Spirit. Again, in the last sentence of
the third paragraph, same article, we have
it used again, Now (8 is the possessive of
it, and it is used

to inferior animals

(creat-

ures) and things without life. - Surely ministers and writers that reverence and respect the

person and

name of God, do not

intend to classify the Holy
rior creatures.

Spirit with infe-

Yet, according to the rules

of our language, this pronoun does that
very thing. Let me notice what a use of
this pronoun, referring to the person of
God, would

lead

us

to

conclude:

person using it must have
understanding, of. the

1. The

a very imperfect

language;

or, 2, A

very imperfect knowledge of the person of
the Holy Spirit; or, 3. Gross disrespect to
the name and person of God.
I will leave
those thatuse this pronoun to consider the
matter,and tell us if we are not right in the

conclusions we arrived at, And I hope that
our ministers will find
a much better and
more appropriate pronoun to use. to the

name of God.

For an example how to do,

examine John

16:18,

and

see

what

kind

of a pronoun Jesus used in referring to the

Holy Spirit.

©

G.'A. MoFFaTT.

Goll’s Work

goes On.

F—

God may not know any such thing,

At all events it is not wise nor: useful in
such uncertain cases to use such expres-

ensnaring temptation ; for him there was
no safety in moderate indulgence; it was
‘a struggle for the soul.”

his afer life ‘‘a struggle for the soul.”

wilt thou, sweet Spirit, come again ?

>

or
wonderful providences, God made special gions in prayer.
Rev,
George
Whitefield
was once reprovision, in the use of ‘appropriite means,
rejoice in “‘the judgment of the Great Day.”
And first be provided for his religious in- proved by a good minister of New HampThe Christian part of us is immortal. It is
gtruction.
‘When’ the child
was
three shire for assertions in prayer that he was not
“I have walked with a man,” said Rev.
able to withstand the rains, winds and floods Mr. Murray in a recent temperance lecture,
We know
months old, the parents, seeing that they certain of ' being strietly true.
of adversity. When the wicked,by calam- ‘‘who had once fallen low through dissipa- could not conceal him much longer, made something of Whitefield’s sermons, as some
ity, lose all the product of kfe, the man tion, and have seen the musclesof his face an ark, basket, or cradle of rushes, and of them were published. We know less
who hag kept the law of the Lord has accus contract at the smell of liquor.on the street. | pldced it among the flags on the banks of the of bis prayers, but have reason to believe
mulated treasure that can not be lost. His
He was obliged to hasten by,, noble . Chris- Nile, where he was found by Thermuthis, from the character’ of the man, that they
righteousness is of God, and is therefore
tian that he was; every temptation of this the king’s daughter, and adopted as her were usually excellent. He prayed much
accepted with God. In this is its safety.
own child, and called Moses, because she in secret ; this is a help to praying success
kind cost him an inward conflict, whose
The precepts of Jesus arethe holiest presharpness and bitterness none but himself drew: him out of the water. Josephus tells fully in: public. His rebuke was oo this
cepts known to men. They are the wishes,
could know.” His early habits bad so left us thatthe child refused the breast of an wise :
the counsels and the law of God. To put
In 1745 an expedition was got up in
their influence upon him, as to make all of Egyptian nurse, and that Miriam, Moses’

which is formed can defy trials, mock death,

rock.

re-

him too, were you sure he was free from
every spark of pride and olf righteous.
ut. to me jt! seems
ness;
endomium
immortal, » What
ater
he returned in trinmph, having married the enough for a
could be sad *° And your blessin
king's daughters that the sacred Scribes of it must pass fora doko} ent, ait od for
you are
both nations rejoiced when he undertook fully satisfied that he hap this precious
the business; those of the Egyptians that Juith and Hy aly to sacrifige all MS great
honors,
his relatives,
friends,
they should at once overcome their enemies, estate and
and life for the nce ot wt Hg Ae on
and Moses might be slain, those of the sullciently wie that
his call was from
Hebrews that they should eseape from the
hove,
that
he was moved by
the ‘Hol
to t
this expedition ? Were you fury
Egyptians, Thus his threefold education Ghos

Communications.
a

Saviour insists

on doing. His righteouness is to be a fact, a

life, a reality.

"Again in folly’s paths might go astray.

be

was infected,” said Coleridge.
“I have
known many such to become Christians,”
said Westley, implying that he had seen
grace work miracles after human help had
ceased to be of any avail. Habit, whether
good or bad, ultimately becomes the law of

cable as much

never

“Fain would I say, F rgive my foul offensg’,
Fain promise never more to disobey,
But should my Author health again dispense,
Again I might desert fuir virtues way,

«I never knew a man to reform wheby

28, 29. The clearness, simplicity and rea-

in the use of his name; while omitting none

appears.

day

what

destruction.

poor the gospel was preached.”
Christ
made no distinction between Jews and Gentiles. He taught general principles, appli-

evident

is a

of pleasure.
so beautiful
on thejr perinsure them

iquity, and as penitents came to Jesus for
pardon. Of such Jesus is not speaking.
He has in mind those who have attached
themselves to his cause, and become public

They

consequently

“And he was learned in all the wisdom
“Did you not tel Almighty
God ho
illness, he gives the following view of his of Egypt.” Whils Thermuthig (Pharoah's sure we were Re
(nig vas not Ny
inward unrest after li fe had become for him daughter) was educating him for the ‘eould not be influenced by any secular
{Tndeed, these are glorious things
“a struggle for the soul :”
throne of Egypt, God was fitting him to ‘motives?
if true.

gave up in-

ued in their sins.

works, still contin-

Both build their house.

it

er of pursuing it. In a poem, written during

and vain wrangling, were astonished atthe
teachings of Jesus. The word of God was
proclaimed to them as if it as much belong-

performing “wonderful

22. The day here called * that day” is
the last day, or day of judgment. This is
because

lose

truth in

those who, while making
for casting out devils, or

with God, and lives in the joy of his grace, of their vices, while indulging their hearts
enters not because of any choice words or in evil. What Jesus does not say is whethcreeds, or of any attention to rites, or by er he ever accepted,as his follower, a single
any other external
doing or professing. person who once was sincerely a disciple
“The heart becomes conscious of God’s smile and afterwards fell away. He does say: that
only when it is evident to God that the iniquity does not enter heaven, that no man
heart sincerely wants, and supremely wants can be both iniquitous and Christian.
24. “ Whosoever heareth these sayings
his love. This entering of the kingdom of
heaven is, in reality,
to be done here, but of mine,” not heareth me say them, but
the grandeur of that’kingdom will be more heareth them in any way, by the press, the
pulpit, the prayer-room,the Sabbath school,
fully unveiled hereafter.
the missionary of daily life—how, it matters’
To do the will of God is the essential
not, from whose lips is of no‘eonsequence,
thing. This is the condition to the kingdom of heaven.
*‘ Obedience is better than only that he ismade to know them. The lansacrifice.” How often
has Christ taught guage leaves no door of exit for any one
this fact! * If ye love me keep my com- who bas a knowledge of the gospel. Even
mandments.” This is the test of profes- those who could know the gospel, and besions. Here is the standard and the type cause they scent its nature from a distance
of doing.
What is the wiil of God? We refuse to come to its teachings, are includit

no painsto qualify

sin any hope of his welcome.
‘‘ All ye | sonableness of Christ's truth carried it with
The peoworkers of iniquity.”
The kind of disciples | power to the heart of the hearer.
of whom Christ is speaking can here be ple, accustomed to teachers that hid the

declares that assent to the goodness of Christ
and of his doetrine,and the public hailingof
Christ as Lord will not secure the peace and

see

throne of Egypt,

“>

It could not be a surprise to them

do,

Lord, shall

a

me

could

and

he admitted to his favor

Christ says, * not every
unto

wu

saith

path

declares that there

entrance and welcome to the kingdom who
do * the will of my Father which is in
one that

ed

course. These persons were never known
of Christ, in the sense of accepted by him
as his followers, The word, know is used
in a similar way in other places in the
Scriptures. Ps. 37:18, 2, Tim. 2:19. *‘ The
Lord knoweth them that are his.” Christ

shall not enter the kingdom of heaven who
only

acknowledged that he had an ever present
consciousness of the right, without the pow-

arrived. Either the people were not pre- chiid, so rich a man to crowd
in at the
pared to receive him as their leader, or he | strait
gate of conversion and make so little
men, for character is the man and the charwas not fully prepared to endure the afilic- noise
There was more
acter of those who reject Jesus God rejects.
tions that would attend this great work.
in ‘the same strain.
Said poor Charles Lamb:
“Behold me After slaying one of the oppressors, he per- What the effect was
The foundations of happiness, to the wickan Mr. Whitefield can
ed, are all earthly. Hence whafever takes now at the robust period of life reduced to ceived that the people did. not know that not be told. It may be supposed that he
the earthly from them blasts their peace. imbecility and decay.—Is there no way be- God designed him to be their deliverer, said in the language of the Psalmist, “Lot
Christ calls prosperity, friends, honors, rich- tween total abstinence and the excess that and fled to the laad of Midian, where he led the righteous smite me, it shall be a kindFor your sake, reader, and that ‘a pastoral life forty years which inured him
ness. It shall be an excellent oil that shall
es, talents, splendor, fame, houses built on kills you?
you
may
never
attain my experience, with to privations, and Jearned him to conthe sand, because calamity here may sweep
not break my heart.””
pain I must utter the dreadful truth, that fide in” God.
As the disciples ot Christ
them down; because death does overturn
In view of the whole many may say,
them; because the judgment to come will there is none. In the stage of habit that I were commanded to tarry at Jerusalem tilt “Lord, teach us to pray as John also taught *
have reached, to stop anywhere short of endued with power from on high, so Moses
leave their owners destitute and naked.
his disciples.”
‘
that
measure of intoxication that produces tarried in the Jand of Midian till he receivPiety is of God and lives forever, flies at
a
———
:
death to God, and, in the judgment, wins sleep, the benumbing, apoplectic sleep of ed his commission from God, to bring out
a
drunkard,
is
to
have
taken
none
at
all.
—
his people from the yoke of bondage with
the welcome of heaven. Piety arises from
Spirit-light and Spirit-mght.
obedience to the sayings of Chiist. Hopes The drinking man is never less himself than divine assurance of ultimate success,—His
built on Christian piety do not fail. All during his sober intervals.”
| history abounds with grand and wonder- Thou Spirit-light ! I mourn thy going henoe;
The knowledge of sin produces habit, | ful incidents which must be deferred till My way is very darkness, Oh, how dense!
others do. In the trial they burst like a
and habit becomes the master of the will. | another time.
1 stumble, fall, grow weary and complain;
We—n.
| bubble, and are not.
away with a great

*‘* wonderful

the first, were

ly following him

than that contained

negative

that, from

narrow

To that question a clear-

answer is not given

in this verse.

interests

man may

did

him. Hence, when Jesus says, ** I never
knew you,” he is not touching the question
whether any disciple that was once sincere-

Conemrning heeding, as well as hearing, the

21. No question

they

in his name. Those of whom Christ
is speaking are insincere, hypocritical fol-

this lesson teach concerning sincerity in religion?

Wot
truth

miracles,

wrote a Kind, loving yet shproviig Yotter
to Mr. Whitefield. A copy of that letter

pleasures until his will was diseased and he

formed miracles and wonderful works in against destruction. The success of the
the name of Christ, while strangers to him, wicked, in its induence, is like a stream
were insincere friends, were consciously that gathers up and washes away material
on its banks, because it allures the inconheartless, and external in what they did.
23. «I never knew you.” The persons siderate into the same way of life.
But the hour of trial, hereafter or here,
of whom Christ is speaking are ‘‘ many.”
But there are others rejected of Christ not comes to the wicked. They have trouble,
righteous, they sicken, los&included in the class of whom he is here like the
They need God.
Calamspeaking. Not all professed disciples of sorrow, die.
©
Christ who, at last, will be pronounced his ity comes as suddenly to them as t
foes, will say they ** prophesied,” they per- holy. And then their houses fall, swept |

for this rejection? Show that this does not refer |
to those who were once sincere, , What kind ‘of
Christians are here condemned ¢
24, 25. To whom does Christ compare the obedient?
In what respects are they like such a
man?
What is taught by the figure .ofa storm
formed
beating on the house?
What by its not fulling?
26, 27. To whom does Christ compare disobeworks”

dient hearers?

their imagination with pictures
Their houses seem to the eye
that men bestow all confidence
manence and are ready to

who prophesied, per-

The men

the hearer.

ii the

He knows only two general classes,

the doer andthe hearer who doeth not his
sayings.
a
a
Tae latter build their characters,
rear their
lifeon something, often rear showily, dazzling the eyes of the young, and xcitin

to the speaker, may reach the conscience of

91. What does Christ declare? The meaning
Whom does this exclude
of this declaration?
from hope? To whom does his promis extend?

22.

Christ.

their power to make
Truth without regard

to be measured by
converts to. Christe

FOUNDATIONS.

MATTHEW 7: 21=29,
.

distin¢tion is made

ment to do as Moses did. “Baul wi Gnght
by the prophetic frenzy. Baalaam is a type
of a class of prophets frequently mentioned
inthe Old Testament. Jesus foretold the
appeararce of ¢“ false Christs” whose wonders would deceive, if possible, ‘“ the very
elect.” Hence the goodness of men is not

e——

mr

——

r——————

It is not

optional

with

you, my

friend,

whether you shall live on a redeemed earth,
and in times on which the jends of . the age
are come ; is only optional. with you how
you shall live here. It ean not be with you
as if your Saviour had not samctified the
world with his feet, and sweetened its air
with his charity, and judged it by his eross.

These supernatural facts are a part of the
estate -you occupy. Neither your ingratitude nor your caprice can root them out, or
clear-you of: the accountgbility they bind
upon you. Your indifference may blind
your eyes or paralyze your limbs; it does
not slide you out of the range of the mediatorial ministry, or of the reckoning that
must follow it.

In any case, therefore, the

séales of the choice

of the

balanced.

Ports-

it.

Your

donot hang

evenly

right decisionis already

The
commander was
from among the Hebrew women, French,
Wim, weighted with the coming of the Son of
aud she got the child’s own mother, by Pepperell, of Kittery, Me. About the first Man. The way of life has his light upon

whom, as his subsequent faith shows, he
was carefully instructed in the Jewish religion as it was given.to Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob.
His early religious {raining was the
foundation of his future greatness. It was
this that Jed him to. indentify himself with
the people of God in their ‘affliction, rather
than enjoy the luxury, honor und power
of the Egyptian throne. According to

of March

Mr.

Whitefield,

being

in

mouth, N. H., and vicinity, made a visit to
Mr. Pepperell’s mansion, just across the
river.

After

especially
Pepperell

Rev.

conversation he

prayed,

and

much for the~success of Mr.
in his military
undertaking.

Nicholas Gilman,

minister of Dur-

was
ham, N. H.,a warm friend of Whitefield,
present. Mr. Gilman went home that night
and . the next morning, March 8, 1745,

Choose

you this day

whether you will

serve, in joy, the Master of the house, or
turn your back upon it and upon. him! If
you have wandered some distance away,
turn you, for. your place is kept for you,
and you are yet within the borders of the
King's country! If you have falldn into
the slumber of unconcern, awake and arise,

and Christ shall give you light.—— Bishop
Huntington.
~My

.

.
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STAR, AUGUST 20, 1873.
BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE
BISHOP SOULE
~

Teach Me to Do Thy Will.
.

rate,

:

, BY REBECCA E. STAPLES.

i.

was

Thy will.”

,

born

to

Mr.

again he

of ‘God.
true,

‘whether

he

THe

and

he

was

a

“But

there's just

days, as he-was

a

one

changed

more

when

thing,

old-fashioned,

you

ister, just as 1 would

informed whether this is alfiction

founded

on

he was the man.

now

It there

any and every other name on the

was

long

must
the
quiet
they
find

out all about him,

with

had

returned

say

to any

writer

for

‘a littTe

‘“‘Adapation

self denial

‘and has

now

the best

Then

beautiful

in

“Journey

Natare,”

up

the,

of all,

you

to be

highly

He

is coming

minister

to

nt
#vho

in

a

have

tor

pocket.

known,

can preach such sermons as those I have
alluded to. Tt is a pity that other churches
can’t have such men, byt so it is; they are

remarks made

ought

to

to, me in

engaged

the

when

arms of
in Engdictated
Edict of

eliianation of the French

war, and compelled a Republic,

in which Catholic and Protestant have long
dwelt together

iu peace, to

send the Order

over the frontier; when they instigated the
French invasion of Germany, for the pms
pose of destroying a great Protestant powThose

machinations

against German

and

which

brought

down

to carry

Bismsrek's

of them, did

of ‘ministering to the sick ?

The Jesuit has

no eountry, no tie or restraint of patriotism,

no regard for the navion on which he

oper

these living corpses which
his disciples to be.

mention

private

some

by

good

those

lanatical eastern sectarvies

whose

de-

votion of body and soul to their secret so-

ciety or chief "equals that of the Jesuit to
Loyola.
The very mystery with which he

all say #0, and I ean hear him
there

said

she,

man,

they

so

distinet-

is something

wanting after all, When I am going home
from church I don't feel as if'I had come
from a good old fashioned dinner, but just
as if [ had been to a confectioner’s shop,
where they bad choeolate drops and icecreams,

[1 am

nat

thing, and then

PI

with

the

bread

of

st¥engthened, | filled

life.

I

tell you

tell you another,

one

I

haven't heard Mr. A. preach a single gosel Sermon 'Sinee he eame "here. It may
e they're getting up something that ic
going to
take better then: such kind of
preaching as good old Mr. Matthews used

to give upp all Know he’s

gone to, heaven

now ; and

he said,

heavenly’

when

smile’ as

so, come, Lord

he died,

he

looked

up,

Jesus.’

Well,

he

with

a

* Even

used

to

say something eyery Sunday about Jesus,
and when he prayed, he ‘seemed to “be

with

Their #laces.

Hebrews in

may'go

less

reason for this: One day old
Smith, you

know

how

she is,~—come to me and

Mrs.

Widow

r and

feeble

said, ‘I wish Mu:

A. would call and see me, and

yet I don't

like to ask him. So I told him myself
about Mvs. 8. and he veplied, ‘Mrs. B.,
you don’t seem to understand what is my
position here. You should know that we
have to raise the salacy, and that my first
duty is to visit those who are well to do
and who make a show in the world, so
that

we

may

#ecure

You had better §°
self,”

their:

co-operation.

and see Mrs.

And so. I went,

but

8. yours

econldn’t

help

- thinking how different Mr. Matthews would
have done—why,

he

would

go to see

poor and feeble first of alll

He ' would

i

Jesus

a8 he thought

the

Lord

the

do

would

is closed under its comforting assurances.
Its lessons age the essence of religion, the

that

is sought and

they tell of, I don’t pretend to understand

the most masterly

examples

of criticism

Bookstore, 38 and 40
largest assortment of
imported, to be found
of choice Books for

and fill orders for American and Foreign
books promptly at the lowest prices. 29tf

DR.FLINT”

honesty in

ent, with

men

regarded as

in error, as in

any of those sects that boast a larger liberality.' "Human nature predominates in all
sects, but it nowhere else, according to our
experience,

appears

in: greater

loveliness

than among evangelical sects; whether
among ministers er laymen... With the life
and spirit of the great orthodox: sects we
are as much

in

harmony as we can be with

any imperfeet human organizations, and
nothing will move us from this spirit, The
heart is free, and its sympathies are beyond

the reach of decrees or anathemas.

Prayers

of Chaplains.

this was

clergy.” *But

then a contested

abused

the

his

point in

“privilege of

reason why such

abuses

be remedied is that many persons

half fear that it is irreverent for them to
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published
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thousand or so. So thought anil reasoned the good folks of Harmony church;
and the money was pledged by an exfra

wonderful

the fragrant fancy of Taylor, sustained

to the pencil of Bunyan,
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tain care
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their grapes from that city of Eshcol far law of religious equality, we are bound as
toward the rising sun, where he was set- citizens to treat it as we. would any other
religion, giving it free course and a fair
tled.
They had made wonderful discoveries. share in all the advantages of the State. As
How fortunate that they went! Mr. A. Christians, we are bound to regard it wilh
they had found to be just the maw. They charity, and to overcomeit, not with evii but
heard him preach, and there was a large - with good, But Jesuitism is not religion;
attendance.
His sermon was striking, Jesuitism. is, and always was, conspiracy.
“brilliant, deep and eminentl
scientific. It conspired of old with Catholic despots for
They couldn't help thinking
how such a the overthrow of Protestant governments,
sermon would please Squire Wiseman ot and of the liberty in which Protestantism
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when
committee gave in their report in a
inter nos sort of manner. You see
had been nearly a thousand miles to

Rev. Me.
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face of the world, and ennobled

than merely that of men !”
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a shadow of doubt in any mind, ‘‘uttered
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effort, and with'not
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know,

opinion of your Lord and Master,

fact :
That is why ‘we folks" of the church
in Largeton gave him a unanimous call,

the part of many.
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is in accordance with the measare and
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There is a place for every man; his own
‘‘at the other end of the line,—
we don’t know,— thé tickets will be square proper place, where he ought to be. God
reversed, for there's such a thing as ‘first has designed him for it, and it belongs to
him, and to’ no one else, and every man
last aud last first’ !”
may
know and find his place if he will, It
And so I said *“Good morning” to the
deacon’s wife; but my eyes, were getting must be his sincere desire to be in his place,
he must go to God heartily praying, .
opened on my way home. I am not
go- and
“ Lord, "what ‘wilt ‘thou five me to doP
I)
v
L
ing to tell this conversation aud. make
Let him
trouble and dissatisfaction, but I want just where wilt thou have me to be?”
to say to sister churches in need of a min- surrender his own will to God’s will, and
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of Edwards.
In short, this. collection of

and as Mr. A. is called such a ‘number
one’ man, where Mr, M. would only stand
‘four’ or ‘five’,—perhaps,” as she pointed

Do Thou assist me daily
To learn of Thee, until
Thou shalt, in heavenly mansions,
* Teach me to do Thy will.”

and

was the

the fulluess of Hooker, barbed the point of

we are talkin,’ and that is this: Although
Mr. Matthews wouldn't answer now a-

Ay orisogs hall be,
‘While 1, in] by pure teachings,
Such perfect
beauty sce.

er;
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its jewels,
Among the Christian. classics,
it loaded the treasures of Owen, charged

n the good woman's
our ideas about smart

preachers and such will be
we get up yonder.
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Till mortal life shall cease,
Deliver from all evil,
And
guard from every ill;
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Their

testimony

®as heen worth much,

to

the

repulsive.

truth

tao in such ways that the hearers have been
healthily impressed. They have not croak-

nor boasted,

Their

nor Jifted up their voices to attract attention

te their hard, lot and

And so they. sorrow,

or

The

good*

a

best.

friends

bewail

and stages are full.
accidents

noblest

condition

light.

bit

falsenéss

met

petual under-tone whose import is—‘‘Behold
me!” Instead of perceiving one of God's
snointed witnesses, the public are apt to
sappose that they are looking on a set-up
stage where a very ordinary mortal is simply playing at martyrdom, and doing even
this
qifite poorly.
We

do not mean to say that those

people

who thus seem to others merely playing .at
martyrdom are really and deliberately intending to do it. It is frequently anything
bat play to them. Their toils and trials,
their sacrifices and himdrances are very real
thinysin their own eyes. They pet and

marse and brood them till they are great
matters. And in fact they are something
Wwesides shadows and fancies.
iis sure to bring burden and

and suffering.

For life here
care;

must have its nerves rasped in the inevitable
friction of experience,

and every

undertak-

we should call the young man an imbecile. If be isnot able to support a wife,
singly.

At any rate, don’t let him ask the people
of these United States, the most of whom
have wives of their own to support, to
give a certain percentage of their earnings
to help him in his idleness.
And yet it is a spectacle very similar to
this that was lately witnessed in England.

is

matnly owing

to

part

of - her owner,

Shortly

destruction, ~parfo

instead

calamity

and

about

death,

The

slreets,

and

the

that our

bitter thoughts

are directed towards the responsible parties. In the one case a steamboat company, with whom the greed of gain seems
to have been a stronger

metive

than

fidel-

ity to a pledge, permitted their boat to be
overloaded, and so brought a crowd into
the water whose struggles only hastened
their death. In the other case six horses
were

harnessed to a coach, with such

care-

lessness that the fatal weakness in the
harness was not observed. We have the
results., What will we do about it ?
Plainly, if this was the first time thata
passenger boat had been overloaded, or
that a stage-team had been negligently
harnessed, we needn’t concern ourselves to
do anything about it. But these happened
to be the fatal trips. They cxpose the
risks that greedy and unprincipled men
choose to run, thinkmg that they may
safely evade the requirements of law,

marvelous to relate,

the members

And,

of

Par-

liament didn’t rise in a body and move to
fling the Duke into the English channel.
On the contrary, they voted the annuity.
But not without a protest. The Lords
were

unanimous,

but

more especially to
majority

favoring

the

Commons,

caré-for
the

not

a

very

large

And

this Duke, a stout, able-bodied fellow,

sents, in the full possession

set

the people's

petition.

so
con-

of his health

sure

to

encounter

a true life should be more than halfa battle,
mnd that they who labor to build Truth's

“temple

and

God's

are

compelled

to

wark with a shield at the side and a sword
®eld in the left hand. It is thelcommon experience.
He who meets nothing of this
sart may well doubt whether he is wholly a
o faithful servant. And he who keeps up a
wonstant outcry over his hard lot, or feeds
“Bus self-complacency with the idea that his
#riald and hindrances exalt him toan excep“#ieunal saintship, and entitle him at once to
the sympathy and honor which are offered
“a nuble martyr long since dead,—he..who
does this may well question whether there
is mot more of the weakness of nature in him
han of the majesty’ which is built up by the

grace of the gospel. For all true and faithfal work it is fitting to be grateful; but
that

work

is

sadly

marred

when

the

oiler accompanies each effort with a sigh

ar ® groan, and is forcver

making

ug

listen to.the story of his unappreciated demver Tt.

How much

larger would be the

But this new dowery to the Queen’s
household has called out a protest, and her
motherly thanks do not altogether quiet it.
The people feel the burdens, that heavy

already

impose

on

them.

They

ste6d beside its vésults to thank God for the
privilege of doing

something . to

build

up

| Sat kingdom ahieh is righteousness, and
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost!
But the most: unwelcome of all the forms
im. swhich this seeming play at martyrdom
* ‘goes on, appears in the case of those who
bring it forward to ward off honest and
. manly criticism upon the projects.which they

~ + re unable to justify to a sound understand+ Ang, and to win a pitying sympathy and co-

« wperation which the nierit of "their efforts
“would never command, These persons asi same that they are right, and that

all

who

Kail to think with them are wrong; that
heir allies aré wise and. true, while those
varho stand at one side are dull and. selfish;
hat a refusal to indorse their plans is about
the same thing as a protest against a eall.of
“iGods thatan expression of distrust towar dq

+ their policy has its root in envy; and that a
"#rank and practical dissent is the offspring

«of asnarvow
and bigoted mind,or of a world-

lw and cowardly heart,

;

and

he

seems

to

have

very just view of our interests

given

a

that

:

Spirit of the Press.
ethical test of righteousness :
The final test of religion is righteousness.

with-

nol miracles, but conduct.

3

ical test is, therefore, the final test

trine and of revelation. Our belief in the
authority of the Bible rests ultimately upon

what

we intuitively knowto be true and right.
If the Bible taught, with Liguori, that pious
lies are justifiable, and that it is right for a
wife to steal from her husband,

if she

will

themselves daily for the sake of a few dollars? Yes, if we keep quiet about it; no,
if we properly protest. It is possible to
raise
a cry of indignation that even these
money-stricken and careless managers will
hear.
To be sure, we are protected in this respect by generally good laws. They are
often faithfully observed.
But these calamities show us that they are also daily

A Remarkable History.
—

\

The marvelous history

of George

and

Tappan, the noted abolitionist,

late

Lewis

well

illus-

trates the manner in which Provid:nce

the resultsof their toil, and raise a savage
upon them.

_‘‘Must

our : children

starve,”

gars?”

But it

will

end

these

as

royal

the other

en seems to favor

scorns.

tests ' have.
Mr.
Dilke may harangue

those

whom

the

world

It is related by a correspondent of

anti-slavery career; and

such, accordingly,

sible for the safety of his possessions.

hundreds

pair to the beer-mug.
But it does not end

in

des-

:
wholly here;

He

of others,

Mr. Tappan saw his property swept away
in the great New York fire, he recovered
quite every dollar of his insurance; while
his more highly favored ® neighbors, insured in the city, suffered heavy, and often
disastrous losses.
:

the

crown

equals,be put
support.

may

to the

eventually,

like

their

.

school closed, and eame to this place, where
We now
we had a small 8. S. of thirty.
T have a class of
have over one hundred.

thirteen young men, and only thrée of them
can read, and only seventeensin the school,
except the teachers, are Christians. The
minister, Rev. B. Kirk, is'a very good man,
I mustsay that [ am albut uneducated.
most discouraged in trying vo work in this
It is so hard to work as 1 do and
mission.
not have a word of encouragement, My
eyes are filled with tears when I see the
fields white for the harvest and the laborers
I shall do what I. can to help the
sofew.

denominational

opened

churches, but now think that I shall leave in

during the

the fall. I am thirty miles up the valley
from Harper's Ferry, We have a church organized about one bundred miles up the
valley.”

A few weeks since we gave an account of
a pioneer minister in Kansas, who is labor-

good facilities for a preparation for college,

I entered coilege in the autumn

myself in

ing to save precious souls, and organize

of

the

schools)

were aided.
there

have

either

sustained

or

aided.

75,362 Bibles,

$581,600.

With

these

of the
a noble

.

ucation of the “colored people, benevolent

col-

and liberal

istry, viz.:

beloved,

and Cheney.
thank God

spiritedto all classes, is greatly

He has ever been interested-in onr --

churches in the city, doing much to encour-

*¢ continue to this day.” A few weeks before

age them.

graduating, I received a summons

offer to assist one of our ministers to study,

from the

was

beckoned

to

a

with the professional

camp-meeting

evan-

gelists.
The ‘National Camp-meeting”
people have not the courage 10 ride their

al movements, for it took place, if I mistake
not, in less than three months after the en-

ter prise of theological education among
was born.
During thirty-three years from

us

a period

subsequent to the above named interview
by only a few weeks, I have been connected

with our schools as teacher, and in other
capacities.

They have increased from that

- one small school at Parsonsfield, to two col-

leges, two theological schools, and a score
or two of academies and seminaries, many
of them of the first class, to say nothing of
several embryo colleges, and other institn-

tions.

He makes the following liberal

ing;

I think

that I appreciate them, for his

labors are very valuable. But I would suggest that for a year‘or two .he do his missionary work. insthe spring and summer,

and devote the fall and winter to study. Instruction will make him of enhanced value
to you and your work. If such an arran
ment can be made, I will

help

him

at

the

I have marked

this

are confident that the churches do much
more than they are credited with. Why will

not the ministers take interest enough in
the reputation of their denomination to send
a report of the amount their respective
churches have raised for the various benevolent purposes "the past year?
Reports
should be made immediately.
:

__-

A. H, Cask, Cor. Sec.

Hillsdale, Mich.

Minnesota

Southern Y. M.

The fifth session of the Minn. So. Y, M.,
was held with the Janesville church, June

progress at 20-22. Rey. 8,A, Stowe was ohosen moderator,|who ‘conducted the business with his
faction, and have read with special interest usual prudence and dispatch. The repretne recent articles in the Star, editorial and sentation by delegates was fair, though not
every step with a lively interest and satis-

of better days i» ‘he past.

fall,

Business was transacted barmonious-

19, and we humbly trust, wisely.

The reports from the different Q, M's

were in the main encouraging. , Only one,
In view of all this, and much mgqgé, it the Little Sioux Valley, reports an increase
the compatibility of this position with some
‘others which he takes, he ought certainly will not seem strange for me to say, that: of churches,
yot, the general steadfastness of
to have the benefit of it, and not be classed this present attitude of affairs awakens in
sea:
with confessed fatalists. Now, this is the me a lively interest, and a profound anx- all affords encotiiagement, Jt was a
son
of
spiritual
comfost
to
all
that
were
case with Augustine; In answering the
old opponents of .the do¢ttines of original iety. There has been thrown in our way a there together to worsklp God and work Jor
sin and
predestination, Pelagius and great providential opportunity ; I can regard his Zion.
be
‘Julian (and he would do the same if re- it in no other light, neither do I care to.
Resolutions
on
missions,
Sabbath
sehools;
plying to the Independent), he always ve: | How to dispose of It must, it seems to me,
temperance aud the ministry, were dispelled the charge of being a tatalist,n®d in
sisted that all sin, original as well as sets enlist the prayerful attention of every cussed and passed, among which was the
heated opponent be successful

in showing

Missionaries Mer, [theological position,

Ii thinks. he. is too

| fiend of religion and education among us.
For disposed of it must be, in some way. A
failure to advance now would mean more
than would a failure to begin fifty years ago.
The denomination is brought, educationally,
where it can not ereditably remain inactive.
:
Forward or decay is the word,
_ I had no thought of enlisting in this discussion till informed just now, hy Pres.
Cheney, that probably circumstances will
deterhim from carrying out his expressed intention of furnishing a series of ¢¢ brief ars’

ticles” on the subject matter in question,

by

1

| Way, therefore, or may not, make a few state«
| ents and offer a few suggestions under the

{general caption heading this article. 1 have

noble task of self- Miller corresponds, and from’ whom, dur- | “grand & man to be eotnted out of the evan. | nothing matured. Many can, I hope
others
1k ing We past year, he has reseived more | gelieal vankis without unfelgmed relictanee” | Will, continue
the discussion.—J, ¥,
/

almost
What
of our

and true Christian man, laboring for the ed-

others, bearing on a contemplated advanced
and farnished, and the orphans fed, clothed It says:
g
:
and educated; &o,/
When a writer expressly teaches that thé: movement. They have the old ring of gpirit
During the past year (1872) 65 sehiools. snman will is free in. sinning, even als and enterprise, that has heralded the dawn
though he may not in the udgment of a

In all, since the commencement,

churches, without any salary and
destitute of the necessaries of life.
think ye of the labors and sacrifices
home missionaries,?
Rev. S. S. Ashley, President
Straight University, New Orleans,

légeat the same time-preparing for the minbrethren Burbank

a
the

do, and looks to him for the reward:
“I left Harper's Ferry soon after

rate of $15 per month for six months of the
year, This will board him. Can't you get
im on the t¥ack with this assistance?
He
Fullonton, I understand you are a Freewill
Baptist.” I could not deny it, my mother will make a valuable man if he can be diswas one before me, and I wouldn’s dishonor ciplined. He has sense.”
——
Rev. J. M. Kayser, pastor of the churches
her faith by denial, even if 1 did my own,
The Christian Union, speaking of “Re- and so T frankly confessed.
in
Waverly and Gobleville, Mich., is meetUpon this,
ligious Watering-places,” and especially he went on to say, that he had been reading ing with succes¥ in his new field of labor. .
those mainly patronized by our Methodist
The congregations and general interests are
our periodicals, and was much interested to.
friends, says:
learn that the denomination had already en- |. increasing, and the prospects encouraging.
But it seems to us that none of the proRey. C. Payne, pastor of the church in
jectors of these places of resort have yet tered upon the work of education, adding, “I Minneapolis, writes :
advise
you
to
stay
with
your
people,
and
appreciated either the limitations or the
« At length Iam able to send you a small
possibilities of the new institution which aid them in rising to a ‘higher plane of inthey are promoting. Once for all, they telligence, and to a wider Christian nflu- contribution for the H. M. Another year I
we shall do much more, We find it
might
as well make up their minds that ence.” That's the substance, though not hope
the camp-meeting element of it must de- the exact words. I ‘thought then that that difficult to raise money to finish off our
church.
Money
is very scarce, bul our
crease, and the watering-place element -increase. The old high pressure camp-meet- counsel was fraught with wisdom and friends do nobly. What we raise comes
I think none the less so from our own. society, as nearly all of the
ing is not possible in the lazy atmosphere wholesomeness.
churches in this city are building new
of a summer loafing-place. The perma- now.
>
houses, or repairing old ones.”
nent’ residents come to rest, to bathe, to
This interview, which has never been reboat, to play croquet, to enjoy the recre- vealed to any living person till now, has a
We would be pleased to give in our antion of a sea-side resort. To project-a rednual
report the amount of money raised for
hot camp-meeting into such a community significance in the light of passing events,
benevolence
by the whole denomination ; for
showing
that
intelligent
men
outside
of
the
of weary people seeking relaxation is an,
impossibility, aud we believe these places denomination have from the beginning felt that object we sent blanks to every church,
have more and more fallen into disfavor and expressed an interest in our education- but a very small number have reported. We

18,605 copies of the Psalms, and 182, 134 ual, is free agency and not fixed fate,
The of other portions of the Scriptures, in va- There is no theologian who has influenced
whole practice is an insult and an outrage rious languages, have been circulated. more minds than Augustine, and the vawho have
upon the English working
people.
A In addition to the above, there were dure rious religious depominations
Duke should work as well as a tenant, ing the year 1872, books and tracts to accepted his system, in whole or in part,
have believed in human responsibility for
An accident of birth is net always going the number of 2,562,000 circulated; and sin, The Independent, it is very probable,
to make this great difference in the condi- | ince 1840, more than forty-two and a half is really unable to perceive
how the
tion of God's free people. The English million, at a eost of $105,000.
Wl ‘Augustinian theory is compatible with free
see this. They are coming to feel and act
During the year. 1872 théré were 187 agency ; but this does not justify it in asupon it more and more each year. This Missionaries sustained entirely or in part, suming that it sees further into the, millLal A than anybody else, and" saying that
last protest and the one that preceded it laboring in “word and doctrine” in various
11 Augustinians are fatalists, -ex.
are certain signs. - Labor will not always parts of the world, viz. : Faglands France,
thus be insulted there. ' The indignation Switzerland, Belgium, China,Guiana, Can- | The Presbylerian has a long and in the
is manly and sensible, and affords ground ada, Nova Scotia, etc., at an expense of | main friendly reference to Henry
Ward
of hope that these soft-handed dependents
$58,000, and in all for this department Beecher and his recent announeement. of his
of

doing the work her Master has given her to

seat exactly in front of that great man, for
certainly he was all that. After stabbing
me, as it seemed to me in my then perturbed state of mind, with his two great
eyes, peering over his spectacles, he commenced in bis usual slow and emphatic
way of speaking, somewhat thus: *¢ Senior

to insure in companies out of town. The
consequence of this bit of petty persecution
was, that when, with

Almost unnoticed by the
couragement.
denomination she is quietly and faithfully

summer of that year, at Strafford, N. H. I
entered it in the following autumn, leaving
a Congregational academy which afforded

however, I went, and

was, therefore, compelled, as best he might,

Miil-

Bradlaugh
and Mr.’ been 27,488 scholars (16,4556 in day, 6,275
their throngs of Lon-' in Sunday and 4,758 in adult schools), bedon working-men, and these may cry out
sides numerous other schools, in various
against the, “‘infamous swindle,” but after pats of England, Ireland, Scotland, Britall they will pay the taxes, while their ish Guiana, the West=and East Indies,

children suffer, and they finally go

second
was

has but a

venerable Pres. Lord to meet him at his a man of fine abilities, and worthy, What
study at a specified hour. As this was the Freewill Baptist will do as much to help
first summons of the kind I bad received prepare this brother for usefulness, and will
during my four years of college life, and da as much for the cause in the city of New
knowing that the interviews at the study of Orleans as Pres. Ashley? He says:
that functionary were not always of the
«It will give me pleasure to assist Bro.
most agreeable kind, ] felt some anxiety Blackstone in every way possible. You
about the resuit. At the heu
pointed, speak of difficulties in the way of his stady-

Such were the popdiae odinm and hatred
attaching to Mr. Tappan during his early

ler and his work in Bristol, Eng., published

beg-: day and 13 Sunday
pro-

school of the kind

were two others besides

oft-

will make those
They look alse

ery against the outrage that is thus heaped

The

remember.

‘a dollar for

expenses,

wonder how many Christians have been

Proposition.

We four, no more, all of whom,
the

own

her

praying for her and giving her words of en-

1836, Bro. Quimby was the only college educated minister in the denomination. There

profligacy, instead of purity, no amount of
documentary proofs er of miraculous tokens
could make the world accept it as a divine
authority.
An incident in the life of

the mission

salary, pays

that

Seminary, at North Parsonsfield, Me.
The
exact date of its incorporation I do not now

When

only give the money stolen’to the priest’; if
it inculcated cruelty, instead of mercy,

land, doesn’t ask

among the ignorant and degraded, and we

mainly because I felt that if I had any denominational budiness anywhere it was
‘among mine own people,” especially at that
time to encourage their limited educational
tendency, so vital to our success as a Christian denomination.

of doc-

the agreement of its teachings with

hardly

PERSONAL REMINISCENCES.
In the spring of 1834 I commeaced fitting
for college. At that time, there was but ene
academy in the-denomination, Parsonsfield

Not only is righteousness the test of the
religious life; it is the test also of religious |
doctrine. A philosophical proposition may
be moral without being religious; but it is
impossible that any proposition should,
be
religious without-hejng moral. A doctrinal
statement which contradicts the first principles of morality must be untrue. The eth-

struction.

their usual habit. And must our passenger hoats be managed by parties so unprincipled that they will not hesitate to perjure

The Bates

out being religious; but itis impossible that
any map should be truly religious without
being moral. A religion which does not
produce morality is spurious.
When Christ
said “‘by their fruits ye shall know themgi
he meant by friits not raptures of feeling,
not sotindness of opinion, not visiogs, not
tongues,

are

movements,

erratic

people in Win-

is from New Eng-

small amount of property, and yet by her
industry, economy and self-denial, is do- !
ing a noble work for the poor, and for the
cause of Christ. We wonder if there are
many such sacrificing spirits in this world.
We wonder if this is not the same missionary spirit that the Apostles possessed, She
has been thus sacrificing for some years in
the misgion; away from home and friends,

Denominational News and Not.

EO

The Independent has this to say about the

It is possible that man may be moral

«It will

colored

chester, Va. Miss James

they ave either slanderers or inexensably
ignorant, They judge correctly of Mr.
Spurgeon, why should not their instine:
tive conclusions concerning the Brooklyn
oralor be as correct?
:

denomination,—wheth-

the peril to which both his person and property were exposed, no insurance company
in New York was willingto become respon-

them unattended while the coach is fall of
helpless passengers and the lines are
thrown carelessly on the ground? This is

judgments of his

and that makes him a free Baptist,—since
er he adopts the capital F or not.

sionary among ‘the

do to say to those who are thus carefully
watching Mr. Beecher, and uttering the

As for Dr, Pentecost, he is known to bea
large-hearted, generous-minded Christian,
he belongs to

shadows

letter

of Sister James, Who is laboring as a mis-

and error,

and

and attractive unbeliever.

in that city.

obby on Shelter Island, “or at Martha's
some years since under the title of Life
of Trust, with an Introduction by Francis Vineyard. Now we are not saying anyas these Dukes and Princes who beg their Wayland (a new revised edition of which, thing against the old Methodist campmeeting; it has done a good .work, for
earnings. They sec that they live in pal-7 with the history brought down to the which we Bonor it; it Wi serves an ig
aces, and halls, and other variously named present time, has. recemtly been issued), lent purpose.
e are ¢
urging that it
well on iw
beaches
and elegant establishments; that they have furnishes an emphatic reply to Prof. Tyn- tiie
soft palms, and wear rich clothing, and dall’s demand for proof of the value of where there is suri-hathing, that its hearty
amens
grow weaker among refinements: of
support their complement of servants, and prayer in common life. Since the com- Martha's Vineyard, and that its fiery oxcostly equipages; and lead generally idle mencement of Mr. Miiller's amazing “work b citements may scill existin Missouri, but’
and luxurious lives. No wonder that these of faith and labor of love,” he has received, they are not: possible at Ocean Grove or
thousands of laborers, farmers, mill-opera- and from every quarter of the globe, as he Sea Cliff. Every attempt to combine the
tives, colliers, &c., as they tiredly pause in affirms in answer to_prayer (no one hav- two is a failure.
their work and see these dukes and duch- ing ever been solicited,
to contribute a dolesses and princes and other heirs roll by lar), over $2,500,000, and by means of : The Christian Intelligencer takes the
in their elegant carriages, bitterly reflect whieh, five buildings for the accommoda- Independent seriously to task for talking
that that turnout represents so much of tion of 2060 ‘orphans ‘have ‘been prected so glibly about ‘‘the Augustinian fatalism,”

know that this annuity
taxes so much heavier.

© patience went into the most trying part of port in ease and luxury
work,
and a self-forgetting thankfulness

pliment,

The following is an extract from a

of

abundant, Men gaze into the haze, and
pronounce it utterly uncertain whether the
preacher is nearer to truth or to error. But
what they too often hear is sharp denunciatious of those who hold the old orthodox
faith, and warm encomiums of some
genial

The
com-

pubiic’s business how near it came. to de-

satisfaction, and how much more quickening ‘these laborers ask, ‘and our wives drag
| were sustained (40 week-day, 14 Sunday
‘aie example, if a charitable and cheerful out wretched lives, that we may help snpand 11 adult schools); also 21 schools (8

© the

We hope

to our Boston letter on the first page.
writer is not apt to deal in fulsome

land between truth

where the haze is thick,

Zion's Herald :

toil.

taxes

debatable

meant, and igpore one of the commonest
public rights. For if the boat runs safely
and the harness holds, it is none of the

and,—skould we say it ? — the complete
exercise of his faculties, to go on the list
obstacles which it is a genuine discomfort to of beggars, and allow a hard working and
meet. Every noble nature is assailed by impoverished peasantry to support him. O
saspicion. The crowned spirit has ever left unfortunate subjects of a crown, you would
broken, and that in thé most outrageous
significant battle-fields behind it, where all not be called upon to suffer that indignity in |
manner. Itis a matter of public interest.
dts energies were taxed, and where many a Republic. For the sons of our President,
Isn’t it of sufficient importance to claim the
whether
they
marry
or
not,
get
and
expect
«of 3ts most fearful foes ought to have been,
attention necessary=to a proper correc#5 helpers. It isno new or strange thing that only the honorable results of their own
tion ?
img inte which one puts an average amount
«af moral earnestness, is

It triwmphs over all difficulties,”

. prove false to the terms of their own agree-

Therefore, if there be more than the
average risk of life and limb in. traveling,
the carriers seem mainly responsible. Can
The Duke of Edinburgh, one of the Queen’s
not drivers of our mountain coaches be
sons, about to be married, eoolly petition{ taught that it is criminally reckless to rush
ed Parliament for a yearly gift of $125,000,
their teams madly down hill, or to leave

to enable him to live in royal style.

Faith is above circumstances ;no war, no fire,
no water, no mercantile panic, no loss of
friends, no death is permitted to touch it.

' Free Bapmists IN Boston.

.

is it, that Mr. Beecher is judged

so differently [from Mr. Spurgeon]?
Is
the whole evangelical church wrong ‘in assigning Mr. Spurgeon a definite, well as
certained position, which he accepts and
maintains
ms with a boldness
and honesty
worthy ‘of all praise? The same public
opinion of the Church pronounces on Mr.
Beecher, and assigns him his place in that

vi

~
_

passengers

allowed,

persons are Jost.

ButAet us see

yearly, the remainder of his natural life,

difficulty | interests, were divided,

Every soul that is half alive

many

there will be bitter thoughts against a
Providence
that
will
thus precipitate
drowned and broken bodies into the midst
of a week's pleasure.

Let

live

to

la-

certificate

the

mourners will go

If one of the sons of our President, being
about to embark in wedlock, should petition Congress to
e¢ him a "hundred
thousand dollars from the public treasury,

let him

bring

as

they

These passengers in both cases were
mostly tourists, who were
of the regular line of toil for. a while ang seeking
rest and vigor for future service.
They

English State Beggars.

then

almost si-

on the Potomac,

away rushed the team to
tial, at least.

different | him not be forward in making his own
plans the exponents of God's thoughts, nor
hopef ml souls. They act ever as in the great accuse his own critics of freshly crucifying
Taskmaster’s eye. They are not over-anx- Christ. Let him keep his faith in God
ious for the attention of the world. Like steady and his charity toward men sweet.
their great Pattern, they do not strive, nor Let him heroically abandon whatever real, nor lift up their voice in the streets. ly seems like playing the martyr, and God
Their after-fame comes uasought and uwn- will be pretty likely to afford him opportuexpected. And they leave others to tell the nities to bear grateful and effectual witness
slory of their fiery trials, their huge hin- to the truth.

would ‘say,

do

after, a White Mountain stage coach is
harled violently down a steep hill and into
the gutter, capsizing it, killing three passengers, and seriously injuring several
others. Charge this to a defective polestrap.
It broke midway the hill, and

They are brave, resolute, and

we

on

over seventy

the story of his own sufferings out of sight,
and, instead of asking sympathy for him-

drances, their unprovoked persecutions, and
their marvelous patience and Christ-likeness
under the strain and the cross. It has selJom happened that they who were intent
wom putting themselves among the brother-*
hood of martyrs, have been counted in by
the impartial voice of posterity. The world
tires ef their story before they have finished
telling it, and it welcomes the silence which
follows the repulsive wail. For there often
seems to be more of the actor than of the heTo in these accusing or tearful outcries that
break out from the stage,and that have a per-

which

burned at Widday, and

True martyrs are made of quite

stuff.

of things

A steamboat

as her Government

their

self, plead for aid to the right cause.

occurred

den with three times

tient resolution.
Let him not whine, nor
croak, nor scold, nor boast.
Let him bury

witnesses live.

nor!

Why

multaneously, and in view of the unpleasant our readers will give thoughtful attention

They have worked right on, calm, modest,
and seif-forgetful in their constant and practical remembrance of, the truth they longed to make royal and of the Master they de- discover their blunder and adopt a manlier
sired to honor. Half their glory and three- | method.
The practical outeome of all which is this:
fourths of their moral power sprang from
Let
him who would do a worthy work for
their unconsciousness that they were doing
amy wonderful thing, ov setting forth any God and men be manly and brave as well
exceptional saintship. For the pharisaism as sincere and earnest. Let him keep clear
which openly thanks God that it has none of the minor key. Let him hide his own griefs
of the publican’s vices, and the morbid self- and trials with a cloak of cheerful and pacomsciousness that must needs constantly
thrist the story of its hardships, —fancied or
real, —upon the public attention, thereby
put themselves heyond the circle where the

wife

The question is,

that have

and suggests:

Lawyers,

they travel safely ? That is, it is a question
which may well be asked in view of two

manifest weaknesses. And the public are
not long in dropping away from them, and
leaving them to finish out the poor play before a thin and indifferent audience, or to

their rare virtues.

of travel.

child,’are on the road.” Boats and cars

which = such ‘souls

secretly

teresting character.

———

season

ants, , the great host with neither

complain,

might do is wok, done, The confidence
their better qualities ate adapted to inspire
is withheld.
Thoughtful men are afraid of
their leadership. Their most
generous
sympathizers soon tire of their jeremiads.

They have borne it

ad, nor whined, nor scolded,

difficulties

dicrous, somewhat pitiable, and just

Real martyrs are among God's best gifts,
They have done a large service in and for
this world.

For such

«or protest, or parade their sufferings and
fancied wrongs.
And the more they nurse
the discomfort the larger it grows,
and
the more real seems the martyrdom through
which they are passing. To others it often
appears considerably weak, not a little lu-

for publication

Wwsis ess, remittances of money, &c.,

Notwithstanding the great responsibility
and vast expenditure of Mr. Miiller's opministers,
merchants,
bankers, teachers,
and all the rest, with their wives and chil- | erations, he says in his last report, ¢ We
want nothing, the work goes steadily on.
dren, together with the clerks and assist-

——

This is the

It isa

seem to them, not only needless, but proofs
that others are wrong in allowing them to

Ass’t Editor.

—

or devotion to their ideas and ends.
ble hindrances come,

"GEORGE TT. DAY, Editor. ©
&. F. MOSHER,

|. «

phe

{ real grief that they suffer when the inevita-

Ea

WEDNESDAY,

There ave such persons as these still in
the world.
They do not lack earnestness,
is

|

EW

following,
ence: -

inserted

Whereas, God

Ly

request

of confer»

in his Divine Providence

has taken away by death our beloved Bre.,
Rev. A: Wheeler, therefore,
Resolved; That we recognize our departed
brother as an efficient, able and devoted
minister of the Gospel, consistent in his
practice, exemplary
in his life, a model of"
punctuality, an able counselor, a brave and
strenuous supporter of temperance, and em-

inently successful in the m nielys
2. That we regard Bro.
Wheeler as a
ploees minister, who has labored long and

ard amid the discouragements and

priva-

tions of frontier life, the first to preach
faith,

aid

to

establish = the

first

our

church,

and to organize the first Q. M, within this
Minnesota Southern Y. M.
8, That we mourn the loss of Bro.
Wheeler with real and heart-felt sbrrow ;
5

a

|

Eo

|

oh

20, 1873.
fen

ago.

fifty i

WAPSIPINICO

—

2.

appoint-

persons word

The following

Af the last session oe

Bou "June: a,

ith he Hothel ded, ar

Q. M , Bros. | lat K yger, 0, per ete Mision,

Phin and peso

knew him
unin:
D. C. ton, Tuesday, Sept. TreyD. WATERMAN.
A. K. Davis,
W. E.Crew,
from nothing up to five hundred dollars, David
Curtis, Iker,
J, Brown,
C. Blackmarr,
J. Diy,
conversation.
N.B.
The
Q.
M.
meets
at
Farmington,
next
day,
T.
A,
Maxson,
J.
H.
Decker,
Joel
Clark,
A.
D
.
rela-:
bereaved
the
to
never
miore
than
that;
by
teaching
and
give
we
That
4.
D.W.
Wednesday, Sept. 10,
O, E. Baker,
4
i
tives, the church of which he was a member manual labor T have maintained myself and Sandborn,
Next
session with
the Clay church,
Sept.
Q. M. with

the

and pastor, and

Was associated, our condolence

he

which

family, and though T have only a small sum | 5—7

and sympa-

The presence of Rev. O, R. Bacheler and

Prof. Dunn added greatly to the interest and’ God and the world, that I suffer want, than
sous

PR

success of the session,
Insthe discussion of the mission work,
Bro. Bacheler gave much desirable infor-

that we fail to secure the permanent fund
proposed for the college. “But the Lord is
my shepherd,”

Saturday evening he

mation and advice.

gave a very interesting lecture on
in

fervor and

the

this little village,

elegance

and its work, the

Concord, in a very thorough manner, so
that it may be adapted to the climate of In-

dia.

was

Kelley

Rev. B. F.

sionary by the Yi M.

forcement,

eter-

appointed

mis-

R. A. Coars, Clerk.

man, J. Edgecomb, O. Roys,J.. A. Wright, R.

Toglof,
C.

them.

BEREA COLLEGE.
Our college year has closed. During the
year 247 pupils were in attendance. Our first
college class graduated this year, only three
in number, but we expect a larger number

and we hope ere long to be able

The best of all is that, with a large

Me makes

°

persons also increases; showing the fact
that we are reaching that class of persons
also. Of the 781 children in our home and
mission Sabbath schools, more ‘than twothirds are white. These will grow up accustomedto the idea and the practice of
impartial education.
Every year T live T become mote and
more fully convinced of the wisdom and
expediency of committing ourselves to that

highly appreciated.
with
session
Next
Sept. oT.

church in Madrid.

The Wesleyan church in
year for missions $700,000.
Methodism in England,
religious revival movement
in four generations one of
and powerful of Protestant

of

Jorn G. FEE.

‘Mission ‘Re-inforcement.

It is expected that those who go to re-inforce our Mission this season will sail from
New York early in September, and, reach |
Calcutta, via the Suez Canal, in about: ty

wl

for,

Co.,

all

funds designed for this special purpose
should be forwarded speedily ?
Articles deESPECIALLY IMPORTANT.
sigaed for the missionaries in India may be
sent tothe care of E. W. Page, Esq., 69
to
West Street, New York. [I will endeavor
rebe
may
as
es
articl
such
of
e
take charg
ceived by the first of September.

0. R, BACHELER.

Boston, Aug. 8.

As the President. of the College. invites
others to write, Talso will ‘‘show my opin-

I like Bro.

‘Waterloo,
Address G. V. R. Slade, or L. Ellis,

~

Towa.

Quarterly

Cheney's

«Let the past be past.”

1

MA

its June

Q. M.—Held

{

/

‘About half of the churches
oir
RE
low state of rewere represented, and a rather
but a desire
ligion reported by those present;
of God's
was manifested for the outpouring
The business was
spirit among the churches.
manner,
transacted in @ very harmonious as delegates to
persons were appointed
following
at Wilton, com=
the Yourly Meeting to be held
Revs J. Sweatt, W.
meneing ‘riday, An 90:
Ikins, and Bro’s I. Brown,
Mitchell, and I: J.

a
J. Rushton and C. Bratt. Oneida chuteh, comNext session with the
:
meneing Sept 19, at 2 o'clock Pi M.
tL, H. WITHINGTON, Clerk,
:

suggestion,

We are none of us

co wise as never to be mistaken. Let uscon

the first churc
The meet~
churches but one were represented.ministers were
ings were well attended, Eightof great interest,
present. This session wag onechurches and Babving encouragement to the

nted to attend the
Jbath schools: * Delegates appoi W. Burkholder,
,T.
Pa. Y .M.:—ReV’s Jas. Calder
t; lay
Hills, C. J. Carter and A. F. Bryan

0. ¢.

J. Youog.

. Guiles,

A. F. Bryant

ion of
s,en 1 as a deleY gate to tl ¢ next sess
dele
chos
wag gate
centrate our effort and. secure the aid profSeetnd! FHed
iis
ith
on.
ciati
‘Asso
al
Centr
the
|
if
to the college. We can do it
of Q. MM.

fered

we will, and 1 believe we will,
value of an education,
fo»
1

by

the

1 know the

want

P.M.

of it,

Next term

rgh.
Baptist chureh of Harrisbu I BRYANT,
]

A.

Clerk.

4t31

oo.

Syems

Yo

8.40
12.00
1.00

5.00

Elizabeth, Me

1,00

per M Atwood,

NEW

5.00

"

"

Ministers’

under the most

2.00

6.85
2,00
5.00
2,70
400

and externally,

is a beautiful one, being

I. B. COLEMAN,

Y. M. will hold its next session with the

Rev. G. 8S. BRADLEY,

RIDGEVILLE
CALENDAR

Chronic Rheumatism,

Bruises,

Sore

of the Executive Committe

person,

old er young,

$10

to

$50

per

at

leaves

Boston

to attend the Me. Central Y. M., at
2—4,

Maine

Berrien, N.

Home

Bath,

rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the clos@ ofthe term
at the regular rates.
Show
For Catalogue apply to
:
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.

can

Almost

[From Rev. R. Telford, Missionary in China.]
Dear Sirs :—During a residence of some ten: years
in Siam and China, as a missionary, I found. your
Vegetable Pain-Killer a most valuable remedy for
that fearful scourge, the Cholera.
:
In administering the medicine, I found it most effectualto give a teaspoonful of Pain-Killer in
a gill

for 5. B.

Dover

for

of hot water sweetened with sugar;

Missionary

Port-

family and among

The annual meeting of this society for the choice

may
in

come before the meeting, will be
Baptist
the vestry of the North street Free 2 o'clock,
3, at
legally

church, Bath, Me., Wednesday,Sept.
P.M.

W. F. EATON, Rec. Sec.
Charlestown, Mass., Aug. 15, 1873.

Q.
The Ministers’ Conference of the New Durham
ing at 10 1-4
M.Will be held at Nottingham,commenc
Q. M. con
o’'dlock, Tuesday forenoon before the
G. M. PARK, Clerk.
ferende.

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence

—

session
WHEELOCK, Q: M. will hold its ‘Aug.
on Friith the So. Barton church. Conference place of
The
M,
ay, Aug. 20, at 1 o'clock, P.
the railmeeting 48 only a short distance from We cor
road station on the Passumpsic road.

and
invite brethren and friends to come ,up as it
us, and try to encourage this church
met
ever
has
M.
be the first time the. Q.
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.
them.

held with the
NORTHERN INDIANA Y.M will beM., conference
Hawpateh church, LaGrangeM,, Q.
, Sept. 20.
Friday
on
P.
,
commencing at 2 o'clock
stop at Rome City staBrethren coming by R. R. will
Rapids
Grand
and
Wayne
tion on the Richmond, Ft.
g. It 18 hoped the
R. K., where teams will be wumtinOthers
to
invited
are
Y. M. will be well represented.
to be with us.
attend. Prof. Dunn of Hillsdale 18 VAUGH
Clerk.
N,
© H.W.
332
the

8. 8. Lesson

LEssoN PApERrs.
per month, or 7 cents
Papers will'be one cent each
b
:
;
r hundred.
address, not weighone
to
es
Pe postage In packag
or, three cents a
ing over four ounces, one cent,over four ounces and
quarter or twelve cents a year; this
rate, and so on.
not over eight ounces, doublequarter, six’ cents, paya
On 50 Lesson Papers, one
at the oflice where
ble quarterly or yearly in advance,
tf received.

on WEDNESDAY, Aug. 21, 1873.
al.
WILLIAM, H, CORTON, A. B., Princip
Miss CLARA EBCASWELL, Preceptress.
The tuition will be as follows :
1c $4150
+
Branches, wi Pr
1
aba
ddl SLA
Common English,
8 %
oe
feotiierii
:
c
o
English,
Higher
Vv
we
Wie
Classical

French and Music extra.
at reasonable
-Board and Rooms can be obtaine «

rates.
=~
or
For further particulars address che Principal,
1

KE.

8. TASKER,

Secretary.

Northwood,N. H., Aug. 16, 1373.
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Morgan—L
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Mowry—
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Letters

Mooks

Forwarded,

MAIL,
Thos ¢} Ward, Mancosta, Wis. (2)
A Ackerman, Hague, N'Y.
N W Johnson, Garland, Me.
W B Hopkins, Pembroke, N Y. (2
C R Dalton, N Fayette. Me,
B F Taylor, Wheelock, Vt.

the Chinese, and

have

found it a

most excellent medicine. In the summer of 1863 and
1863, while residing in Shanghai, I found it an almost
certain cure for

Cholera, if used

in

time.

Indeed,

using it in a great many instances, I do not remember failing in a single case. For three years I have

been residing in this place, more than fifty miles
from a physician, and have been obliged often to
fall upon my own resources in oases of sickness.

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
10.45 A. M., and 3.00, 6.25, P. M.

that
of officers and the transaction of any business held

then, after about

Dear Sirs :—During a long residence in China, I
have used your valuable Pain-Killer, both in my own

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
4.57, 5.22, 7.45, P. M.

Society.

-

fifteen minutes, begin to give about a tAblespoonful
of the same mixture every minute until relief was
obtained. Apply hot applications to the extremities.
Bathe the stomach with the Pain-Killer, clear, and
rub the limbs briskly. Of those who had the Cholera, and took the medicine faithfully in the way stated
above, eight out of ten recovered.

for Port-

Dover

in China.

every case Cured with

PAIN-KILLER.

5.50 7.55 10.58 A. M.

JOM.

4.00
3.00
2.90

Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
;
1.50
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable

land at 6.17 P. M.
5.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Great
Falls at 7.45 P. M.
4
6.00 P. M, train from Boston leaves Dover for Port-

Free return tickets will be furnished to all who pass
ns,
over the Maine Central R. R., and its connectio
Mey Sept.

$7.00
to

EXTRA CHARGES.
strumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10.00
Use of Instrument for practice, per term 1.00

1878.

;

leaves

Boston

1875-4.

Room rent, per term, from
$2.
Board, per week, in private families,
yd
8
clubs, about

home, day or

land at 3.00 P. M.

3.30 P. M. train from

A. M., Principal.

COLLEGE.
FOR

TO WORK, Asiatic Cholera

ARRANGEMENT,

from

bya rich, pro-

Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873.

of either sex,

week,

ii

i
EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

Depot,
Awe

12.30 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover

of the Me.

i

Spring Texm begins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874.
vad
Terms
begins June 2, and ends Aug. 2l,

Junction at 10.10 A. M.
8.30 A. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Portland at 10.45 A. M.

A meeting
Home Missionary Society will be held in the vestry
aptist church, Bath, Me.,
of the North street
Wednesday, Sept. 3, at8 o'clock, A. C.M ¥. PENNEY.
Augusta, Aug. 15, 1873.

i

Fall Term begins Aug. 23, and ends Now. 14, 1873.

Throat,

&c.

WAGES
ALL WHO ARE WILLING

7.30 A. M. train

Notice.

!

WINTER TERM opens
Dec. 9,—ends Marek6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
For tucther particulars, address,

derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels.
Ask
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
lyeowl3d
.

session with

i

SEMINARY.
surrounded

The Chinese come to us

cine and

advice.

in

great numbers

for medi-

Though without medical

knowl-

edge ourselves, the few simple remedies we can com-

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.
Trains

for

Alton

allow them to come, because it brings us in

Bay.

Leaye Boston,
;
over,
¢
Gonic,

A.M.
5»
oT.
9.
10.50
9.20
11.10

925

1115

¢
Farmington,
¢
New Dmham,
“Alton,
Arr. Alton Bay,

9.45
oe
sa
een

11.33
1147
11.55
12.4 00

¢

mand are so-much in advance even of their physicians, that we have almost daily applications. We

R.

Rochester,

P.M.
3.00
*6.25
6.45

6.50
7.08
7.23
7.31
7.35
"

*Qr on arrival of Trains from Boston and Portan
Trains for Dever.
A.M.

Leave Alton Bay,
ton,
“

+¢

"New Durham,

¢

Farmington,

«
«

Ar.
¢

6.35
6.40

9.30
9.35

7.02

9.55

7.45

1035

648

Rochester,
Gonie,

Dover,
Boston.

4.10
4.10

9.42

422

7.20 10.12
7.25 10.17

4.53
4.58

4.35

140

:

5.156
8.00

....Trains stop, but at times not precisely fixed.
STAGE

Stages

CONNECTIONS.

leave Wolfeborough

Tuesdays, Thursdays

Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,

and

Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays
for Laconia.

RETURNING,— Leave

days and Frida

with trains for

s

for

Laconia
Alton,

Boston and

in

and Saturdays

Mondays,

Portland.

connect

Leave. Gonic

every Saturday for Strafford Cornerand North StrafLeave Alton daily for Gilmanton Iron Works.
ford.

Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Roch-

ester, with trains

each way:

JAMES

T. FURBER,

Gen. Supt.

———

MARRIED
In Westford, Conn., Sept. 26, by

ler, Mr. Herbert Tillebridge
Ross, both of W.

In Lewiston, Me.,

Aug.

and

Rev. D. C. Whee-

Margaret J,

Miss
}

11, Mr. Frank

Lands and

Miss Lizzie L. Butler, daughter of Prof. J.J, Butler.
In DeKalb, Aug. 7, by Rev. P, W, Belknap, Mr.
Jr., and Miss Tacy J. Waddell,
wm. R. Campbell,
both of D.
In Carolina, R. I, Aug. ®, by Rev,
L. W. Manning, Mr. Elisha K. Crandall, o Charlestown, R.1,

and Miss Lilliag J. Cengden, of North
Ot.

Mr. Abram

Flier and Miss Annie

Dear Sirs :—I ought to have acknowledged long
ago the box of Pain-Killér you had the goodness ta
send us last year. Its coming was most providential. I believe hundreds of lives were saved, under
The

cholera

appeared

Stoninglon,

E.Lowell,both

of C.
In Providence, R. I., Aug. 8, by Rev.J. Mariner,
Miss Susan A. Dawley,
Mr. Sydney M. Staples and

In Johnston, R. I, Aug. 4, Mr. Isaac
both of N. P.
N. Bday, of J., and Miss Martha P, Gardiner) of N.
Briggs
P. In Providence, Aug. 5, Mr. Warren W.

and Miss Alma L. Scott, both of P. Aug. 6, in the
Greenwich St. Free Baptist church, Mr, George W.
Ford: of Bayside, N. Y., and Miss Harrict Anthony,
of
P.
. In Lebanon, Me., June 17, by Rev. W. T. Smith,
Mr. C. W. Smith, of W, Lebanon, and Miss Annie

here

soon after

we received it. We resorted to the ‘‘ Pain-Killer,”
using it as directed for cholera. A list was kept of
all to whom the “ Pain-Killer” was given, and our
native assistants assure us‘that eight out of every
ten te whom it was prescribed recovered. It has,
too, been very useful in various other diseases. It
has proved an incalculable blessing to multitudes of
poor people throughout all this region. Our native
preachers are never willing to go out on their excursions without a supply of the “ Pain-Killer.” It gives
them favor in the

eyes

of the peopld, and

access to

families and’ localities (by whom otherwise: they

wonld | bb very’ indifferéutly received.
dear sis, gratefully yours,

Wednes-

season to

contact

with them, and opens a door of usefulness.
In
diarrhea, colic, vomiting, cholera, coughs, etc.,
your PAIN-KILLER has been my chief medicine.
Yours, very truly,
T, P. CRAWFORD,
:
Tungchow, China.

God, by it.

Those using Pain-Killer
the following directions ;

At the commencement

Believe me,

ete.” ° J."M. JOHNSON,

Missionary in China,

should

strictly observe

of the disease, take a tea-

spoonful of Pain-Killer, in sugar and water, and
then bathe freely across. the stomach and bowels
with the Pain-Killer, clear, Should the diarrhea
and cramp continue, repeat the dose every fifteen
minutes. In this way the dreadful scourge may be
checked, and the patient relieved in the course of a
few hours.
N. B.—Be

sure and get the genuing

article;

and it

is recommended by those who have used the Tain.
Killer for the cholera, that in extreme cases the pa-

of ene.
tient take two (or more) teaspoonfuls instead

We invite the attention of the public to this well
.
tested and unrivaled family medicine.
The PAIN-KILLER is sold by all the Druggists
and Dealers in Family Medicines.

&%~ Price, 25 and

DAVIS & SON,
PERRY
50 and $1.
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 136 High street,
Providence, R. I. 111 Sycamore St., Cimoinnaty, O.
377 St. Paul

434

street, Montreal.

17 Southampton Row, London, Eng,

CHRISTIAN

BAPTISM.

This litle hook has been revised by the author, ha
been

clothed in‘an entirely new dress, and

present

R.. Adams, of Brunswick, Me, July 20, Mr. Charles
I. Dixon, of Lebanon, and Miss Sadia M. Nason,
/
of’ Boston, Mass.

a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem

of working
n poo
wanted! orAllold,clasne
Arents
makemoro money ut
rer
Of)
sex, young
of cithior
le, day!
«VV
)h t 0
work for usin Lieir spare moments or all the time than atanything
Malo,
Partiand,
else. Particulars free. AddressO. Stinson & Co.)

book: Pildeyin cloth, only.20 cts.; in paper covers
135 tts. Postage extra; on the former, 4 css, on the

BY

1ydl

per liave a copy of thig newly revised and useful

IntiR 2 centgy

i
i

collateral

the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thu
giving permanency.
k
CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21. |

Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —SANFORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all

Clerk.

for

Bradley and wife having, after Tour years” charge of

Establishment.

from

and

ductive, farming country. The village of Evantvile
ean not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its'inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its worl, Prof.

38613

Mumps, Old
Sores, Sprains,
10 Park Place, New York.

make

master:

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,

The Greatest Pain Reliever in the World is Dr.
Tobias’ Venetian Liniment,established over 26 years.
Every bottle sold has been warranted to give satisfaction, and not one returned, so the term humbug
can not be applied to it. It is perfectly inmocent to
take inte
y (see oath on the. pamphl.t), it is,
warranted to cure when first taken, Cholera, Diarrheea, Dysentery, Croup, Colic, and Sea Sickness,

Any

eminent

EVANSVILLE

or

OR

ENGLAND

$97.19

C.0.L1BBY, Treas.

everywhere.

Sec.

Bry-

advantages, equivalent to SEV)
Fl
LESSONS in additiop,without extra charge, at the NEW
ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
OF BIC,
Roston,
Mass.
Largest Music School in the
World. Situations procured for com
nt pupils.
Fall Term Opens September 15.
Send for circular to EB. TO
1B, Di
fi
630 .

Blackheads and Flesh-worms, use PERRY’S Improved Comedone and Fimple Remedy, the great
skin medicine. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond st., N. Y. Sold by Druggists

Baptist Printin

profit
on

FIFTEEN DOLLARS
pays for a quarter’s instruction in any department,

1.80

+

CANVASS»

one agent’s

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

2.00
2.00
16.24

N H,

WEEKS’

was

ant’s Library of Poetry
and Song j $7 api
on The New
lousekeeper’s Manual, by Miss Beecher 4
and Mrs. Stowe. Any
active man or woman can
have an
ney.
. FORD & CO, New York,
Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.
4

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

Clerk.

IN FOUR
ING

A

MILITARY ACADEMY, Ches-

Cor. THEO. HYATT, President,

$419 8

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is RELIABLE and HARMLESS. Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

Sept. 6,7.

VERMONT

Y.M.

of

6.00
26.10
2.00

For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

church at Enosburgh Falls, Sept. 11—14.
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk.
3t34

Notices and Appointments;

price

n

2

Special Notices.

Q. M. will hold its next session at Stark,
Conference the 5th, at 1 o'clock,
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

LisBON
N. H.,

,

The

dW Wma
Wm
Edge-

Gt

ENNSYLVANIA

ter, Pa.—~(For Boarders only.) Session dpens
ednesday, September 10th, Location elev
and
healthful; Grounds ample;
ings handsome and
eommodious; Course of Studies extensive. Thorough Instruction in Civil and Mechanical Engineer
ing, the Classics, and English; careful oversight
of
the morals and manners of Cadets. Kor cireunlars
apply to

land at 8,10 P. M.

Asso. TIL.

daily
lel
will
with

y

perJ Ashley

Dover, N. H.

19—3l. Churchthe Union St. (Calais) church, Sept.
es thal have not paid their taxes for thethepresent
Q. M.
ear will please forward the amount to
asurer at South Hancock, Me. The churches
assesstheir
of
amount
the
notified
have all been
0. W. YOUNG, Clerk.
7
ments.

Van Buren. °
IOWA NORTHERN Y. M.
i)
Root River, Turkey Valley.
KANSAS Y. M.

session with the

ve

14.00

Mission,

Mra Rich, 1st Brunswick,

Sept. 12, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
A. G. BRANN, Clerk.

o’clock, P. M., Sept. 12.

MINN. Y. M, .
Tila
MINN. 80, Y. M,

vo

R

R. . DEER IN

SUMMER

Not connected with Y. M.
South River (Towa), St. Francis (Mo.,) Shelby

Meetings.

Rev

Wellsburg, Pa, per W Parkee,
E Prescott,
id
John Wilson, Hustisford. Wis,
E Pareonsfield, Me, per M Folsom,
Beaver, Lowa, per I. Hassett,

RENSSELAER Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Poestenkill church, commencing Friaay, atl

Cherokee.

0. E. BAKER.

session with
HARRISBURG Q, M.—Held its last 2.
11 the
h of Harrisburg, Aug.

Bates College.

ion.”

wholesale

TOWA Y. M.

chdnge, look this way.

son.
to con.

evening. Wanted by all. Suitable to either City or
and any season of the year. This is a rare
R. I. & Mass. Y. M. will hold its next session with Country,
Sept. Sppoeithing Sof hose who are out of work, and out
the Union church in the Western R. 1. Q. M., Tues
of
money,
to make an independent living. No _capie,
conferenc
of
9. Programme: Organization
tal peas Foquued,
Our
pamphlet,
“ HOW
TO
day, the 9th, at 10 o’clock, A. M. Reading letters
MAKE
A
LIVING,”
giving
instructions, sent on
AnnuP.M.
and reports of churches, at 1 o’clock,
receipt of 10 cents. Address, A. BURTON & CO.
o'clock,
2
at
me,
Burlinga
W.
M.
Rev.
by
al sermon
yeow2l
Rev. | My
Westchester Co., N. Y.
P.M. Prayer meeting at 7, ». M. Sermon bX Vv.
W. F. Eaton, at 8 o'clock, Pp, M. Wednesday,Praver
to sell our new and novel
meeting at 9 o'clock, A. M. Business session at 10. AGENTS everywhere
Embroidering Machine. Send for Ilakers, 8. D. Church,
8
At 11, Subject of Missions.
Prayer meeting at 1, P. Ww ANTED!ustrated circular, to the McKee ManG. W. Corttis and others.
ufacturing Company,
309B road Way,
a. Sermon by A. P, Tracy at 2 o’clock, P. M.
yay
is
Delegates and others from abroad can come by New York.
private
R. R. to Danielsonville, Ct., and thence by
meeting.
of
place
the
to
miles
conveyance five
RAILROAD
MAINE
AND
BOSTON
G. E. HOPKINS, Clerk.

Freehorn.

#
calling, profession or. business, cohtemplating

so generously at the

Yearly Meeting, bear this in mind, that

kind, of

Apple River, McHenry, Waupun.

of any

25.00

300

Notice.
¢
to
Rev. H. Whitcher regrets that he is obliged
to
ojiauge the-date of his ** Missionary Excursion”
29,
or
28,
Aug
to
19
Aug.
from
s
White Mountain
the
Cox.
if stormy on 28th.

. Montcalm, Ocesna, Oxford, River Raisin.

[ to a good pastor,of talents and heart,and here is a

&

Madison, Towa,

SN

MICH. Y. M.

added during our supply of a few months.
The church would pay a fair; moderate salary

Society.

Sarah J Cardot, Greenfie'd, Pa,
SN B Hanson, Pleasant Valley, Bartlett,
1st Brunswick, Me, per E C Heath,

Dover, Aug. 14, 1873.

IND. Y. M.
Switzerland.
NORTHERN IND. Y. M,
La Grange.

i
St. Croix,

MM.

Fin

J McFadden

$4, $4, and

DeaH GC

Forestyiile,**

what

D. STEWART,

Shilo}. <--

&

.

. J. M. BAILEY, Clerk.

ELLSWORTH Q. M. will hold its next

Calhoun & North Branch, Cass

2.0

1.50
7.90

Establishment are hereby notified that the annu
meeting of said corporation will be held at theirat
room in Dover, N. H., on Wednesday, Sept. 17,
11 o'clock, A. M., at which time and place the business of the Establishment jill be transacted.

VERMONT
Y. M.
Enosburg, Wheelock.
N.Y. & PENN. Y. M.
Bradford & Tioga.
}
ST. LAWRENCE Y. M.
Lawrence.
CEN.N.Y.Y. M.
Lake George, Otsego, Whitestown.
PENN. Y.M.
Lawrence, Westmoreland.
:
CEN. OHIO Y. M.
Marion, Richland & Licking.
OHIO RIVER Y.M.

The Free Baptists have a good meeting-house
and a small but. growing church and congregation, quite a number having been baptized and

Brethren

26, P. M.

Printing

yet sent in.

ST. JOSEPH’S VALLEY

M’Fa Co,, Boston. [20tf

"700

Miss M J Butler's 8 S class, 8 Berwick, Me,
Lodotilio, Towa, per N W Bixby,
(Ed

WINONA & HousTON Q. M. will hold its next
session with the church at North Warren, commenc-

.

Wellington,

good,

27, at9 o’elock, A. M.

church, Ang.

Conference, Aug.

system to a healthy

H. Vickery,

Rev

Mrs Sarah Griffin, § Strafford, Vt,

Q. M. will be held with the 1st Ray.

CUMBERLAND
mond

ments going forward, making the city attraetive. Berrien, Steuben & Brauch,
ILLINOIS Y. M.
It has good schools, and several denominations.
Prairie City.
‘Bap., Free Bap., Cong., Pres,, M. E., Ger. Ref.,
WISCONSIN Y. M.
Episcopal, &c., are represented.

sending out this reinforcement, and it is
very desirable that these be paid in as
speedily as possible. Will friends at: the
West, who responded

Wm.

Clerk.

If so,

IRA A. PHILBRICK,

N. H. Y. M.
Durham, Wentworth.
ME. CEN. Y. M.
Farmington, Waterville.
PENOBSCOT Y.M.

bridge of over 600 ft. spans the river, the streets
and other improveare being macadamized,

of

the special purpose

by

72;

Rev B F Pritchard, Cape

PARSONSFIELD Q. M. will hold its next session
10, 11.
with the South Parsonsfleld church, Sept.Q. M.
are
The clerks of the several churches of this
g to
amountin
nts,
assessme
reminded of the annual
be10 cents upon each resident member, which
comes due at the BeptcHeation; Ministers’ Confer-

New

several large flouring mills, and a paper mill in
contemplation with a good capital. A good iron

-pare opportunity to do

for a Free Church?

a communi-

Q. M. Reports for Register not

glove, &e., &c., a foundry, R. R. Machine Shops,

Pledges to a considerable amount have
made

sale

Wyman,

Rov BW Ricker, Alton, Ni.

2t34

Perry Davis & Sons Pain-Killer is one of the most
successful remedial agents which can be employed
in combatting that fearful pestilence, the Asiatic
Cholera. For proof of its efficacy see letters from
distinguished missionaries in another column.

I would not unsettle any of our good brethren, east or west, who are doing well in business! are content, and making themselves useful. But there are those who must and will remove, and to such, I want to say a word of
.
Waterloo, Iowa.

May

for

.

Spafford Q M, N'Y,
per J Tyler,
:
Lawrence Q M, N
Y, per D 8 Smith,
Mission box of J D Smith, Dickenson Cen, N Y,

should be its Character >—C. B. Peckham. Should
Church Extension be: made a Specialty by Our De
nomination >—G. H. Ricker. The Mission of the 8.
£. in Enlarging the Borders of the Church,—L.DexE. W. POKTER,
ter.
J.S. BURGESS, $ Com.
D.C. BURR.

and retail druggist, Central street, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully
6mil8
©
executed.

by men who héld slaves to work for them |
whilst they preached the gospel * free of
cost” (at least to while men) ; or by ministers who at any time had made but little
preparation for preaching, and could afford
This young city is located in Blackliawk Co.,
to give preaching once each month * free on the Cedar River, and at the junction of the
of cost.”
Ill. Cen. or Dubuque and Sioux city,and the BurThe time has come for men who can feed lington, Cedar Rapids, & Minn. R. R’s. It has
the people—in which ministers must come a population of over 6000, and is having a rapid
it, an
, with * beaten oil,"—in which they and the but steady, healthy growth. It hag around
country, afd within it, a
farming
“I
excellent
Ornan,
to
did
David
as
say
people will
first-class water power, the river dividing the
will not offer burnt offerings to the Lord city nearly equally. It has numerous factories,
without cost.”
large and small, woolen, furniture, wuigon and
We want a good Christian teacher at carriage, farming implements, soap, cracker,

the baptism

last

there just Demands

Quaker Bitters,” and
The ¢ Centaur Liniment,”
« Vegetine,” advertised in another column of this
paper, are

¥. 1B. Hl.
to con,

Mrs Gillett, Elkhart, Ind,

A Successful

the session:

ing Friday,

the entire

Maine

Foreign

be discussed during
The following snbjects will
Ministry,—A. W. Purin-

condition.

Emigration.

The

restores

humor, and

the

Aug. 12,1873,

ton. The Duty of the Protestant Church in view of
* Papal Growth and Demandsin our Country,—E. N.
Fernald. How far are our Churches Responsible
for the Irreligion of the Masses, or Times —C. F.
Penney. What is it to be filled with all the Fullness
our De.
of God? Eph. 3:19,—J. 8. Burgess. Are ons
and
, nominational Schools meetin the Expectati
H. Bowen. Are
Wants of the Denomination 7—W.

starting merely as a
in 1739, has become
the most numerous
sects.

every

Agents everywhere.

A MoNTH to Lady

Address—ELLis

0.59

Elsie

CURTIS,

and Mrs A Cole, .50 each,
ity
Mrs Mary Keene,
E RB Mathews and
comb, $2 each,
Houlton Ch, $10, Exeter Q M, 16.10,
Ch Saccarappa,
- - '

o'clock, by Prot. J. A. Howe, of Lewiston.

ence Tuesday preceding, at 2 o'clock, P. M.

eradicates

Wm

before the convention on Tuesday evening, at

The beautiful engravings of birds in Avilude cost
hundreds of dollars, and the fine and instructive degeriptions many weeks of labor. Every family
ought to have it. For sale by all booksellers and
toy dealers, or sent post-paid, on receipt of seventyfive eents, by West & Lee, Worcester, Mass.
« An excellent addition to our home amusements.”
2t34
— Christian Union.
theroughly

$12

hg

L Ms.

Rev W H Bowen. slo; 8 Keen, $3: R Wyman, $1,

banks

It-has two

The Corporators of the Freewill

VEGETINE

:

oli

———

SILAS

St Albans
h RL Ch, $6;
il Palmyra
Pali yra Ch,
Ch,

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. of the F. Baptist churches
will meet in convention on Tuesday, Sept. 2, at
Bath, with the North street chureh. Annual sermon
712

50 and 100 yds. spools.
The Eureka Machine Silk
bas become the unmiversal favorite. Every spool is
warranted to give perfect satisfaction.

date,

leatant

at 3 a ae nd

CAN SAFETY COMPANY. Meithpute’ Building,

Rev O G-Cheney, $20, and toéon. O § Cheney, D D,
Mis OB Clieney & Mrs Eunice C Boothby L #

L. Hu tcHINS,

from that distant land.

hrs

church there is on a union basis. Those
converted there uniformly demand immer-

raised

A M Davis

W Wheeler, Eaton, P Q..per D W Moulton,

cation to the clergy of the United States, stating’
that the Pope is deeply affected at the sympathy

Sabbath, Ang. 10;
STRAFFORD, N. H.
three others,who were brought to God in the

they have had (he gospel preached to them

England
*

88

Jenkins, Boston Highlands, Mass,

For

Organ, for Sale.

A collection

Cardinal Antonelli has addressed

E. WiNsLOw.

"nately for many of the Baptists of Kentucky,

been

Clerk.

bless-

THE new meeting-house in Elton, Catt,
N.Y., is rapidly approaching completion,

M, Me, per B Fogg,

Wm

of keys, choir bank and solo bank, choir coupler,
three ranks of reeds, one ravk of brass pipes,one
and one half octavo sub bass brass pipes, 16 fort
tone, 8 draw stops, &c., &c. Any socicty in need
of a church organ can learn of a good’ bargain by
addressing Dr. A, C. Newell, or, Rev. G. Mit ark, of
Farmington, N. H.

General.

14 by baptism and 13 by letter and vote
of the church, and the good work is still
going on. At our last meeting four followed Christ in baptism, and others are
intending to go forward soon.

tucky is a good field for Free Baptists. The
great embarrassment will be in getting
support te aid from the people. Unfortu-

21

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

revival we enjoyed last winter, followed
ored, for whom in years past I covenanted to their Lord in the ordinance of baptism
toil. 'Tis life from the dead. On my re- and united with the Strafford and Barntarn home I preached in a communityof stead church.
Baptists. In my discourse I expressed my
“It was a very pleasant and we trust
desire to see the unity of God's people, as
season. A large company’ colprofitable
prayed for by our Lord. Some of these
the sacred rite.
witness
to
lected
Baptiste said to me after sermon, ‘I have
W. ROGERS.
always believed Christians ought to be
united,”—*1 hope yet to see the day when
Ministers and Churches.
they will be.” I have long told you Ken-

months,

J. CHICK,

the able preaciuiie of J. Edgecomb, of the Farmington Q, M., J. Spinny of the Anson
Q. M.,

ed their efforts in converting sinners and
reclaiming the wandering. Twenty-seven

ing access to the. thousands, white and col-

the -Spivit.

church,

the meeting.

ence added much to

one fourth of the time with the church
It consince.
months
fourteen
some
tained twenty resident members, among
whom were good brethren and sisters,

have been added to the church at this

Unity Q

Rev J McFadden, $25;
,
h

ANSON 3% M. will hold its next session with the
Bridge church, Sept. 12, at 1 o’clock, P. M.
Madison

to labor

having a mind to work, and God has

L B Potter, Mr J 3 Barker. Mrs

Sec,

Cheney Grove church, May 28, 1873.
A fair delegation was present. Our ministerial brethren
were
nearly
all présent from the churches
which compose this y
M., and by their pres-

it not appropri-

I commenced

L, P. REYNOLDS,

1873. sc

the

The Lord is still blessing
MADRID, ME.
the people in the vicinity of the F. B.

lecturing tour In adjoin
seeking to enlist the youth of our land in
the cause of temperance and general education. I have everywhere had most encouraging audiences and responses; no less
from the white people than from the col.ored. The change in this respect is beyond
.our most sanguine expectations. I can not
express to you the joy of spirit in now find-

:

Effingham

MCLEAN Q. M.—Held its last session with

Revivals, &c.

until God in his providence shall make it
successful, triumphant.

Camp Nelson, in Jessamnie county.

first

BS

Barker, Mrs ¥' P Wells,

.Y. It was sent as a samCompany, ot BY cue,
being too heavy for a parlor, we of:
Re organ, but
r it, rather than return it,to any hurch in need of

D. Pras, Clerk.

rod

Cons. Rev

Sept. 8,

NOVA SCOTIA Y. M. of Free Baptists will convene
at the Free Baptist church, Session Hill, Yarmouth
Co., commencing Thursday, Sept. 11, at 10 o'clock,
"J, I. PORTER, Clerk,
;
4
A.M, ar

he

which we see is right, and standing by it,

: they, an

113

“

Concord, N. H,

Hillsdale College.
The fall térm will commence Wednesday,

As substitutes,

WOLFBORO' Q. M.—Helg its /1ast session with
2 Woltboro’ church, Corresponding Delegates
DurBrethren G. M. Park from New
| resent:
am, C. Hurlin from Sandwich, and A. D,
Smith from Belknap Q. M’s, whose labors were

ately be said to many another business man,
go thou and do likewise ?
0. R. BACHELER.

Every year the number of white

we, receive anew

Palmer.

Pactlonlars oe eens

$174

Mooers, 8. Wheeler, D. Wait, J. L. Dudley,

of

‘* friends of the mammon

unrighteousness,” and may

Every year our commencements increase

sion as the mode of their baptism.

and Thomas

and constantly increasing business, he is C. B. Peckham of the Bowdoin Q. M., and H, F.
of the Waterville Q. M. Collection,
able to appropriate a large share of his prof- iby]
And
Next term with the Rome church, commencits to various Christian enterprises.
ing at 10 o’clock, Saturday, Sept. 20.
what important interest among us has not
8.
BOWDEN, Clerk.
received aid from his liberal hand.

ER

in interest.

ater-

to make important improvements in the was taken for thé Home Mission, of $6.70.
Next session with the Pleasant View chureh,
now only oral music of our native Chris- commencing
Friday, Aug. 29, 1873, at 7: 80, P.
tians.
;
M,, to which a full delegation should be present.
JAS. H, OpeLL, Clerk.
Allow me to say that I have heard much
inmusical
of Bro. Harmon's operations in
WATERVILLE Q. M.,—Held its June session
struments in various parts of .the country. with the chureh at Belgrade Mills. The weather
Many have been able to secure good and was fine, the attendance large, and most of the
reported “hy letter and’ delegation:
churches
reliable instruments through his arrange- Some churches sopdgied some revival interest,
ments, who could not otherwise have had and one some addition. We were favored with

Kentucky Correspondence.

next year.

ses-

D.

It will be so arranged as to be fitted

to lead the Santals and Hindus in their
sacred songs.
:
We have good musical talent in our re-in-

full re-

in

sults of which cam\nly be known
iy
nity.

C. Campbell,

em

mar, $6: Rev
24.59,

con het sox Jae by et

Sib

w Elsewan Mrs L B Potter, 5.00 each; ofbers,

MONTCALM Q. M, will hold its next session with
the Montoalm church, Sept. 6,7.
Hh. J. Smite, Clerk.

a fine Church Organ at a low price.

" Bro. L. L. Harmon presents a cabinet organ to the Foreign Mission. It is now being made by Messrs. Ballou & Curtis, of

speaker, with the impressive and elevating
surroundings, stirred our spirits to their
very depths.
Preaching in (the evening by Bro. Dann
closed the sessioy

Chose as delégates to attendnext

$200 ad month

omireh $10: Goo go
Sob GrandA JLeiige
Davis, Revd OC Ferris, ¥ P
Wells: ire FP Wells, & A Jenne, Sheil Bros,

Gra

!
8. Bean, D. Allen, and J,/W, Morse,e
The subscribers have on hand a new.Cabinet Pipe
Next session will be holden with the FarmingOrgun, manufactured by the Cabinet Pipe Organ

Sn

the

of

4

Music for the Mission.

was dedicated to the worship of God. The
morning was beautiful, and the house filled
:
to its full capacity.
Bro. Dann, who had come from Hillsdale
for this special occasion, gave us a masterly
and soul-stirring discourse, It was a happy
and precious season. The deep, solemn in-

terest,

roll)

interest.

sion of Yearly Meeting,

ton chureh, Sept, 10 and

the new house of wor-

ship, recently erected

&e,

. A Frigxp oF THE COLLEGE.
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the suc-

cess, work and wants of our India mission.
Sabbath morning

f
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laid by for the decline of life, 1 feel it a privilege to do something for the college, be- L FARMINGTON Q. M.—Held its June session
with the 1 Mt. Vernon church at Dunw’s Corner,
lieving that it will be better for the cause of | June
11 and 12, The session was one, of usual
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Poetry.

| has kept her in the minds of otherwise
| getful

members

of

doubt whether

Christ’s

any

one

would

hit upon the expedient that she

Altar
HEZEKIAH

?

rr

BUTTERWORTH.

——

Where rose the temple on the sacred mountain,
Enriched with gems of Ophir’'s mines renowned,
The golden lilies wreathed the brazen fountain,
, The colonnades with lily-work were crowned, _.,

and zeal, and long

;

Than any prophet that this world has seen,
The templed présenceof the true Shekinah,
‘Whose emblem dwelt the cherubim between.

trees,—

No bright pomegranites crown our courts with
beauty,
4
No golden lilies wreathe the sacred fount,
But floral gifts have graced our shrine of duty
More rare than art displayed on Zion’s mount.

And Solomon, with all of Ophir’s glory,
‘Was not arrayed in beauty such as ours,—

their gold

drifting

tints unveiling,

and

their

quarters

of

half from the birth

a

dollar

for

this

Its lesson teaching of eternal love,
Has lifted weeping eyes to see the shining
Of crowns immortal in the world above.

names

of

years

the

idea

and

a

witnessed

of

authors

and

artisans;

of

poets

and philanthropists; of merchants and
mechanics;
of members
of congress,

Reveal to us the Paradistic vision

"The prophet saw when pillowed on a stone,
Tis not all ea rthly when the sunshine vernal
With waving censers fills the wayside trees,

and

these.

Then lét us bring Gad’s messages in flowers
To every altar where his presence dwells,

’Till ope to us the never fading bowers,
‘he fragrant fields of heavenly asphodels.

Communion.

was still firm and steady ; and the piecing

BY BELLE WALDRON.

was done by a sisterin the church, herself an

invalid, and the quilting by two

—

On this blessed,

holy Subbath,

rest,

peaceful

day

y

guest;

aye, entreated

me

come;

to

before heard of thé intended

But Pve been wild, and wayward, and
him would roam.

far

from

‘When my heart grew faint and weary, seeking
pleasure’s path,
:
And friends po. longer sought me, but turned
away in wrath,

1 heard my Savieurpleading,~ Come

and est”

minge

|

nimble-

fingered young girls for Love's sake, and
our saint who had watched its progress
from stage to stage, now; rejoiced over ifs
completion. Then it was quietly presented to the minister's widow, who had long

of

I, the least and lowest, am to be the, dear Lord’s

He bas called me often,

who

was

to eat

fh

it all

Sweetbriar gave away three

It was cold, so Pinky thought it best to to roast.”

was lost.

but all the time she went

ther from the castle.

farther

and

far

At last she felt

so

tired that she was obliged to sit down under a tree, and she was so hungry that
she ate up the bread to the last crumb!
Pretty soon it grew quite dark, and
Pinky heard a howling poise that made her
afraid.
‘“ Oh!” she said, tears running down her
pretty cheeks, “ a fox or an owl may eat

they took up-their station on the branch of
an old vak opposite, and gave Pinky a mid-

there

Whén

the morning

came

and

the

gift,

through

the innocent gossip of an old friend.
But this was not the end of what
album quilt.bad to do for Aunt Nancy.

the
An

church, and more

the

exhibition flowed, in’ the vestry of the
quarters

came

into

treasury, and it was found that more names’
could be added ; and so our Saint Indefati-

me

Saviour

forever

the yearning of her soul for release,
Weknow not God's wise plan in’ thus
continaing a life which, humanly speaking,

My heart will né’er be weary, but T can lean on

°

him;

His arm is never
dim.

shortened,

his

eye

is

never

was

And this blessed, holy Sabbath, peaceful’
rest,

day

I, the least and Towest, am to be the dear
2uest.
i

the poverty and helplessness of Aunt Nancy have brought to fair blossoms, many
buds of charity that otherwise’ would have

Lords

owls

§

the
—

|

Stairs.

|

—

patient continuance in well-doing to impulsive and inconstant souls.

“Come to the foot of the stairs, mamma,”

My coaxing darlings said,

Pinky

“ And give us there our good-night kiss,
Before we go to bed,”

2)

and Singing
—

Castle,

merry England a good nobleman named
Lord Sweethriar, who had an ‘only daughter. He named her Pipky in her eradle,
because her little fat cheeks

In.the dark ball I stood and gazed,

ning

Like Jacob when hé dreamed ;
Pure angels on their upward way,

little

nose

were

and

very

her

pink

indeed.

Every one said that Pinky was
‘baby, but when she grew older

To me the children seemed.

pretuier

Since then the Tittle brood is less;
One pattering step I miss;

still.

Her

blue

eyes

two stars, her mouth was

like

and her hair was as golden

One fair, small face no more is raised

noonday.

To claim its good-night kiss.

Yet

Pinky

'cun-

ia pretty
she was,

shone
a

like

rose-bud,

as the sun

was not vain,

at

al-

though she had a polished steel mirror in
which she could see her face; and {wenly
robes of gold and silver cloth did not! even
turn her head. Lord and Lady Sweétbriar
loved to see their little girl decked out. in
gold and gens, but Pinky cared more for
pebbles than for peards. There was a garden attached to the castle, and Pinky loved

Alas! the partings at the stairs
From those we fondly love!
Our household angels passing up
yf
To the lighted rooms above !
wHearth and Home.

The $imily Circle,

to play there. She built castles with pebbles and
tombled them down again;

she gathered flowers and ‘crowned herself
with wreaths. But she loved best to take
| off her gold shoes and wade in a little silver
brook that ran ‘among the trees. She
town, would Splash her Title pin
toes k
1H the

The Story of a Bed-Quilt.
BY MRB8,C, EE, KX, DAVIS.
Sr
—

Quite away from the noise of the
in the

middle

of a wide

farm-cottage, shaded by

field,

a_few

stands

old apple-

trees, and brightened by a few flowers

- grow under the windows.

a

that

It is a lonely

place, and as the nnd is poor and unprodactive, the owner rents
it, for a small sum

to a widow who has six children

to sup-

port. - There is another inmate of the house

béside the widows and her children. This
is an aged colored woman, who is confined
to her bed, and who has almost entirely lost

flowing water, and clap

‘Her

hands

in

de-

light.
Pinky also loved to dig in the
ground, so her father gave her a litfle rake
and hoe, and she spent many hours in her
own flower-garden, working away

amid roses and lilies and

flowers

merrily

of every

hue.

* But in the winter she coald only make
worsted flowers, and sometimes she thought
that

could

tedious

play on

work.

But. Pinky’s

the harp, “and

mother

every

day
the use of her limbs, and of her speech. there was music and dancing.
Utterly without means to support herself,
Lord Sweetbriar was good to the poor,
‘¢ Aunt Naney” would be compelled to end and he
often took his httle girl with Lim
her days at the poor-house, Lmt: for the when he went to give loaves of bread away,
charityof Christiun people, who provide for | {hat she might early learn
to do the “same.
her. wants,by securing a home for her with | Pinky was so sorry foe the poor that often
the poor widow and her family,
she would slip out ofthe castle unseen, and
These Christian people would hardly have go and sing a hymn for them to make them

J
¢

.

found out her need, but for one woman forget their troubles.

whom I will designate as Saint. Iodefatiga- |

One winter's day when Pinky felt quite

ble, who has made known the wants of the tired of making worsted roses, and her
suffere”, whom she always calls with sim- mother, who was Lusy, could not talk to
ple pathos,
Our aged colored sis(er,” i ber, she pat on her swan’s-down hood, and

be

and

the
and
and
Bell

rolled

of glee.

It

over

and

over,

a house,

while

each
plachidepatch-

Kitty

build

Johnny eame stumbling over the

pillows, all eagerness to
planted baby Bell down

with her rattlebox

help, and they
ina safe spot,

in her hand,

to be out

Alas! when Pinky bad climbed up half
way, she ‘found that the upper branches.

and wished for more.

Then

brought

with

other

birds

the

him,

than

she svanted,

and

said, ‘ Birdies, there's enough for you azd
me.” Then all the birds dined with ber,

pecking away at the red and purple fruit.

“I am Mrs. Merwin,”

said

Kitty,

*and

You are Mr. Mannery. Now,” she added,
in a very dignified voice, “how do you do,
Mr. Mannery?
Iam very happy to sce
you!”
:
“Patty well, mum,”

nodding his curly head.

said

come in!"
:
“I am in,” said Mrs.

come any inner.

Mr. Manuery.

Mr.

Mannery,

**‘Come

in,

Merwin;

This

mum,

“I

is my

can’t

little gir),

Isabella, speak to the gen-

tleman !”
Isabella sucked her thumb,
hard with her blue eyes.

and

starved

SAN

ttre
lb i
——

stores it away in the hive for our use.

Anq

springs up in every meadow and roadsi
de,
remember that usefulness is greater
than
beauty ; and what we store in our minds
of more valde than the most attrac
tive
exterior.—
The Methodist.

Kitty and Jobnny, had better run out of
doors and look around on the grass, for. I

Getting Even.

‘think the bantams

flew

out

of the

as we

tl) @ Wn

.

i

pink clover-blossom popped

her head

“What's the

*‘ Now

that

I come

nearer, I can see ‘that you have a hundred
beauties I didn’t notice before, each one
blushing sweetly."
\
thought the clover,

bors,

but

soon

discovered

as

that of all the

she was the plainest and
compared with the rest ;

though hér leaves were soft and beautiful-

ly marked, they were unnoticed in the
dark green grass, and her pink and whitewinged spikes, though there were so many
of them, were very insignificant.
The

blade

of

ribbon-grass

bent grace-

fally toward a searlet fuchsia, nodded
to a tall spire of blue larkspur, and
waved good-day to the morning-glories
whose striped skirts were spangled with

glitteriny

dew.

Pha

garden

was

filled

with stately beauties, ~~lady-slippers in puffs

and

flounces

of every

hue,

yellow

mary-

golds, blue harebells, pansies in purple
and gold, and majestic gladioli in scarlet

and

white

caps.

The

clover-blossom

hung her red head; she felt like an uninvited guest; she had come there guite by
accident; it was not intended that her
lowly form and humble dress should appear among these fine flowers of quality.
* This is no place for me,” she sighed,
wishing that she wight creep again under
the cover of the- green leaves, and bide her

homely

charms.

But

none

of

the

gay

beauties were thinking of her, The rib.
bou-grass took no notice of ber; he was
paying his compliments to the garden
belles, and had quite forgotten the cloverblossom.

The eyes of the butterfly were very large ;
he roved from one flower to the other with-

out spying out the red clover-head.

‘When

the sun rose higher the four-o’clocks and
morning-glories closed’ their eyes and went

fast agleep.

ha

matter now?

asked

his
be-

cause I made it myself—it looks sort of
lumbering, and ain't painted, you know;

but it can beat theirs any day in the week .
[ shouldn't wonder if that's what ails ‘em.

Boys don’t like to be beat."

And

Johnny's

voice dropped reflectively as he revealed
this bit of truth, then rose again as he con-

tinued:

the wind swung ihe tall blade up straight ;
* for he is so high he can spy out everything all around me,”
She spread her pink and white-winged
spikes wider, and looked out at ber neighgarden-flowers
lowliest when

which

mother.
We
‘Oh, the boy's make fun of ‘my sled,

border of grass that surrounded a circle
of flower-beds in a beautiful garden, and

be so,”

flower

I can't, and that's the whole of it."

out of her green leaves one fine summer
morning. She found herself planted in a

“It must

common

“I'm tired of being badgered,” said John

The Clover-Blossom.

clover-blossom.

the

Eaton, suddenly looking up from the old
rope he was trying to strenghen. “And it
seems as if the more tired I am, the more
get. I wish I could get so I don't care, but

+

A

see

win-

dow !"— Christian Union,

in

was

TSCA

gone !”
:
Mamma heard fhe sound of lamentation,
and came in to comfort.
“Never mind,” she said, when she heard
the story. “Play it was an earthquake,
Such things do happen, you know.
Now
I must put baby Bell to sleep, and you,

the

mattresses where they
the bed-clothes thrown
thé pillows piled up
put her thumb in her

Kitty and Johnny threw pillows at
she tried to get up { other, and (ell headlong
in the softest
was buried under: a es they could find.
i
and she could not toss
Then they played a merry game of
few minutes, however, and-seek under the
pink and blue
and as she trod the work quilt, and after
that was done
she laughed werrily. thought
it would
be mice
to

had a pair of wings like you that { might
fly overthe snow.” But the bird for answer only flew up if #'trée near by. Then
Pinky thought, * I will climb up to the top
ofthe tree and see which way my father's
castle is from here.”

.

*“1 could tell em jost what's the matter
with their old bought things, and I would,
too, if’ they treated me half way decent.
Paint and pictures don’t make fast sleds ;

but they can find it out for themselves—I

won't tell them. ' I guess they'll get come
up with"— and Johnny shook his curly
head vengefully.
*“Can’t you think of a better way than.

that of ‘coming up’ with them ? asked Mrs.

Eaton, gently—“a
énjoy more?”
Johnny looked up
“Why—no!
You
any tricks ou 'em?

way

that

you

would

in wonder.
.
wouldn't have me play
That would be mean!

and, besides, I wouldn't enjoy.it

at

all.

I

feersmall vow sometimes, when I get to
the foot of the hill a way ahead of them,
and know thatin two minutes 1 could fix
things so that they'd not have a show. They
don’t have a bit now.”
“Exactly I” said his mother.
“That is
just what I thought. None of us are comfortable when we are returning evil for
, evil.”
A
Johnny's face was a mystified one, but
she went on without noticing.
“Now, sappose that the next time you go

out on the hill, instead of starting off and
léaviog them away behind, vexed and
ashamed, you should tell them just what is
the reason theirsleds are so much slower
than yours.”

‘What I" Johnny's voice was a very

tonished one.

“Tell

Bill

Ellis,

and

Magee, and Tom Loring, just what

asFred

ails

their sleds,when they badger me so ? Why,
that’s the only way I have of getting even
with em.”
.
“But wouldn't you feel better if you were
no longer burdened with the selfish secret ?”
“Why, yes! but, then they'd feel better,
too,”
—

“Of course! There is nothing

uneven

about that, is there?”
oh
;
Jdobpny’s eyes opened a little wider.

He

“Dear me! they look very old and with- {began to comprehend.
“You see, Johnny, there. ace different
ered,
to be sure,” thought the eclover-blos“Nice ’itfle girl, mam,” ‘said Mr.’ Manways
of ‘getting even. 1 thiuk Christ's
ugry, politely: “be good. “ittle girl, and som; *‘and T am not at all sleepy, my, way was
the best. . He makes everybody as
| eyes are opening wider every mipute,
don’t break fings.”
{
happy
“My ehild never ‘breaks things! replied

These fine folk do not suit me. Perhaps
the gardener will chop off my head with

Mrs. Merwin, with severity. ‘Isabella,
4{ his hoe whenrte=findsme-fere=
Isibélla, what ate you doing, my Tovd >»
should
Baby Bell had stiddenly rolled over, and not be very sorry, for i am-of : no Mise,—no
one

was very busy tugging at the end of a
bolster. Ina moment ore her dimpled

needs or cares for me here.”

as possible, and then is happy in
their happiness.”
And then Mrs.
Eaton walked from the

small sitting-room into the smaller kitchen,

Judging wisely that little Johnny's busy

mind would be just then better alone.
That afternoon the boys. gathered in
When they all had enough, Pinky said,
fingers drew out a great white feather.
crowds, at; the top of the towp-hill.
0 birdies, I ¢an mot fiylike yon, and I
“0, Johnny, aint that handsome?” ex*‘1 hope Johnny Eaton will stay at hore,”
can not walk in the deep snow. How then- claimed
Kitty, forgetting all her dignity,
said
Bill Ellis. ‘He's such a conceited litshali 1 ever get to my dear papa, Lord and seizing
[
came
for
there,
80
he buzzed on and stop- :|
upon the, feather. ‘Let's play
tle
popinja
y there's no getting along with
Sweetbriar ?” Theda the bird ‘tht “Pinky it's a
tame white dove, and belohgs te us, ped at the group of four-o’clocks,.
'
|
him,
He
mavagesto make that old ark of
had warmed against her heart tore a little avd we'll
**
Lazy
things!" said the bee, + Sleepy
keep it perebed up here in this
hig go; but he doés it in such a pompous
piece out of her swan’s-down hood and flew corner.”
heads!
they
can’t
keep
awake half of the
~
;
away with it high over all the trees”of fhe
day. They are the drones of the garden. ‘Way, there's no fon watching him,”
“Well,” said Johnny;
“and

forest,

W—

Five htindred 'yéa'8’ ado ‘there ‘lived in

To the warm nursery above,
Whence shone a mellow light,
The little bare feet clambered up,
The night-gowas fluttering white,

mouth

wings, and then she said, * Birdy, I wish I

she had even more

blighted, and have taught many a lesson” of

A

ot At
s

of

:

sm

such fun to see
didn’t belong,
all in a heap,
anyhow ! Baby

and
but

and they filled her lap with Befties' wo thi,

is shorn of every joy, and whose season of
service is past, but of this we are sure, that

not

of the way while they worked.
The mattresses “were the floor of the
house of course, and the pink and blue
stiff and her voice was hoarse,
patchwork bedquilt was the carpet, then
so Pinky was obliged to stand still and
the other bedquilts and blankets and sheets
rest.
were hung over chair-backs all around in
Then Pinky saw a little bird stretched
a row for walls.
Then the pillows were
out just before her on top of the snow.
chair§ and sofas; and when it was all done,
Pinky said, * Little Birdy, sre you frozen ?"
baby Bell was set in the middle to creep
and she took up the poor bird and hugged
and crow and be Kitty's Tittle "girl. Kitty
it to Ler breast to make it. warm.
Soon it and Johnny sat
opposite each other, and
came to life again.’ She felt it stir its
played they were grown up.

as interppet=y every one
ed by the widow who eares for her, Xpress
little bird

T shall

were cleaning house,

tumbled among them full

bad gone home to their caves,Pinky awoke.
She opened her eves,

Or

Norah

room on the floor, so they would

up.
;
By and by the snow fell in great flakes
that

i

the way while Norah swept and scrubbed.
There the children found them—Kitty and
Jobnny and baby Bell — and ran and

but the little girl never woke

nothing at all to be secn of her at last,
all the while the owls kept on singing,
Pinky never stirred.

and

‘Gone!

peep at the grand place in which she was
growing.
:
“ You are very pretty,” whispered a
blade of ribbon-grass, bending down to

and had got as far as the nursery. “They
had put the mattresses and the
pillows
and ail the bed-clothes out .in the mext

and they Fazbd at her solemnly, after which

and covered her all up, so

Palace.

—

Mamma

J

scarcely dared to raise her eyes to takea

Pillow

Then there came three owls,

of the great limbs and looked 7around,
workers.
:
STUD
A
Presently the little birdthat-she had brought
me
The poor old colored sister lies upon fit 5 to life flew in her
lap, bearing -a branch
humble bed, groaning forth the only two
| covered
To-day he sprewds his table, and 1 shall be ‘his
with
berries,
‘Thank * yon,"
words that her palsied tongue ean tittef,
A
guest,’
Birdy,” the litle girl said, and she ste them
“elo dsvay bk gos/way !'V avhich;
loving

Hearth and Home.

wrapping her cloak about her, and.soon

gable, setting the’ fruitage of the quilt at
Lord, Pm ready; Tho kndwest
one
thousand names, began a fresh crusade,
best.
broke off in‘her hands; ‘and she dare vem
which is still in progress, and sure'tn sucture no farther. So she sat down upon one
me, all unclean and sinful as 1 ceed,
for God blesses such work, and such:

Christ my
rest,

Singing Castle all the days of their life.—

was fast asleep. Two foxes came by and
swelt her and then weén! away shaking

pointing with her little hand, said,

grateful

birdies sang to Pinky the whole yeargound,
sothat the castle wou the name of the
‘ Singing Castle.”
’
When Pinky grew up to be a lady she
married a young nobleman named Lord
Honeysuckle, and they lived happily in the

But she knelt down and said her prayers,
and after that she was not at all afraid.
She curled herself all up in a little heap,

night concert,

pigs

And this they did every year

brought up large families, and the

me all up!”

their heads.

hundred

after as long as they lived, in gratitude. to
&
;
:
God.
Pinky also built a greatmumber of little
houses on the castle walls for the little
birds to live in, that they might not freeze
in wintry weather, and all the birds that
had fed Pinky made their nests in them and

She tried to make her way back,

- And hetook
came; !
In his Hl6od Be washed me pure, and named
by his name.

In
>

three hundred baskets of apples, and Lord

out of bed, bat she
heavy snow blanket,
mayors and governors; of ministers, law- it off at
once. Tn a
yers and physicians ; names of women, old she was
on her feet,
and young, white and black, rich and poor;
soft snow under foot
each one of which represented af least
Before long she felt very hungry, and she
twenty-five eents in mony, and a kindly
resolved to make her way home as fast as
thought of the poor old} colored woman
she could in order to get her breakfast.
who Jay helpless and/ suffering in the This
was not easy, for she sank deep in the
widow’s lonely home, miles away.
snow at every step she took.
On she went;
The marking of this lang catalogue was
howerer, step by step, singing. hymns to
done by an old lady who had passed her
cheer herself the while, But at last her
threescore and. ten years, but whose hand limbs were

of worlds elysian,

They raise our hopes in introspection’s line,

But like an opening of the gates eternal— The same God made both heavenly flowers

two

its accoinplishment, and
hore than eight
bundred names were waiting to be inseribed upon the album quilt. There were

And there the smilax with the myrtle shining,

Ay

to devise

be made, which should be at the same time
a testimonial to the minister's widow, and
a means of beneficence to Aunt Nancy. It
was a bright thought. There were scores
of persons within a radius of ten miles who
would doubtless cheerfully give their names

It was a long labor, but

Have told how fair the Rosé of Sharon blooms,

I said,~Deat
what is

happened—no—we

less when bent on errands of kindness and
mercy, in pursuit of quarters and names.

The crocus there, with the arbutus trailing,
Has prophesied 'mid winter’s parting glooms,

The flowers have sermons—types

It

steam cars, and boat, and more than all, by
the aid of her own two feet, which are tire-

cups

As sweet as gems in flames of amethyst.

And early roses, summer’s

passed.

to recount the particulars of her travels
from friend to friend, by street cars, and

‘When, after prayer, our peaceful eyes uplifting,
We saw our lilies, emblems dear of Christ,

from

was

his

double object, and our saint of half a century at once entered upon her mission with
{ all the enthusiasm of sixteen.
It would make too lohg a story were I

Oft have we listened to the sacred story,
Our humble altar garmented with flowers,

incense

life

still re-

with whom

would be glad

som the bee draws the finest honey, and
of bread, and Lady Sweetbriar gave away

cross the woods to the village near by instead of keeping along the roads. She
walked a long way, and still there was mo
village in sight. Then she knew that she

his

ways and means, shat an album quilt might

“ E’en Solomon in all his glory shining
Was not arrayed in beauty such as these.”

the

into

tioned, while puzzling her brain

He saw the lilies wayside fountains lining,

And breathed

up.

will not say happened,
for there is no
chance in God's world,
but the thought
presented itself to our saint above men-

/

But rose a teacher wiser and diviner

palms and spreading olive

entered

mains among the people

And Zion’s harps hung captive on the willow,

. By shadowy

since

out to find some poor little girl

hungry and

to aid

rest, left behind him a widow, who

But, torn from fount, from chapiter and pillar,
The gold and gems the victor’s spoil became,
And God’s sweet incense fed the ido)’s flame.

did

1

have

in the work of supporting Aunt Nancy;
however this may be, it brings me to the
story of the bed-quilt,
!
A certain minister who did the’ good work
that God gave him to do, with faithfulness

Flowers.

BY

for-

¢harch.

else

20, 1873.
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Now there had beep a, great

-

stir in

the

castle waen little Pinky was missed.

Her

mother and the maids had searched for her
in ail the closets and under the beds, and in
the gray-stone tower, and even in the winevaults, though they knew that she never

went

there.

Thewi lord

Sweetbriar

and

Lady Sweetotiar, ‘and all’ the maids and
men servants-of the castle set out in search

of her, questioning all the people of the
village, but.not, one bad seen, little, Pigky.

Then one and all tore oui their hair .in
handfuls and put dust on “their

wept,

and

mounted

afterwards

heads find

Lord Sweetbriar

his snow-white steed, and ’with

many other

noblemen

searched

for

Pink

on every road that led from the castle.

.All

night long they searched, and when 'morning came they all met again’ at the ; edsfle)
hoping that she might have been found,

When hoy

ReN, thal Mhels. sgaroh had

more !"

find

shal

some

Then Johnny and Kitty took the bolster,
and turned it over and over, searching
eagerly.
Wherever they found. a little
sharp quill point pricking tlirough the
ticking, they pulled it and drew out a

feather.

By and by

they

had

ten,

all

small and white and downy.
“Play
they're
banty chickens,” said
Johnny,
I .X Ji
:
“Well,” paid Kitty, ‘and let's have them
fly about'dnd tun away, and we'll catch

them.) 1

Hoel

And she blew as Hard as she could, and

the little white bantams
They-had

great fun

haby Bell helped:

flew all around.

catching

in great

them,

delight.:

the bantams wex& all cadght,

the

played there was a coop behind oné

and

When
children

pillows, and put them all into it.

‘of the

dows and
shoulder;

alighted
a piece

on

Lord

Sweethriar’s

of swan's-down

‘in

his

mouth.
Then Lady Sweethriar clasped her hands

in joy and eried, * It i$ a piece of Pinky's
hood I” They lost

no

time in seiting

out

again, and the Tittle Tird Ted tha way, ny:
ing before them. On they went through
the forest, Lady Sweetbriarand Lord Sweet+
briar and all the

noblemen

on

horseback,

and the maids and men servants following
on foot.

Atlast

they

came

to the

spot

where Pinky sat in the tree singing gaily,
little birds all around her singing gaily too.
| They gazed at the sight amazed, then cried

I wou't call here again,

Bah!

I need not

expect anything from you,” continued the
bee, in contempt, pausing for a moment

at the withered, unsightly morning-glories:

“He was looking for something better thin
grace and. beauty and mere ornament,
The wise bee kuew it could not be found
on the dew, spangled skirts of the morningglories and four-o’ciocks, so he passed by
the languishing fuchsia, the blue harebéll,
gorgeous pansies, and red-capped gladiolus,

They all looked after the bee as he flew

past, wondering why | they were neglected,
and saw him linger near the clover-plossom, ‘almost hidden down under the meek
grass,

:

;

“ Will you givé me ‘some honey # said
-the bee. ‘‘I have come miles for it; 1

baye passed by all the fine garden-flowers,
hunting for my litule favorite ;-1' always
find

honey

‘stored

away

in

your

“Now, let's play king apd queen,” said
the restless Kitty, “and call this our palace. ‘Pillow palace; that’s a mice name,
and [ am the queen of the pillows 1:

white spikes. I''will
hive, and we all know

smallest pillow
illo a shaking,” the dinnér bell

bee; you.ma
have
y.my honey,” said
clover-blossom gratefully.

been in vain, they all fellon their knees in
the chapel of the castle and prayed to God
to save little Pinky. 'They' rémhided for | But just as she had draw herself up, and
several hours thus, and lo! as they prayed ‘was beginning to say, ‘‘Majesty, give that

a little bird flew in ore of the dhapel ‘win-

A’busy bee came’ humming and'buzzing
through the garden; he hovered around
the apple-tree; the blossoms had long
ago withered; he could not find what be

we have is that we

the ¢lover-blossoms,”

“Take

what I have

red aud

carry it Luck to the
that the best honey

bog from our friends
-

to give

:

you, busy
the

rung, and mamma came hurrying into the
“Ah! I'am of Some’
use, then,” she
room,
and-—told-the--ehildren to wach
though
t, as the bee flew away from the
their faces: and run down -quick into the
garden, laden with honey taken from the
dining-room,
So away they ran, and sat down, one on clover-blossom. ' It was a precious treasure
:
each gide of their father, while baby Bell for him,
*¢ It is better to live and die in the shade
was put in a high chair close by mamma.
It took a long time to eat dinner, for little down here with the gentle green grass
‘than to be a brilliant garden beauty. I
fingers wake slow work;
and then the would
rather be useful than ornamental.”
pudding,

which came: Jast of all, ‘was so
very good, But at last they-finished, and

The evening breeze wafied “the tall blade

of ribbon-grass down toward the cloverblossom, us she murmured these though
ts
to Pillow Palace as fast as they could go.
‘But when they reached the réom up- ‘| |= to herself,
“The 'beautifal flowers all wondered
stairs, Pillow Palace was gone! All swept
why the bee passed them by and
getting out of their chairs,

bastened

back

“I. don’t think he's ‘exactly pompous”

said Tom Loring. “But I hope he won't
show off to-day, Theres no fun in sliding

down hill, when some
can do it twice
to your once, With such a rickety old sled
as he has,
rough.”

too.

I tell

you, feliows,

its

“Lets turn him off the groufid)” said Fred

Magee, whose father was'a country judge,
apd-whose sled was the handsomest on the

Lill, - “There's enough of us here to do it,

and as you say, Tom, there's no fun in slid-

ing against such luck as his,”
Just

then

Johnny,

sled

in

hand,

panting to the top.
“I say, boys,” before any of them

came

could

speak, “let's have a real good, square race.
I'll show you Wow to’ fix’youf sleds 50 they'll

£0 every bit as fast as mine, may be faster,

for they're not so lumbering, and we'll have

a jolly afternoon.” * #1

iil

"All the boys gathivéd drotmd to recéive
the desired instruction, ahd, after some little

tinkering, two of the sleds were pronounced

o
in racing order, inhicons
© “DIF go first said Bill Magee. “And you

fellows time me to see if thére’s any difforence.” ' Bill was rather suspicious, if ‘the
fiend
truth mustbe ‘told.’
With a “one, two, three?” Bill threw

his

sled upon the hard pressed snow, and started on

the

first trial-trip.

There

need of timing, the improvement

was

no

was too

manifest to be doubted for'a moment.
“You're ‘0 brick, Johnny Baton!"

said

Bill, slapping him cordially on the shoulders.
Te
“That's so !" echoed the other boys

one accord.

with

ho

Johnny did not say much in reply—the

success

of his

experiment

had

been

by

too

great; but his comrades understood his silence, and it was just as well.’
Mis. Eaton looked up anxiously, 15 he

came to
| with joy, *“ Pinky is foand! Tord Sweet- away every vestige destroyed, nota
sheet you,” eaid thie ribbon-grass,
entereddthe house that night, then smiled as
| briar climbed the tree and brought down | nor a pillow eft. Norah
had been making- | © The clover made no reply. She bad | she saw
| his daughter, who clapped her hand
his flushed, happy face.
up the beds and putting
joy, and then he placed herinfront of him Pillow Palace was demolithings ‘o rights ! learned the sweet spirit of contentmentg
*‘O mother,” he began, A eagerly, ‘such
shed, the king- she was blippy, becau
se she knew that she a grand time as I've had! Those fellows
on his horse, and they all set out for the domi ruine,
and what, ob, what had
castle, singing joyfully.” But’ first they come of the tame white dove, und the be- Waa of some use in the beautiful world in are just splendid, and I thought they were
fen which the Creator of all things
broke three loaves of bread into crgmbs for dear downy bantams ? |
had placed awful prigs. I don’t see how I' ever made .
Pilg
the Wj that had fed the little girl. '
:
“I'think Norah is mean!” said Kitty, tha little homely blossom:
such a mistake,” then more gently—‘‘your
If any of my little readers should taste the way of getting even is the best.”
Tha iy Pinky gave away to {he “poor passionately, and Johnny began
to whim- sweetest honey from the
hive, perhaps they
with her own hands three hundred loaves per. Even baby Bell
“Not mine,” said his mother—*‘Christ’s
looked sober, and may remember that
from the clover-blos- way."—Congregationalist.
-“

won.
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Literary Whiscellany.
A Day

les out an

I
I
1 J
TF
"Y=
whoin he recited to me the scenes ‘through which he

]

adversary,

urls his djerreed

the

ON

against

with considerable force,

skill. consisting

critical mpment and
before the attacking

with the Be douins.
—

T

caiching

party

it at

can

This sport is not unattended

escape.

as a well-didected blow from a djerreed has
frequently
been fatal. Sometimes, when
it is found impossible to catch the djerreed,

Wo

I have seldom beheld a more animated or

picturesque scene than that which presented

itself as we halted on the hill overlooking the Bedouin almost throws himself from
the village of Abilinu. The dark tents of the saddle, and holding his horse’s neck,
lets the weapon pass over him; then,
the Hawaras dotted the hill-sides,

stretched far away into the
Hundreds

of

richly

wiftly wheeling, pulls the

plain beyon

caparisoned

hors

rather wild-looking men,—some
under the tents,
down, or placid
ques ; while, apa
pet, sat Salihl Aga,
. chi

rounded by

reclily

city

1

and

perfect training depends much
on

latives

oo

Aga at

is f

:

{ the

al

i

at the same

bride,

be

ssessionof |

the © obi chiefs

t.

ri

Aga and his ours

ing place to me on the

RNR

08

"the latter

chief, Whose graceful

a

otherwise

consummated.

got
and

: bi

tren of0

ca

its possessor can

part of ‘the day's cerRiterent,

on

by bending low, and placing

my ha nd.1

my Beart, my lips and my ihr

«

on

es

SAR

ingour seatson the carpets spread upon

ground, Salihl and
I
tions, and then,

al |

vepeated our salutang to Oriental
eti-

|

the
For
each

quette, I saluted each officerin form, one
after the other, beginning with. the. one

time, with alternate strokes to a wild dance,as
a bow, and laying his hand on his mouth they all proceeded toward the village. The
and forehead. Two Nubians then approach- crowd beat time with their hands, uttering
* proached with tw 0 nargiles prot
alike, shrill cries of “Heli-li-li-li-li!” until the
and presented them, at identically the same bridegroom alighted, and, being taken
nearest to me,

every man responding

with

possession of by

instant, to me and the chief, who bowed,
- as if he would<render to me the homage

due to a superior.
In the East,
paradoxical as it may appear, the guest is, for the
moment, the host. When a Mussulman receives you into his house, he is at your disposal; and, while he supplies all your wants
he appears rather as the guest, and you as
the host and superior. Coffee was then
brought to usin china and silver filigree’
cups, the same ceremony being observed
as with the nargiles,—the chief and I emptying our cups, and returning them simultaneously” to the attendants;
so as to nrakeour salutations at the
same moment. Coffee
was

afterward han

to the

fine

richly embroidered in

gold.

ny completed, a huge

dish of

This ceremorice,

the form and

sige of a pigeon’ségl, and then transferred

to’

mouth, We
ither knives nor
,—the lamb being torn
and eatén with
the fingers. 1
wbreakfast immensely. The ri
§ well
ithe lamb
i
tail Re ilons 3 and, having rid" den during four hours in the pure mornin
air, 1 was decidedly hungry. At first
was rather shy of the tail, but the chief
lieutenant tore a piece off and presented

it to me,~—an act of especial, courtesy, —and

it was really excellent. To strangers this
eating
but,

when

with the fingers séems unpleasant;

like many

other

you're

things, ‘it's nothing

used. to. it,” These FYoving

sons of the desert

do mot éncumber them-

selves

baggage;

with

much

and

besides,

the ablutions so scrupulously perfornred,before and after meals, prevent any idea of uncleanliness.

After

breakfast,

native

mu-

sicians and dancers,—the latter being
dressed as women,—appeared upon the
scene. The performance; although novel
and graceful, was rather sensuous, and I
was not serry when Salibl Aga gave the
_signal to mount ‘Our horses, and Proceed
to the more stirring business of the day.
The chief, at the head of about 500 horsemen,

now

plain of

led

the

way

considerable

down
a hill

extent,

where

bled

on

the

hights,

as they faced each

toa

an op-

of his son, Mobamand children assemand

the

combatants,

other, looked asif they

had met to decide the fate of Abilin,
some moments not a man
moved.

For
At

length Salihl Aga advanced leisurely. and
alone toward the ranks of the enemy and,
brandishing his long spear almost in their
them to the combat.
faces, challenged

Three of the enemy’, ‘one after the other,
put spurs to their horses and sprang for«ir challenger, who in“ward to capture

stantly . wheeled, * then turned saddenly,
again wheeling. and .leaning so Tow over
the horse's neck,to evade the enemy's blow,
ag to be for a moment lost to. sight; then
rising

and reining in hi splendid

Arab, he

discharged his pistols ai, the foe as thoy passed him in their headlong speed. Pursued
again, he turned once

more,

and throwing

the reins on his horse's neck; unslung his
carbine, discharging it in the face of his
would-be captor as he advanced npon him;
then,

seizing

reins,

the

his horse

guided

at full speed foto the ranks of his own men,
who,‘in Lheir:turn, advanced to the attack,
and charged the enemy ’ to the opposite
line. Thus, in. a .short fime, the entire
force on both sides was engaged, and the

whole field became

battle. in which the
cipal figures,—the
hosts. The
young
wonderful ‘skill ‘in

the scene

of a great

eye followed tivo princhiefsof the contending
bridegroom exhibited
eluding the attacks of

his pursuers; Wieslifigiia

an ‘instant on his

nearest foe, the ‘bridle thrown carelessly
on the neck of his steed, while he unsling his

-

carbine,

which,

in a

real

contest,

would

have brought down many an antagonist.
Salitl Aga himself; in the ‘excitement of
the fight, let fall his turban and gold émhis shaven
broidered cloak,—exhibiting
crown, with one long plait of hair floating
in the ‘wind; and, as he led ona charge,

uttering bis. shrill war-cry, it was difficalt

to faney the combat otherwise than real.
The prancing and éxvited horses; the brilliant and various costumes of the combat-’
ants; the white burnouses streaming in
the air; the clatter of steel and silver housings; the shouts of the men, and loud reorts of pistol ‘and ‘musket; the chivalric

earing

of Salihl Aga, and the noble mien

of Mohummed ‘Ali; the women: and children on the hights between the village
and the plain,—all made up a scene
the
Jildest and ‘most picturesque I ever beheld.
The

sham

;
‘over,

fight

al
the sport of cast-

ing the djerréed commenced,
required in which

exceeds

the spear and pistol.

o

Each

the activi

even

that with

horseman

itself,

The next day,

Carmel,

where

we

been

pub

Man

His

Thus, just as there is no boy

now but can throw stones at the windows
which Bishop Colenso has broken, so there
is scarcely even a young lady but can raise
flowers from the seed stolen out of Mr.
Tennyson's garden. And surely whatever,
in this its course of change, poetry may
have lost in quality, is more than made up
by what it has gained in quantity ; for, in

and some. five

sir, L didn't feel like myself that day. .
rayed to God for sirength

son,

Lhad'

he remained

Some
the

Tand; died in New

for that particu-

LYNDON

a worthy

four

church,

member

years ago

he

which

office

and

J. 8. BROWN,

was

he

O.,

June

80,

mitted

years

‘Which

to live

only

4 years.

To

HEART REGULATOR

with

Saviour

precious, in whom

ciouds,

JAMES YOUNG, of
palsy, June 21, 1873,
a previous shoek his
endure the second.

over

utter our farewells, and then cry, ‘‘ Come
on, buys!
There are other hights to be
captured, there are other foes to be con-

New Haven, Ohio, died of
aged 74 years.
Having had
wasted energies could not
Just before his departure I

|:

IBERAL
TOS

Lace

30 year¥-until called away by death.

Dress,

rienced religion some 80 yeurs

A leading lace manufacturer of Paris is
to exhibit a dress at the Vieuna exposition
which has an interesting history. About
of Paris, the Em-

SUSANNAH PICKLE was born in the

of Brome,P. Q., Aug. 3, 1800, and

to her as souvenirs of the Empress Josephine, about a quarter of -a yard of a lace
ounce of a most singular and beautiful
mesh, and peculiar design. The ex-empress
is a connoisseur in laces as well as in many
other fine arts. She saw at a glance that

other carte blanche for my dress

when fin-

ished.” The manufacturer resolved to see
what could he dome. He first submitted
the sample of Queen Hortense's relic to his
own adult experienced lace-makers. None
knew the mesh. Its intricacy baffled them
all. No instruments, however fine, under
eyes the

mast

practiced, could tell

expe-

united

attended special seryices held

in the M.

She often told

N. C. church,

sin-

the first place,

tions, 4

few

it is far pleasanter

familiar

allusions

to

to

an

us, she

how it

“Take three damozels,

dressed

in

straight

night-gowns. Pull their hair-pins out, and
let their hair fumbld®all about their shoulders;

afew stars may be sprinkled into this

The following fact may throw light on
the question of hereditary habits: [had a
black kitten brought into my house from a
deserted shed where it had been bern. It
‘was halt’ wild, like its mother, and for some
days would not tolerate any overtures of
friendship ; but it grew to be a fine, frisky,
companionable creature, and at last with
much trouble [ taught:it, for my little daughter’s amusement, to sit quicy upon my

parseley,

with

surrounded

artificial

they will not
vf at.

A Desperate Battle.
A——

Or

Obituaries.

Bristol,
months,

the winter of 1860.

She was a faithful wife
and

in

her

last

©

obituary.” Verses areinadmissible,
Young

died

in

Canterbury,

July 14, aged 78 years, Tho subject of this notice was a son of Rev. Wintrep Young, one of
He was
the fathers of the I. B. denomination.

When Governor Geary, of Pennsylvania,
1852, baptized by Rev. Jeremiah
Ilost'a goud friend. convertedandin oined
died a few years ago,
the F. B. church in Canter
Clough,
horrors
the
with
He impressed me. mightily
bury, of which he continued a worthy member
to
takes
till death. He was esteemed an upright citizen,
of war. In the eight hours that ii
Com.
come from Harrisburgh to New York, he and a stable Chistian,

LG. JORDAN,

to the New,
extensive

Pipe,

5.50

«

. 600
©

8.00
S00

3atf

LATIN

SCHOOL.

A .M., Principal, with three Assist
>

&

AUSTIN

to.

an

ACADEMY,

day, Aug. 19, 1873, under the instructions of MR.
ES T. MAXFIELD
and a member of the senior

- classof Bates College.

Tuition $3.50 to
$5.00.
Board $2.50 to $3.50.

can

be had

for those

GEORGE

wishing

C. PEAVEY,

Street

to board

President.

~ 3w3l

INSTITUTE.

The FALL TERM, of 14 weeks, will commence on
Wednesday, Aug. 30, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
«Hs
KER, Prin.

or A

Box 597, Dover, N.

HAMPTON

Algebra

CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H,
The Fall Term of ten weeks will commence Tues-

CO.

on Cocheco

attended

History,

WARREN FOS
Center Strafford, N. H., July 17, 1573.

North

H,

war-

Scituate, R. I., July 10, 1873.

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
" The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
Dec. 4, 1872.

WILLIAM

&c.

i

H. COTTON,

A. B., Principal.

The tuition will be as follows:

Primary Branches,

INSTITUTION.

A. M,, Principal,

associates,
:
Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.

Common

with eight

Four terms of

[

CALENDAR:

-

English,

-

=

-

-

-

$0

a

1

Higher English,
a
a
Classical,
.»
=.
=
=
=
= G00
Board and Rooms can be obtaine i at reasonable
8.
For further particulars address she Principal, or
THOMAS TUTTLY, M. D., President.
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1832.

Fall Term begins Monday, August 25, 1873.
Fall Term closes Friday, October 31, 1873.

Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 17, 1873.

AGRICULTURAL

“loses Friday, Jan. 23, 1874.
Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.

Summer Term begins Monday, April 27, 1871.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 2, 1874.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal,

MAINE

CENTRAL

Full

Normal, hs Academ-A

and

sickness,

It is favorably re.

sale, its instructions

and illustrations are simple and plain, and adapied
to an easy solution of the guestions, A discount is
made to Sabbath Schools and others. Ordors dre
solicited.
i

of

erms,

study.

taught

by

an

No deduction for 1éss than half a term, except

clubs

as well

as gentle-

men’s are formed.

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates,
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfleld, Maine.
31

ia

C. A. FARWELL,

Seoretary.

PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
The FALL TERM

will commence

Tuesday,

Aug.

26, and continue eleven weeks under the continued
[4 Hinde of J. Linscorr, Principal, Mrs. Kxa Barker,

Teasher of Music, with such other assistance as may
be needed.
For further information address DR. MOSES D.
SWEAT, or Ivory MARCH; North Parsonsfield, Me.

DR. MOSES E, SWEAT, Sec’y.

CLAVERACK COLLEGE AND
RIVER INSTITUTE
For both sexes;

20 instructors;
large

fine grounds;

11 departments;

ymnasfum

and

drill hall.

and

their

HUDSON
.

167 furnished rooms;

intention

Washing,

Rent,

Fue

the

D. Dx, or the Preceptress,

M.,

Agricultural
in

College

Special advantages

enter.

and

Professors

=

Collier

Pres. Calder, all for-

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti-

tution, and are much encouraged
ready achieved.

hy the results al-

;

1y48

SE

RIDGEVILLE
The

SUMMER TeErM

will

COLLEGE.
open June

Aug. 22, 1878,

3, and

E

close

'

EXPENSES.
"Tuition and incidentals, in advanee,
Room

rent, per term, from

$2.00

Board, per week, in private families,
“

(1 UN

1)

clubs,

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Musio, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,
Vogal Music for Yeutiemen,
‘
“
es,
Penmanship, fifteen lessons
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the

term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at thé regular rates.
'
For Catalogue apply to
* WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind., May.9, 1873.
WILTON

COLLEGIATE

120 classical pupils;

in all Spartmonts. Term opens September 8 Rev.
ALONZO
FLACK. A. M. President, Claverack, N.Y.

to

Downey, Miss Hoyt

on

account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
begioning and middle of the term.
e price of board, in’ ¢lubs, varies from $1.60 to

Ladies’

President, Rev. J. CALDER,

Miss JANE W. Hoyt, A.
P. O., Center Co., Pa.

nified

experienced

Teacher.

$2.00 per week.

Boarding,

The Spring Session of the above institution, located

MiBS R. ANNIF DRAKE, Teacher of German and
i.) Mathematics.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal DeFEN ont:
oe
Miss LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French,
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Teacher of Music.

will be

Tuition,

near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have sig-

Summer term commences April 25, 1874.
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Asgociate Principal.

Penmanship

and

and use of heavier Furniture,
For Catalogue or further informations. address

;

weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 21, 1873.
Winter term commences Nov. 6, 1873,
Spring term commences Feb. 5, 1874.

tf

in

course

:

CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian,
:
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including

INSTITUTE.

PITTSFIELD, ME.
1cal and Ladies’

the

Sec. Trustees.

or

New Hamptgn, X- H., July 22, 1874.

Furnishes College, Preparatory,

fre-

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

Spring Ternttloses Friday, April 10, 1874.

E. C. LEWIS,

COLLEGE

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Winter Term

ecially now, as the lessons have been changed from
an

SHEA

A. B.MESERVEY,

This Work is well adapted to Sabbath Schools, eshad

promptly

NEW

Commentary tithe Gospels
he Old Testament

=

50

reiu®

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school

on WEDNESDAY,

Dr. BUTLER'S

ceived, has

wi

+

ants.

but continual
int! Wi

Academies,

Vt., May 13, aged 81 years and 3
Sister P. gave her heart to Christ in

a devoted Christian,

Mg. SoromoN

' NICHOLS

anted.

fully said, ** few communities ever lost such a
mun, for few communities ever had such a man
to lose
He lewves a most estimable compan.
jon in feeble health, two brothers and two sis»

died

-

=.

Tas

Geometry. Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A, M. JONES, Sec.

Also at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth, N, H.
Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and

death sorrow ran through the community. His
word was as good as his note. It can be truth-

SyYLviA E., wife of Luther, Parinton,

decay,
Thes

All orders. at Factory
Mail

ting room was consecrated tu their use to hang
their over garments
upon.
His talents and
staunch integrity were such that he was constantly pressed with public’ business, and when
the report went out'that he lay at the point of

und behold

-

=

The FALL TERM begins August 15, 1873.

DOVER

DENNIS

quency of ministerial calls that a nail in bis’ sit-

** Mark the perfect man

ee

LAPHAM

de-

upright, for the end of that man is peace.”
P. W. BELKNAP,

pernicious

West Lebanon, July-29, 1873.

Rooms

|

:

©

themselves.

painful &lirm ‘upon any attempt at her dissolutiomy believing
most emphatically that her mission was far from being accomplished.
He
pften

ters.

{Music.

Good board can be obtained in private families at
$3.00 per week. Those wishing to board themselves
can obtain good rooms near the Academy.
i
ELIHU HAYES, Seoretary.

THE BEST ARTICLE YET INTRODUCED.

¥. Baptist church at Ohio Grove, and ever after
was loyal to the denomination, looking with

the

-

Englulyity

Higher

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.

DEA. A.V. L. SvitH died at his residence in
Cortland, DeKalb Co., Ill., after a brief illness,
which required
a painful savgical operation
June 20, 1373, aged53 years,
He was born in
German, Chenango Co,, N. Y.,
and moved to
Cortlandin 1846 = Three years ater he made a
Christian profession under the ‘libors of Revs.
C. Coltrin and Mprs. Jackson, united with the

was

English,

Languages,

Manufactured of Hydraulic Cement, for

CLIJAH ELIOT died at bis residence in Ames,
July 9, 1873, in the 77th year of his age.
Bro.
Eliot was son of the Rev. George Eliot, first pastor of the Baptist church of Ames.
/
J. M. CRANDALL.

Such

of Instrumental

Instrumental Music (20 lessons),
Use of Piano,
wil
fare

TROY, N. Y.

Cement STONE

which was long and painful, she was calm and
hopes for the future, which are never meant
expressing joy in the hope of meeting
betasted. This kind of poem is cooked
PARTICULAR NOTICE]! Persons wishing obits trustful,
to
her little Martha who passed over the river only
in verbiage, flavored with liberty, the taste uaries published in the. Morning Star, who do about six weeks hefore op Thus in a few
of which is much hightened by the introducweeks a wife and mother wis taken, leaving an
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
aged father and mother, sisters, and husband to
tion of a few high gods and the gameof not
insertion,
an,
insure
to
line,
a
cents
ten
to
mourn their loss,
M. M. MuSARD,
fortune, The amount of yerbiage which equal
liberty is capable of flavoring is practically Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
infinite.”"—XEdinburg Scotsman.”
gingle square ean well be afforded to any single
EDA"

Common

on

Beware of parties claiming to

THE

MRS. GEORGE H, BRANN diedim Mercer, Me.,

enferprises.

Teacher

Ancient Geography, Ancient

July 16, aged 31 years and 6 months: also, child
of the above.
Sister Brann was ready and’ willing to go at her Saviour’s eall.
But her wish
was that if it was God’s will she might live to
care for her little babe. They both were buried
in one coffin. The mother took her babe on her
arm about one hour before she died, and kept it
there until she passed away, saying to her husband, * you will soon meet us again where there
will be no pain nor sorrow, where the weary
will be at rest.”
vt We Li. NOYES,'

nominational

Principal.

FLINT,

ness m doing their work is secured from both teach-

then

for the

31

being composed of only one department, a thorough-

removed by death. His third marriage to Miss
Betsey Read was in
Feb., 1841. She still sur-

contributed quite beyond his means

:

ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many Kinds of work are'done. The
students are faithtully drilled in Latin and Greek.

m—

with advantage. Place an aureola about
the head of = each, and
give each a shoulder during meal-times, in hope of now
lily in her hand about halt'the size of her- and then securing a dainty morsel. It also
self. Bend their heads all different ways, learned to beg, and to ‘‘ say grace” before
and set them in a row before a stone wall, meals, which it always did by rubbing its
with an apple tree between each, and some head first against the hand of the person
large flowers at their feet. Trees andflow- who fed it; but it needed no instruction to
ers of the right sort are very. plentiful in distinguish the dinuer-bell, the sound of
church windows. When you have arranged which would: bring it from the top of the
all these objects rightly take a cast of them garden first of the household to its place.
in the softest part of your brain, and pour
The first kitted 6f"this cat was given
in your word composition as above describ- away to a neighboring family, and surimproved
much
is
ec. This kind of poem
prised them not long afterwards by jumpby what is called a burden.
This consists ing ‘upon the shoulder of the only male
ofa few jingliag words, generally of an ar- member of the house'as they sat at meals—
¢heeic character, about which we have only a practice which ‘it: continued; yet it had
to be careful that they have no reference to never been taught, nor had it been allowed
the subject of the poem they are to. orna- any opportunities of observing its: mother
ment. They ave ingerted without variation in parlor company. I have since been told
between the stanzas.”
that black cats have a peculiar habit of
This {9 for patriotic poem a le Swinburne : jumping on: the shoulder, but from my
«Take one blaspheniing patriot, who has trouble in teaching our. cat should:doubt
‘been hung or buried for some time, together this. The act was more probably prompted
with the oppressed ' country belonging to in her kitten by hereditary habits. ' In referhim. Soak these in a quantity of rotten ence to this, subject, 1 have Dams, that
sentiment till they are completely sodden ; whereas the
former. generations..ol..cows
‘and in the meantime get ready an indefinite i
i
hud
far at the approach
priests,
and
kings
Christian
of
number
of a railway train/ their” descendants will
add
dead;
nearly
are
Kick them till they
often continue their ruminations undiscopiously broken fragments of the Catholic turbed.—Chambers' Journal.
charch, and’ mix all together thoroughly.
Place them in a heap upon the oppressed
country ; season Plendfy ly with very coarse |’
expressions ; and on the top carefully arrange your patriot, garnished with laurel or
with

. 1y33

L

who knew him imitate his many Christian virtues, follow him as he followed Christ and with
him enjoy the bliss of heaven.
J. W. Hrs.

Hereditary Habits.

its ar-

morals, common to large villages and cities.
The
present management take great pleasure in
presenting the cops of Teachers to the attention of
parents and guardians and the public, as eminently
fualified to fit scholars for every honorable position
life.
;
TERMS:

Dun-

and

in

Places of resort conducive to idleness and

manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
Foundry is »OT, and NEVER has been located in
TRoY, N. X., said claims are intended to deceive the
public.
52t5

was, removed

years,

le

,

which have been made at this establishment during
the past twenty years) and are now making more

CAUTION.

am

I. G. N, FISK, Teacher
of Vocal Music. {Music
The course of studies in this sohcol embraces
everything necessary to fit one for college or a practical business life.
For beauty of scenery, healthfilness and ¢omfort,
this location is unsurpassed... It is free from those

bells, annually, than any other foundry it the country, for Churches, Academies, Plan
tions, &e.,
made of genuine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin)
tary Mountings, the best in use. All Bells warranted satisfactory. Large Illustrated Catalogues
sent free on application to JON ISS & CO.

to the spirit land. His second marrage to Miss
Anuna Blount occurred in April, 1830. She was

spared to him not far from ten

2.

Miss SARAHC. GILMAN, Risistant.

WATERS & SON

Illustrated Catalogue mail

building,

under the instruction of
G, W. FLINT, A. B.,

Mass,

Great Offer! 481 Broadway, N. Y., wil

DEA. NATHANIEL NORRIS died of consumption, in Jackson, Susq’a Co., Pa., Oct. 14, 1872,
aged 78 yearsand 5 mouths.
Dea. Nocris was
a native of Hardwick, Vt., and came to Jackson
in the autumn of 1816. He was married to Miss
Betsey Tiffany March 18, 1819, but after the

un-

lf

St, Boston,

Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have
made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and

the

known period of history and a half-destroyed fresco by an early master, varied every
now and then with a reference to the fu-|
gues or toccatasof a quite forgotten compos.
er. If the poem be still intelligible, take a
pen and remove carefully all the necessary
:
articles.”
Here for the Pre-Raphaelite mixture:

as

ham, on the occasion of her funeral.
A. M. DELONG.

brief space of about ten years she

10.00

-

LEBANON
ACADEMY.
LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME,
The FALL TERM of this Institution will commence
Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,

ASBESknown

Old Established Troy Bell Foundry

N. C.

East

GOOD

otherwise

TROY BELLS.

the

jouged to go to Jesus, By her death the church
hus lost a consistent meniber, ber children a kind
mother, her aged partner a faithful companion.
He says, * Not lost, only gone before.”
Heaven
has - secured another blood-washed spirit.
A
large concourse of eeplog friends and relations

assembled at the M.

-

vo.

.

3

50
‘800
8,00

yndon Center. Vt., 1873.

ao

church, East Dunbam, where she gave us every
encouragement to hope that her title to heaven
was
sure. During
her illness, which began
early in the summer, her language was that of

one *‘ ripe for Glory,”

FOR

10 Devonshire

tone ever made.

township

on

3.0

Lyndonville.

dispose of 100 Pianos, Melodeons and Or.
gans, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at
very low prices for cash, or part cash, and
balance in small monthly installments. New ¥-octave
first class E*iamos,
modern improvements, for
$235 cash.
The
Waters Concerto Parlor
Organs are the most beautiful in style and
perfect

anniversary of her birth-day, 1873. On the 21st
of December, 1817, she was married to Jonathan
Scott, of Dunham, with whom she lived happily for nearly 56 years, . Four children were bern
to them, two sons, and two daughters, who all
stilt live. For forty-three years she was a member of the F. Baptist church.
Last winter she

ot of old laces, which had been’ transferred

lace manufacturers at Paris, and requested
him to reproduce it, if possible. * Your
royal highness gives me a difficult commis.

died

PAID

AMIANTHUS,

HORACE

A

a large circle of friends to mourn their loss.
;
E. Roor.

ress Eugenie discovered one day among a

mutilated. She sent at once for M. DeLisle,
the President of the Compagnie des Indes,

and

.

(ex‘ra),

The new, commodious

MRS. M, E.

with the Freewill Baptist church of New Haven,
where he remained a worthy member
until
death. He has left kas wife and 4 children and

—§- Gs

five years before the fall

He

ago.

PRICES

and

13t22

ing up his family with whom he lived for some

Eugenie's

.

a

rangements, recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, andis in the midst of the universally admired full scenery of Vermont. The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is
but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all Jute of the country, and
from the activities and
at the same time removed
temptations which tend to divert the attention .andcorrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, ‘address the Primcipal at
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORX, Secretary, at

Rock-Wood, Rock-Cork, Mountain Leather, Fossil
paper Fossil-Flax and Earth Flax.
;
ddress by mail, giving specimens and
price per
ton.
H.D.J ARVES,

He wus born in Binghamton, N. Y., and moved
with his companion to Obio when
about 24
years old. After toiling tozether for: some 20
years, for a home in this new country, she was
taken from him by death, leaving him with a
large family." In due time he chose as a helpmate Mrs. Crossley, who assistéd bim in bring-

quered, there are other crowns to be won,”
—Rev. T. D. Talmage.

Use of Piano or-Organ

MINERALS WANTED.

spoke to him of his hope. He said it was sure.
and steadfast, He was patient aud resigned.

one ardent embrace and une loving kiss, we

.

:

EX

n

-

.

Instruction on Piane or Organ, -

AS. M. PETTENGELL & CO. 10 State
Street, Boston, 37 Park Row, New York, and 701
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are our Agents for
procuring advertisements for our paper (name mentioned) in the’ above citigs; and authorized to contract for advertisingat our lowest rates. .Yours truly,
\
21tr
8. M. PETTENGILL & CO.

death,
He had bis reason to the last moment,
and said, ** IT am dying; mother, is this dying?”
kiss, and said, ‘ Good-by, dear,’ and sprang
without a struggle he passed away to rest
up and shouted, ¢ Come on, boys!’” * So it Thus
in heaven.
He leaves an aflectionate wife and
is in the Christian conflict, it is a fierce one lite daughrer, father, mother, brother and
fight: Eternal ages seem depending on the sisters, and a large circle of friends, to mourn
strife. Heaven is waiting for the bulletins their loss.

to announce the tremendous issue.
Hail of
shot, gash of saber, fall of battle ax, groaning on every side. | We can not stop for
loss or bereavement, or anything else. With.

-

:

RIE

.

Rf

Instruction on Guitar, = .
00
Voedl Music,18 Lessons,
The Heart Regulator has been recommended b
Rel
1.50
Penmanship, 15 esa0us, i
Ty
+
1.50
many itis; wa is allowed by all who oy
its rahe
Re
value lob
to be just w what we claim. . jt—a Cure
J
for
A@-Clergymen’s children and students relying
on
their own exertions for an education, received at rewot
;
’
For circulars of testimonials, &e. y address the sole, duced inition.
oard
from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
Agent, FRANK E. INGALLS, Concord, N. H
‘rice, $1 per Bottle. For sale by Druggists gen- lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
erally.
i
1ylh
LOCATION tt

those

he triumphed

Higher English
Latin and
reek,
French (extra), -

AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.

Christian duties, which he very much regretted.
But he earnestly sought forgiveness for his past
negligence,by faith and prayer, and found the

so I just

-

A. B., Principal.

.
TUITION:
.
English, .

Common

TRIAL,

IT A

GIVE

‘With true
devotion they clung to each other
until death severed the union. In 1858 he embraced religion and united with the F. B. chureh
of New Haven, In the great national Mruggle,
in which he was engaged
3 years, he: lost his
spirituality and lived in partial neglect of his

got down on my knees, and I threw m
arms around him, and I gave him one go

VT.

Li1zzIE CALLEY, Preceptress.
MARY C. BRADFORD, Associate,
MARY E, MOREY, Music.
ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship,

Primary Studies,

WILL DO IT.

were pleasant, but for the few last months,

oyercast. their bright sky

CENTER,

CALENDAR ;
Fall Term of 13 weéks, begins August 26, 1874.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
ecember 2. 1873.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.

DR. GRAVES

1873,

them

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

CAN BE CURED,

er from
March until the moment of his death.
id 1869 Brother L. chose as his worthy companon, Miss Roxa Knight, with whom he was per-

yet I didn’t dare to stop a minute, for
come in the battle;

Haven,

A

INSTITUTION.

Faculty:

aged
years. The
cause of his death was
encephaloid cancer,
Hep was a constant suffer

I saw at the first glance he was dead,

the crisis had

LITERARY

years ago

went into that battle, sir, with my gon. His
to the satisfaction of (all, - He was always
mother and I thought everything of him. “tilled
punetual at the meetings of the church, and took
You know how a father will feel toward his a deep interest in the Sabbath school cause, conson who is coming up manly, and brave, tributing liberally for the support, of the gospel
and. ‘good. Well, the battle
ned and at home and dbroad: In his death the church
sustained a great loss, and all admit that a
concentrated, and it was awful! Horses has
£
nam hue fallen. He leavesa wife, one
and riders bent and twisted
and’ piled, up child, an adopted gaughter and other relatives,
to mourn his death. | GEORGE DONNOCKER,
together: it wus awful, gir We quit firi
and took to the point of the bayonet. Well,
ROCKWELL R., son
of John and Calista Love-

uable as it was yellow with age, broken and

A clever jeu d'esprit has just

LYNDON

b4th

Bro. Packard professed religion

chosen Deacon

she possessed an art treasure, the more val-

Order.

in the

could be reproduced. ' He had tried adult
ingenuity and the experience of age; and
tastes of a scientific
generation. to under- he must resort to youth. He selected frem
stand how to make ba poetry thai to won- his young girls twentyof the most intellider at good ; and, secondly, as the end of gent workers, those with the strongest eyes
poetry is pleasure, that we should make it and deftest fingers, and after a year had
each for ourselyes is the very utmost that we passed by, the long sought-for discovery was
can desire, since it is a fact m which we all made. Now the work was begun in earagree that no man’s verses please bim so nest. It was four years before it approached
completion. Before the dress was finished
much as his own.”
008,
Here is his recipe for making “Brown- Paris was in ashes and Eugenie an exile, con well.’
But the lace weavers escaped the general lieved from active duties for a short period by
ing:”
**Take rather a coarse view of things in destruction, and Eugenie’s dress was spared. the appointment of a suceessor. As a husband
father, Bro. Norris was kind and affectiongeneral, In the midst of this place a man She wrote to M. DeLisle from England, and
ate. In his dealings with his fellows he was
and a woman, and ber ankles tastefully ar- saying that though no longer. an empress upright. Asa citizen he was respected by His
ranged on a slice of Italy, or country about nor enjoying the income of royalty, she fellow townsmen and by them put into positions
deep interest in the
Pornic. Cut an opening across the breasts would take the dress when finished, if he of political trust, He took a
erection
'of a new church
edifice, and his’ liberal
‘of each, until the soul becomes visible, but should be a loser by keeping it, The man- jifts
for that objeet were among the lust acts of
be very careful that none of the body be lost ufacturer, not to be outdone in generosity,
ix life. His funeral was largely attended and
| during the operation. Pour into each breast laid the case as stated in the empress’s let- a sermon deliveredby the pastor from 2 Tim. 4:
as much as it will hold of the new, strong ter before the directors of the company. 7, 8. . 1n the death of this aged Christian another.
wine of love; and, for fear they should take They were touched with the misfortunes of of the few remaining living links is now broken
de- which bind us to ‘a’ glorious, Historic past. He
cold by exposure, cover them quickly up the beautiful woman, and unanimously
leaves a character of unsillied moral worth and
with a quantity of obseare classical quota- cided to release her from her engagement.
dignity.
May his remaining family and those

posing force of similar*strength was drawn
up under the command
med Ali. The women

town

lished at Oxford, entitled “Every

midh race.

with a boiled lamb on the top, was placed
before us. Leben, or sour goat's milk, was
poured here and there into the rice, a small
quantity of which wns taken up in the
palm of the band; rmplled into.

the

20, 1873,

joined the 'Freowii Baptist ehureh al West

ington that the life of ‘the nation depended
alls, of
which
upon: that struggle, He said to me: “ I. until his death,

Own Poet; or, The Inspired Singer's Recipe Book, by a Newdigate Prizeman.”
There is enough of truth in what follows to sion,” said M. Delisle, ¢* one, I fear, imge it satiric point: “Poetry, like free possible to perform. Your remnant is real
thought, was firstsa work of inspiration; old point de Venise, of which there are but
secondly, of science, and lastly now of trick. few samples in existence, and the art of
At its first stage it was open to only here making 1t is lost.” ‘Can we not revive
and there a genius; at its next,to all intel- it?” asked the empress, “I give you earte
ligent men, and at its third, to all the hu- blanche in making the experiment, and an-

napkins,

boiled

to

Poetry to

dG

presented

hours,

on board one of the Afstrian
Lloyd's
steamers tor Beyront.—J. Lewis Farley.

officers, who,

with silver jugs containing cold water,
which they poured over our hands, while
doinestics

disappeared

were hospitably received at the monastery
of Elias—the finest in the Holy Land. On
‘Friday, at 8am. we embarked at Kaiffa

After a little ‘Hille, séfvants ‘approached

other

three

eight miles, to Mount

groom havitrg attained his eighteenth year,
and the bride.chaving seen, fourteen sum|

in

where we passed the night.

his son, Mohammed Ali, with the daughter of his brother, Akili Aga; the brideWe

women,

“Thursday, we inspected the fortifications,
Land then rode round the bay of Acre, about

as they returned ‘the cups, again saluted;
and, the strictmess ofvetiquette being apparently relaxed,
cofdversation
became
general. Salihl Aga then informed us
that they were celebrating the wedding of

mers.

the

from sight.
:
«i
We bade farewell to our kind host, and,
leaving Abilin, entered the fertile plain of
St. Jean d’Acre, through which a pleasant
canter, over delightful green turf, . bronght
us,

year of his age.

over thirty years

brought his
riumph to the itlage. giants,” and as the Governor
dismounted, and fol- arm down on the back of
the seat, it, fair,
dvawn swords, two of made the car tremble, ‘‘ Well,” he said,
alkingat either side ‘ the battle was desperate,
but after a while
)
crossing over we gained a little, and we marched on a
8. Mohammed Ali little. I turned around to the troops and
his
hand
—a love token— shouted, ‘Come on, boys!’ and I stepped
m of the trive, across a dead soldier, and lo! it was m

abor

nt. to bog |

had passed in the last war, He said thal there

i attle, and I went bath it feeling that I
having now proved his had in my right arm the strength, of ten

is prin¢ipa

ed

djerreed from

ground and hurls it at his retreating
tgonist. The horse performs a conspicus partin this tourney, as upon his sa-

stood around. Crowds.of handsome, tho

ra, Erie Co,, N. Y., July

the

with danger,

A

“DEA. B. F. PACKARD ded of cholera th Auro-

came one battle upon which eyerything seemflinging it back again ed to pivot. Telegrams came from Wash-

in

71

WirLroN,

INSTITUTE,

Iowa.

Commenoes its Fall Term September
Catalogues sent to inquirers.

2, 1872.
i

EVANSVILLE
This institution 18 under

SEMINARY,
the control

of the

WEST
Wis.

consin Yearly Meeting, and has been in’ suvcessful
operacion for three years.
The coming year prom-

ises more enlarged usefulness.
The village of
Evansville is finely located, and few placeS in the
West surpass it in point of moral and religious influences.
.
Expenses are reasonable,
:
Prof. Jacons will have charge of the. Music Départment.

CALENDAR:

FALL TERM opens “Aug. 27,—continuing 18 weeks,
closing Nev. 22.
i
WINTER TERM opens Deo. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
cloging Feb. 28.
For particulars, address,
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal,

VIRGINIA

,ALEMINGTON,

TAYLOR

COLLEGE,

CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

This Institution offérs to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to

REV. W, COLGROVE, A. M.. President.

WHITESTOWN

SEMINARY.

The 32nd Academical year of this institution will
open A

st-25th.

i

The enlargement is fully Spmpleted, at an expense
of over $30,000; and the facilities of a first class in
stitution are farnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue,

J. 8. GARDNER, Frincipat,

Whitestown, Ni ¥., June 4, 1873.

.
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the board of public works in Washington, having received no pay since last March, have
appealed ta the President to interfere in the matter.

The number of persons lost by the

treaty with the UnitediStates.

They favor it.

The city of Berga
Carlists.
;

captured

has

been

by

between

Paraguay,

the

Brazil

1s said to have been

signed.

The Jowa farmers’ anti-monopoly convention
was held in Des Moines, Wednesday, A full

The report that Prince Bismarck said to a correspondent of a New York paper that he would
extirpate the idea of God and substitute that of
State, is pronounced by the North
German

setting
selves,

of a

skiff.

Four

others
hy

saved

The painful anxiety concerning the

A large tract of timber-land
N. 8.; is burning, and several
said to have been destroyed.

themw

steamship

The schooner

Moritz Arndt, now
York, is dispelled by
.

Membrino

Chief,

Captain

Methose
failed

A gang of stamp-thieves, with headquarters
New York, has been successfully broken up.
A desperado killed a deputy

sheriff

at

Paragraphs,
Ninety-four steamships; makibg 192 trips, have
carried just 18,533 passengers across the Atlantic
thus far this year.

in

Little

Bierstadt

Rock, Ark., Wednesday.
Brooklyn has witnessed the slaughter

The

Attorney-General

has

be

of A983

Indian country without

decided

that

introduced

the-order

the

of the

War

They are
treasure in
discovery of
sixty dollars

department, and the jurisdiction of that department is exclusive of all other authorities.

John W., the oldest son

of Brigham

Young,

who is now in New York, said, in ‘an interview,
that Mrs. Eliza Young had been induced by outwide ‘Gentiles to begin the suits against his father
to make a’ schism in the church.
Brigham has

not
equsented to amy
fight the thing out.

compromise,

but

escaped
penal

Algerian

colony

of

convicts

their way to Baltimore. They clainh
escaped with one hundred and filty

hafe

length, and

arrived al New

York.

"The

found

of

her

near

so

has
many

rock remaining to be pierced, 1,119 feet.

A

The President has told the governor of Minne
sota and the mayor of Minneapolis that the
Manitoba affair shall receive prompt attention,

The deficit in the treasury of
0O., amounts to $142,000.

Fairfax

last been

Gibson

county,

Tenn.

He

wag

is routed, and the

majority of the female clerks in the Treasuat Washington

come from

the best families.”

Gover-

Alice Ingersoll, daughter of a former attorneygeneral of Massachusetts. Mrs.
ter of Colonel Abert, formerly

Johnson, daughfor many
years

head of the bureau of topographical engineers,

loss,

has for ten’years been a clerk in the Treasury.
Mrs. Tilton, sister of General Robert Ould, for-

county ,

merly United States district attorney for thé
Of the 497 eases presented for arbitration to. District of Celumbia, is there also, as are the
mixed commission, sitting at Newport, only 87 widows of Captain Ringgold and Major Heap.

remain unsettletl, and ‘the commissioners hope
to finish these withiu the stipulated time.
There is a good deal of excitement abeut the
New York custom-house, econeerning a report
that a large number of officials employed there
are to be discharged.
Some of them are said to

|.

Among

the famous

reckoned

Sidugy

dead of the year must be

Doron,

the fawbus

Filton

Market oyster dealer, who was
buried fiom
Plymouth ehurch on Tuesday.
Artemas ‘Ward
#aid that *‘ every public celebrity from Martha
Washington down to George Peabody has eaten
hold high places and to be charged with irregu- oysters in Dorlon’s,” and this is not so very far
‘ lafities relating to the taking of brides.
from the truth.
The proprietor kept a register,
‘A man in Springfield, Ill., claims to be able - wherein distinguished visitors were requested to
to prove or disprove the identity of the Tich- record their names, and on this list are to be
borne
claimant with Sir Roger.
A despatch found the signatures of Horace Greeley, Charles
from Chicago gives some account of his professed Dickens, William Makepeace Thackeray, Artemus Ward, Charles Sumner, Benjamin -F. But.
knowledge of the case.
ler, Charles Kean, Charles Mathews, Gustavus
Josephine Rowland has been arrested in PhilaVaughan Brooke, Reeorder Gurney of London ’
delphia and held for trial on the eharge of cruel] y
Daniel E. Sickles, Senator Broderick of Califortreating her step-daughter by confining her in a
nia, Senator Stephen A. Douglass, aud scores of
room without sufficient feod or clothing for

eighteen months.
The young girl is wasted to a
skeleton.
She escaped to friends on Wednesday,

but ber ife is despaired of,
A New York paper

°

says

:

that

that the Count de Chambord
constitution submitted to him

itis annonnced

will
and

others equally distinguished,

The conversational powers of the Indians,
says a writer, are very great indeed.
* Among
themselves, when not placed upon their guard
by the presence of strangers, they are unwearied

accept the
become talkers.

will

King of France; and that a monarchy
proclaimed in about six weeks.

will

be

>

I speak

mow of the full-blood

lesspess of the conductor of the eoal train, who
is not among the dead and ¢an not be found,
$ lo am)
© "FOREIGN.
Two Irish regimentsin the Curragh of Kildare
got into a riot on Monday, in which several per-

sons were killed aud: many wounded.
~ Ji is «aid that the membersof the

nose

to : preglaim.

Count:

Right

Chambord

pro-

King

of

France if he ‘will accept a constitution to be presentedto bim;if pot, the republic will be defi-

nitely established.

:

Miss Clara Barton,

the

:

worthy

successor of

Florence. Nightingule.on battlefields; js serious-

ly ill in Londop,
Vienna isnow

a

narrative,

description

and

declamation,

and

tourists

Europe. . Paris; Bexlin, and even London,
neglected.

in

are

Meanwhile, the number. of ‘visitors

10 the Exposition decreases dtiily.

snd

~ Christia

salle

wedish

town

on Delmar

Sound, Had DctT ill hiro by fire.
Liverpool he “the” fost "complete Stiverage
system of all the

3

citied

a pb

ih Gireat Britain, and

To

The German government has decided to reduce
for three

A | British steamer landed at Fontarabia,

‘ Wednesday; d lot of supplies for the Carlists, und
Spanish

years

and then

to abolish

altogether

the import. dutyon iron,

man-of-

these substances with the compact form and
structure of the meat, All attempts in this direction fall under one of three classes:

Shah

has

promised

to give

the Jews in

1. Simp-

ly drying the meat rapidly after cutting off the
fat, this yeilding
a slightly nutritious but indias

nutriment.

Henley

improved

Juice

in

vacuo.

2. Treatment

with

chemical

disinfecting and absorbing agents, such as packing in charcoal, injecting with solutions of alum,
chloride of aluminum, sulphite of soda, sulphurous acid, sugar ‘and saltpetre, immersing in a
weak solution of carbolic acid, or strong acetic
acid, or in solution of bisulphite of lime, or
finally, by suffocating the animal (as suggested
by Professor Gamgee) in carbonic oxide
gas,
and
hanging it in a chamber
with
earbonic
oxide,
and
vessels filled with
charcoal impregoated with sulphurors acid. None of these
methods, however successful on a small scale,
would furnish the trade with &n article that
would keep for years. 8. Prevention of putrefaction by cold or exclusion of air. As to the
first nothing less than freezing will answer;

packing in ice not
even for a few days,

being perfectly effective,
as in shipping from Texas

selected,

all the

bones

are removed;

they

bade bis receiving a present

minister for-

from a foreign mon-

;
:
.
The Old Bailey, London, has now

furnished a

stone coffin, which archmologists declare must
have been buried
nearly two thousand years,
Discoveries of old.Romun walls, coins and pottery in the same locality are froquent.

half an hour longer in the ¥ath, the cans dre

removed, painted, when’ cooled, with ofl colors,

labeled, and are then ready for market,

ends become

concave by

atmospheric pressure.

gelatinous,

coagulated

meat

essence,

and

ean

be used cold, cooked with vegetablesor gently
roasted. Although not quite as palatable as
perfectly fresh meat, it is. more so than salt
meat, and far more nutritious and digestible,
with proper care will keep in the cans for years.

"An

indication of its uses is found

in its intro-

duction into Englislf and French vessels of War,
as an article of diet, two or three times a week,

as well as generally into the commercial
passenger

marine,

and many

private

and

houses.

The chloride of calcium bath has been replaced
in seme cases by superheated
steam.
Smoking meat (especially pork) before using, thus

preserved,

according to some, adds very much

to its good qualities. An improvement, known
as the Jones patent, and employed by Forbes
& Co. of Aberdeen, consists in connecting the
cans while being heated with a vacuum chamber, so as to render a lower temperature effective, thus preserving the delicacy of fish, fowls,
game, &c.
Itis well to remember
that only
selected pieces of meat can be preserved in this
way, and that a pound of it, therefore, contains
more putriment than an average pound of fresh
meat. Traffic in this article is extensive, and
rapidly increasing, and itis predicted that the
importations from Australia into England will
soon amount to 10,000 tons per week.

all general

purposes the

great mountain upheavals, contain all the elements for the highest -type of the equine specles.
I believe horse raising will
prove the
most prosperous branch of grazing. They are
quick, active grazers, hardy and
enduring in
the severest weather, easily herded, eudowed
with strong attachments for the locality which
keeps them on their range with little herding;
and in the great crucial test of mountain experience in grazing,setc.,—the winter of 1871-2—
they suffered less loss than any other stock. From
the cheapness with which they can be raised
here, from the excellence
which our grasses
and climate will ‘impart to them, I look forward
to the time when our horse markets will atract buyers from all the
[astern States, for
horses for the saddle,
road wagon,
and for
draught.”

Self-Help.
FACULTY.

® ——
——

“Never give to a beggar,” said Poor Richard,
‘ for, if you pay a man to do nothing, he will
do it.”
“ Luxury,” said gruff Dr. Johnson, * is better
than charity, for luxury feeds the industrious,
but charity the idle; and the industrious improve, while the idle deteriorate.”
:
Through disregurd of these social laws, the

—

—

So says a medical
journal. Bugs
and rats
must be exterminated, and ratshane or strychnine must sometimes be bought; sickness comes,
and powerful drugs are employed to resist its
ravages; bottles of laudanum, or innocent looking powders, are now lying in drawers or upon
the mantel, and through their proper use, life
maybe saved; yet a blunder may open graves,
and fill hearts with the deepest woe! A little
care may guard against this peril. '* Mark your

poisons I”

Let the death’s head and cross-bones

stare every one in the face, and the
werd,
Poison! in bold characters, startle'the careless

who may handle the deadly drug!

‘ Mark your poisons!”
They may be hidden
in the words you utter; they may be breathed

in the tones in your voice, love is often blighted.
by their breath, and smiles and joyous hopes
die under their terrible touch. The deadly vis
envy or pride may course slong
rus of
voice, and wither, by its fearful
the ap

power, J#¥4n the hearts of those we love, Let
a mark be placed upon: each selfish thought ere
it poisons,

with words,

and sends out

the

its members

happiness of

home,

in search

of that

happiness amid scenes of forbidden pleasure.
* Mark

wine-cup,

poisons!”

your

and your

It creeps along
its potent swuy;

They

child may

in the

sparkle

drain

its dregs,

the veins, which throb under
it mounts to the brain; it deads

ens the heart, and btings wob nd
desolation on
its flery breath! Bind every bottle with the
skeleton-head and dead men’s bones,
unwary may not drink and die, «/ »

that the

There {8 death in many a booked, dest 46 vit:
for

is deadly; the

the

venom

soul
the trail.
; of the mex:

lurks

in each

beautiful

engraving which = fascinates the: eye while it
inflicts. deadly. wounds :upon the soul, Let the

warning be written on every titlespagel;'

times without number

healed the sick,

Miss M, E. Prentiss, Assistant,

FALL TERM, 13 weeks,

Steamers and

bringing immigrants by millions

let the

eyes of your children he guarded: from their
allarements
as carefully as you
would
hide
away the poisonous
drug from the little one
who is attracted by the glittering crystal in

which'it is held.

“Mark your poiwons!” Were it done, how
many thinzs we bandle carelessly would exhibit the fatal sign.
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Da. Sprace 2 00
wonderful and perfect cures of very Lad cases of
B.hboxthooks 3 00

purifying and strengthening properties that mediopl
science has been able to produce, thus rendering
. it
a sovereign remedy nof oply in the cure of Consumption, Bronchitis, Hoarseness and Coughs; but
also fox all diseages of, the liver and blood, as sepofulous diseases, blotehes. rough skin, pimples,
black

specks and discolorations.
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best insti-

1 have just haa published, in pamphlet form, an
exposition of Matt.24, showing that
the chapter has
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The College

throughout the

no reference to the end of the world, which I will
send, post paid, to any one on receipt of ten cents.
A. DEERING.
Pittsfield, N. H.
8118

th

Children often look Pale and Sick
no other cause than having wornin the stom-

ducted’by him for thirty-two years past and has

{

It has therefore a wide

but far exceeds the ezpectations of the most san.
guine, thus eliciting the loudest praise, and
making
permanet living advertising mediums of all who
use
it,
692

H. E, HIBBARD, Principal.
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road consenting to be paid for lands in installments, extending through halfa life time, with
nothing of the principal in the first four years,—
and asking only six per cent. interest, grants
terms which thrill with hopes of owning farms,
tenants, mechanics and laborers who were sink-
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taining 478,988 acres. More than 25,000 liomesteaders and pre-emptors have taken land in
the same region.
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abled farm hunters to reach other lands and
brought their produce nearer markets, by the
only means in its power, namely, land grants
to railroad companies.
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prize it, the former by-'making him pay something for it, and the latter by making him till
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bestow the public domain that it shall become
a public discipline. Both
reguire a man
to

make a journeyto bis farm,—both
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THEOLOGY.

nto the Missis-

homestead

Opens Dee. 2, 1573

A special effort will be made, v the Principal, to prepare those students who ma have the Gospel
Ministry in view, by furnishing them every assis he Ao his power towards the horde fren of theological
studies.
\
For further particulars, address the Principal at Waterbury Center, Vermont.

sippi Valley, have done them good just in proand

WINTER TERM, 12 weeks.
Opens Feb. 2, 1874.

12 weeks.

LOCATION.

portion as their new opportunities have stimulated them to make the most of thamselves.

Pre-emption

“

Tagties, .

The Building, one of the fluest
and grandest scenery of Vermont.

cent, within the last ten years, and that while
the population has been fast increasing.
To like manner,
those safe from pauperism

are lifted still higher.

»

evabling

by fifteen

Opens Sept.2, 1873.
SPRING TERM,

Use of Piano and Orga
Book-Keeping, Penmanship,
ers, &¢., each extra,

helped themselves, Massachusetts has lessened
territory

Lyon.

TUITIOIN.
3
mo.

Acting on a similar principle with regard to
paupers,”
and helping most
those
who
most

in her

G. T. Bwasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss Abbie

CALENDAR,

them to rise and earn bread for themselves.

their number

Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Dapartment,

Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.

fed the hungry, ~but

either in Towa or Nebraska,

“Mark Your Poisons!”

/

osu bid

The

The theat is ‘generally well cooked, and parts
readily in catting in the direction of tfie fibers,
retains all its nutritious matter, is rich in fat and

¢

Sh

are

packed in cans of two to eight pounds, which
are then closed by soldering, except a small
aperture in the lid, half immersed and heated
about four hours in chlorid of calcium bath,
with a boiling point of 260° degrees to 270 de-

ds yisible on every. page, and bis slime
pent.

as’an English

For

Christ, who only twice

up on an average daily during the winter months
1000. sheep and
50 cattle,
Operations are
carried
on a similar scale in the other colonies,the week.
ly export of preserved meat from Sydney sveraging 150 tons. The cans have the names and
trade-marks
of the firms on their labels, as
a protection
against imitation. and adultera
tion.
The process, in all essentially the same, is
about as follows: The best pieces of meat are

When the 8hah presented to Barl Granville his
photograph set in diamonds the ear! extracted

ed him, his position

with great profit.

|

to New Orleans,
Besides, the latitude would
render such free use of ice, on a large scale, out
of the question, Exclusion of air, then, seems to doles dispensed in medieval monasteries proved
u parent-priociple of modern pauperism.
afford the ouly practicable and effective method
We can not overrate the strength of laziness
on a large scale. Two years ago Tallerman of
in one who has all his life-time lived in beggary.
Victoria attempted the transportation of fresh
when I told a veteran mendicant I
meat to England in hot tallow without success, Hence,
wondered that so able-bodied a man as he would
and the only successful method left, and that
seems to have a future, Is packing in tic cans, sbeg, it was perfectly natural for him to answer,
** You would not wonder at all if you only knew
removing the air by boiling, and hermetically
how lazy I am.”
Ry,
sealing them.
Bat, in helping a man, you always hari,
Already at least 43 establishments, with milwhenever you do not make him help hiniSelf,
lions of capital, are engaged in this business
in Australia.
Twenty-five years
ago the first This was the spirit of Moses; —bidding the Jew
not to reap the corners of the field, and to
attempts were made, and the discovery of gold
let
absorbing the capital for a time, they were re- some handfuls fall on
purpose, and to leave
them for the poor to glean. It was the spirit of
sumed in 1867. In Victoria there are eleven com-

tue; aguutve

the picture, pressed it to his heart, and returned
the diamonds,explaining that, much as he thank-

the

process by expressing the juice from the meat,
and drying it at a lower temperature, by which
its aroma was preserved, and evaporating the

Persia greater freedom.

yet, arch,

of any other wunicipality in the kingdom.
was afterwards captured by a

A'London scholar regrets that the readers at
the British Museum have diminished in numbers
from 130,410in 1861 to 105,006 in 1871~or from
46. to 32 to every--thousand people in London. He suggests that the duplicates be got rid
of, by establishing libraries at accessible points
(as in Boston) and that separate reading-rooms
be established for. special subjects, as history,
law, natural seience, ete, with a speeialist ate
tendant for each.

The

re

attracting all the

stitute for meat, since it did not contain the fat,
or the larger partof the albuminous matter of
the meat, and it was still a problem to preserve

whose native tongue is said to be well adaptedto

whose habits and temperaments lead them to be
very communieative.
About
one third of the
Cherokees use the English language with grace
warden, and was himself shot and killed hy the
and eleganee ; but gemerally among the masses
"officer.
the English is 1mperfeetly spoken, many slight
A marked improvementin the condition and departures from
English standards b2inz noticepromise of the eotton crop is shown by returns able. Yet they
are generally eritics, taking noof the agriculfural department.
tice of any inaceuracy of language in the eonverThe Pawnee Indians are said to be preparing sation of a white person.
A stranger, delivering
for a war with the Sioux, in retaliation forgthe a sermon or leeture, is rigidly criticised as to
attack recently made on them.
language, matter and manner, and is at once
A terrible disaster occurred on the Chicago placed in comparison with their own ideal,which
snd Alton Railroad about twenty miles from has been formed from intercourse with the
Chieago, on Saturday night.
An express train whites,as well as from a careful study of English
came in eollision with a eoal train, and eleven classies, Their manners are very much like
persomps were killed and thirty-five wounded. those of our own people, only their men are not
More vill
undoubtedly die, The casualties so gallant as ours. They seem not to be actuatwere confined to the passengers in the second- ed by so many sinister motives, nor do they
class car and the train hands, The accident is seem to -huve so much policy as do our polite
said
to have been caused by the reckless care- young men.”

horse breeding

Norman blood is by far the best. Ata recent
convention of stock growers, held at Denver,
Colorado, one observer said of that region:
“Your soils, the wear and wash from your

Indiar,

A convict in the prison at Michigan Citys Ind.,
Friday attempted to take the life of a deputy

of

grees, until all vapor has been driven out. The
aperture is then closed, andsafter remaining

what

than

should be the aim of the breeder. Large farms
of cheap land can be devoted to this pursuit

first suggested by

panies and five private establishments, which use

nor Fairchild of Wisconsin there found the fair
child who bécame his wife, She was the daughter of a distinguished public man.
The present
United States district attorney of South Carolina
* pressed his suit” in thé Treasury for beautiful

A lumber mill and salt works were burned in

£95,000.

Milan,

we popularly. term

eda diplematie aspect.
A Fort Garry despatch
says that Lerd Gordon has suddenly disappeared
and gone, Some say to the Rocky Mountains and
some say to British Columbia,
pt

Wednesday;

has at

His mame is Fortune Smow, and he lives

ry department

and that the rights of American citizens shai] be
protected. The matter, however, has not assum-

on

America

cold glimmer of practicality thrown upon our
dearest romances.
Mr. Rawdon
Brown now
comes forward and declares that there never
was such a person as Don Quixote, but that the
work bearing that name was written as a political lampoon upon the Duque de Lerma, at the
time the book was written one of the most powerful Spanish politicians.

shaft, eastward, 137 feet ; total advance, 288 feet;

Mieh.,”

man in

One tradition after another

Butler, of Allegan, Mich., fatally injuring Mr.
and Miss Reeves, and eight others badly.
The Hoosac tunnel for July progressed from
central shaft, westward, 151 feet; from
west

City,

It makes

twenty-five years old when the revolution began

A stage from the Crawford to’ the Profile
House, Monday noon, 11th, upset, killing a boy
(J. R. D. Reeves) from Baltimore and A. S.

Saginaw

with fine bair.

and now he counts up a hundred and twentyfour years.
He served in thé army, but unfortunately was not acquainted with General Washington.

a broken

being

covered

oldest

found.

to have
ofhers, and

As supposed,

years

havoc with carpetsin a short time.
It is said
that fine salt or fine cedar chips sprinkled on the
edges of carpets will protect them from its ravages.

to have suffered terribly in swamps afd jungles,
propeller was the cause
days overdue,

now looking
for Captain Kidd’s
Kentucky, being stimulated bLiy the
an old iron chest, containin: some
in coin, in an unexplored cave.

The carpet worm is a new pest just discovered. It is of dark color, less than half an inch in

the

The German steamer Ernst Moritz Arndt

at San

a dozen turkeys, twenty chickens, twenty-four
dozen eggs, and six pounds of butter, while her
daughter stays at home and exercises her piano.

would

fpbm

Cayenne

the Sierras, andis now
:

Missouri boasts of a womar.,seventy-one

A clerkin the office of the chief engineer of the
Illinois Oentral railroad has been detected in
frauds amounting to about $19,000.

Three

extensive

of age, who walks six miles to. market, carrying

Itis reported that the court-martial
in the
Modoc case has sent in its findings, and that aj]
the Modocs are to be hanged.

French

an

An equestrian statue of Stonewall Jackson is
to be placed at the Virginia Military Institute at
Lexington.
It will cost $25,000 in gold.

no

iuto

just completed

sketching tour in
Francisco.

unmuzzled dogs since July 1.

spirituous lignors can

has

application

preparations

profitable

VERMONT.

and rearing, if conducted on the right priveciples. Business horses,~not , sporting stock,—

Liebig, and

months

Quinn, which sailed from Gloucester for Greenland, May 23, to try the halibut fishery in
waters, returned last Wednesday, having
to secure a fare,

to the

gestible product, absolutely worthless after a few

near Aylesford,
farm-houses are

The entire Carlist force in Spain is officially
stated te be not more than 8050 infantry and cavalry, and 17 pieces of artillery.
Spanish, French
and Englishvessels in the vieinity of Bilboa have
been fired upon by the Carlists.
Cartagena is
besieged by the Carlists,

Alabama, reported to have been wreckad on the
Irish coast, and the Ernst
many days overdue at New
tidings from hoth,

.

Gazette a disgusting fraud.

Three men were drowned two miles below
Pittsburg, Pu., on Monday evening, by the up-

the

his meat-extract obtained a world-wide celebrity. This was, after all, however, only a sub-

disaster is now placed at seventy-two.

State ticket, with A ndrew Hastie for governor,
was nominated and a platform was adopted.

principles

would be more

:

Dr, Senfleben,

canned meats was

y

and thé Argentine republic

to

of scientific

papers are discussing the policy of a

A treaty of peace
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laborers

Trade

:

Postmaster-General Monsell
is reported to have resigned.

West seem

EET

colored

ton, Jamaica,

Many portions of the great

peculiarly well
adapted to the production of
horses.
No branch of stock or grain husbandry

rh

Five hundred

CananKings:

rl

Seventy of the crew of the gunboat
daigua are sick with the yellow fever at

Sr ——————

nary,

(7

we

MISCELLANEOUS.

mot

Lal

and elaim that this success is. the
important of the campuigu.

A Kansas City, Mo., despatch says that apprehensions are felt of the entire. fuilure - of the
"corn crops throughout that section for want of
rain.
:
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is open

every

has more

in'he

18in0 48 day

year, from 9 to 2, 0%lock ; evenings,

from 7to 9, between October and April, Catalogues
and circulars containing full information, with list
of
Mr. Comer’s published worke on Peumanship,
Book-keepin, i \Ryigation, gloq iy be had free at
the College, 323 Washington8
corner of
West
htyaet, or on Joquest wi hg2 Sent) tp
people
who have
h writing
| th
,informing them hat Fd Comer has received a full
supply of his celebrated pens. (Samples sentby
al on receigfof 25 cents,
J
13633,
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